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Introduction 

Fifteen years of research following the first return of rocks 
from the Moon has enabled planetary scientists to develcp a 
framework in which to consider the mechanisms whereby 
planetary bodies are constructed. Concurrently, scientists have 
been studying the oldest available terrestrial rocks to try to 
understand how the Earth operated in the most distant geologic 
past. The Earth is a highly dynamic planet, however, and the 
record of events prior to about 3.8 b.y. year~ ago has been 
almost completely obliterated. We a,'e thus left with a gap of 
about 800 million years bp.tween the time oi EClrth's accretion 
and that of the oldest preserved rocks. 

The Early Earth Workshop was convened as an attempi to 
understand what mayor may not have occurred during that 
period and to review current understanding of the Earth's 
formation and the formation of the older Archean rocks. One 
goal of this workshop was to determine what theoretical, 
observational, and/or experimental studIes can best constrain 
the character of the Earth in this important interval of time. 

Fifty-five scientists with backgrounds in a broad range of 
disciplines, including planetary accretion, isotope geochemistry, 
thermal history modeling, and Archean geology, met at LPI in • 
Houston in April, 1984 to discuss and speculate on this 
fascinating interval of the Earth's history. This volume 
constitutes a report of the workshop, consisting of abstracts of 
the presented papers a.,d brief summaries prepared by session 
coordinators. We hope that this summary of currently available 
facts, observations, and hypotheses may prove stimulating to 
those who feel ready to influence our concepts about earliest 
Earth history and evolution. 

The workshop concititutes part of the Institute's Early 
Crustal Genesis (ECG) program. Other workshops and 
meetings in this program for which Technical Reports are 
available or soon to be published include the Workshop on 
Magmatic Processes (Tech. Rpt. 82-01), the Conference on 
Planetary Volatiles (Tech. Rpt. 83-01), the Workshop on A 
Cross Section of Archean Crust (LPI Tech. Rpt. 83-03), and the 
recently held Conference on the Origin of the Moon (which will 
be published in book form by the LPI in ei:trly 1986). 

... ,. ,.-.. • of. ~.: .. f " -- -------~~--
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Program 

Monday, April 23 
9:15 a .• n.·12:30 p.m. 

Accretion of the Earth: Processes Accompanying and 
Immediately Following the Accretion, Including Core Formation 

George Wetherill, Coordinator 

Conditions During Formation of the Earth 
A. G. W. Ca",er on 

Was Core Formation Violent Enough to Homogenize the Early Mantle? 
S. A. Cooperman and W. M. Kaula 

A Model for Core Formation in the Early Earth 
J. H. Jones and M. J. Drake 

Implications for the Earth of the Early Dynamical Enuironment 
W. M. Kaula and S. A. Cooperman 

Cherr:c<11 Euo/ution of the Earth-Equilibrium or Disequilibrium Process? 
M. Sato 

Thermal, Dynamic, and Composition,,1 Aspects of the CoreForming Earth 
D. J. Stevenson 

Monday, April 23 
2:00-3:30 p.m. 

Impact Records and Other Information From Planets and the 
MOl)n Relevant to Early Earth History 

Richard A. F. Grieve, Coordinator 

Considerations of Large Scale Impact and the Early Earth 
R. A. F. Grieve and E. M. Parmentier 

Lunar and Martian Impact Basins: Exposed Records of Terrestrial Bombardment? 
P. H. Schultz 

Large Arcuate Scars: A Geological Lega~y of the Earth's Accretionary Past 
J. M. Saul 

Mondl>Y, April 23 
4:00-5:30 p.m. 

Isotopic Patterns of the Oldest Rocks: What Do They Tell Us About Earlier Ttmes? 

G.lugmair and J. D. Macdougall, Coordinators 

Constraints 011 the Deuelopment of the Early Continental Crust from Isotopic Data 
S. B. Jacobsen 

Anorthositic Oceanic Crust in the Archean Earth 
E. Jagoutz, J. B. Dawson, S. Hoemes, B. Spettel, and H Wi'inke 
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(Continuation of Previous Sessioni 

Tuesday, April 24 
8:30·10:00 a.m. 

The Relation Between tire Age of the Subducting Slob and the Recyc/m9 of Sec;"no';! Into the Month> 

D. Abbott and S. Hoffman 

Dating Archean Zircon by Ian Microprobe--New r. 'ght on an Old Problem 
I. S. Wilhams, P D. Kinny, L. p, Black, W, Conpsion, D. O. Froude, and 1. R. Ireland 

Early Evolution of the Crust-Mantle System 
K. C. Condie 

Tuesday, April 24 
10:15·12:30 am 

igneous, Sedimentary, and Metamorphic Petrology of tile Oldest R"cks; 
The Structure of the Oldest Rocks and Implications for the Oldest Continents 

K. B"rke, Coordinator 

Chemical Constraints on the Evolution of the Archaean Continentol Crust 
B. L. Weaver and J. Tarney 

The Aravalli Sequence of Rajasthan, India: A Precambrian Continental Margin? 
J, 0, Macdougall, R, Willis, G. W. Lugmair, A. B. Roy, and J<. Gopalan 

Archean Sedimentary System; and Crustal EVI,/ution 
D, R. Lowe 

Earth's Primordial Differentiation and Its After-effects 
p, H, Warren 

(Contlnuation of Previous Session) 

W. Kidd, Coordinator 

Tuesday, April 24 
1 :30-3:30 p.m. 

Crustal Radiogenic Heat Production and the Selective Survival of Ancient Continental Cust 
P. Morgan 

1'he 3.5 b.y, old Onverwacht Group: A Remnant of Ancient Oceanic Crust 
S, Hoffman 

Hvdrothermal Alteration in the 3.5 b.y, old Onverwacht Group of South Africa 
R. Hart and M, J. de Wit 

Submarine Hydrothermal Environments as Sites for the Origin and Evolution of Life 
S. Hoffman and J, Baross 

The Origin of Continenlai Crust: Outlines 0/ a General fheory 
P. D. Lowman, Jr. 

A review of Tectonic Aspects 0/ the Limpopo Belt and Other Archean High·Grade Gneissic Terranes 
W. S, L. Kidd 
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Tue8day, April 24 
4:00-6:00 I> m, 

Volatiles and Early Earth History, Especially Noble Gabes 

Mark D. Kurz, Coordinator 

A Rpv,elu 0/ Noble Gas Geochemi .• try in Relation to Early Earth History 
M, 0, Kurz 

l ~onf.train:~ on Earl>' Atmosphere from Planetary A . :retion PrOC(~S5eS 
G. Arrhenius 

The Degassing History 0/ the Earth; Noble Gas Studies of Archean Ch~rts and Zero Age Gla-sy Submarine 
Basalts 

R Hurt and L Hogan 

Noble Goses and the Early History 0/ the forth: Inappropriate Paradigms and Assumptiolls Inhibit 
Research and Communication 

G. R Huss and E. C AleAander, JL 

The Composition 0/ the Primitive Atmosphere and the Synthesis 0/ Organic Compounds on the Early Earth 
J, L Sada and S. L Miller 

Corban and Nitrogen in the Deep Earth 
0, P. Mattey, L p, Carr, R H. Carr, L P. Wright, and C T, Pillinger 

WednesJay, April 25 
8:30 a.m.,12:30 p.m. 

The Early History of the Earth: Evidence from Accretion Core Formation, Rock Isotopic 
Composition, Volatiles, Geochemistry, Petrology and Structure of Old Rocks 

Frank Richter, Coordinator 

Summarizers: 
George Wetherill, Accretion 
Ganter Lugmair and J. D. Macdougall, Isotopes 
Mark Kurz, lIolatiles 
William Kidd, Geology of Old Rocks 
Richard Grieve, Im.»(Jcts 
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Summary of Technical Sessions 
(Prepared by K. Burke, R. A. F. Grieve, W. Kidd, and J. D. MacDougall) 

Accretion of the Eart!l: 
Process'!!s Accompanying and Immediately Following Accretion 

Papers presented in this seSbion indicated that a great deal happened 111 the first la' years of Earth 
history. This interval apparelltiy sufficed not onl~1 for i\ccretlon but also for formdtlon of core, mantle, and 
a crus! as well as atmosphere and ocean, these last two perhc1ps bei' J ddded to the Earth late In the first 
10' years of Its history. The followll1g questions pOint out th" problems to whICh attention was dr"wn 111 

discussion, 
I. What was the size distribution in the population of planetesimals from which the Earth was 

lormed? Sa/ronou's (1969) s,,~;~stlon that the largesl obJecl exceeded the size of Ihe next by a faclor of 
1000 seems perhaps less probable Ihan a distribution In which Ihe largesl obJecl was len limes larger Ihan 
the next. 

2. Are objects the size of Ceres (D = 1020 km) immune from rupture? It seemed likely Ihal they 
are gravilaticnally stable and unlikely 10 be ruptured except where locallidal forces an' unusually large 

.1. What processes in the outer planets are relevant to thp. formation of the Earth? For example, 
could a late flux of volatile malerial have reached the Eart h from t he outer planelary region 01 the solar 
system? 

4. It became clear thaI there is \ ~·.:!ed to rnainldln awareness of the contingent effCJ:cts of f!venls and 
processes operating early in Earth history. For example, If meteonte contamination 01 the Moon IS rejected, 
it b~comes difficult to accept a lale planetesimal veneer on Earth. 

5. The topic of core formation was addressed from various standpoints. The processes by which 
siderophile elements are extracted into the cme is still unresolved. Brett (1984) suygested that the malerial 
that is to ente. the core might have effectively equilibrated wilh manlle at shallow depths and consequently 
low pressures. Drake suggested thai there was a continuing need for experimental determination of 
distribution coefficients between metallic and silicate phases. 

Stevenson drew attention to the continuing elforts to identify the 10% 01 the core that is not iron. There 
is no necessily that this material is siderophile; both H, and Si have been suggested as possibl" components. 
II it does not turn out that low pressure processes dominate (as Brett suggested), then it will take a long 
time before we can be confident about what the non·ferrous core matenal might be. There are many reasons 
why knowledge about the nature of this material is critical; for example, gianl gaseous protoplanets should 
contain a distinctive non·ferrous core component, and establishment of core geochemistry would help in 
testing Ivhether thiS mechanism of planet formation operated. Cure geochemistry is unlikely to be simple, 
and our ideas about it have gone through stages of evolution. 

Brett, R. (1984) Siderophile elements may not be enriched in the upper mantle: Speculations on protoeore 
sep~ration (abstract), in Lunar and Planetary Sci_nce XV, p. 92~93, Lunar and Planetary Institute, 
Housto,.,. 

Saironov, V. S. (1969) Evolution of the photoplanetary cloud and formation of the Earth and the ;Jlanets, 
Moscow, Nauka; translated for NASA and NSF by the Israel Program for Scientific Translation, NASA 
TTF·677 (published in 1972),206 PI'. 
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Is(}IOpe Patlerns 

The deSSlon on isotopIC ,.Iudws produced some lively debate and focused attention both on old 
problems and new opportunili~s. Sevt!ral important themes emerged fra,n the discu~siolls. A major une 

was the 'd 10 define the depleted mantle rurve better. I",rtlcularly in the Arch"n, This problem is 
prohably best addressed using Nd Isotopes; Ihe maximum values of Nd isoloplc ratios for a given time 
are crucial parameters &ince vIrtually all processes involving crust31 material tend to decrease these ratios. 
The p,esence of higher than chondritir initial v;llues among Archean crustal rocks implies r, .. rlier chemical 
hactionallon in the mantle, rre~lImably the result of crust formation. Questions ot the crustdl growth r"te, 

Ihe degree of crustal recyclin(j, and Ihe possibilily of changes ill the recycling regime can potentially all be 
addressed Vlil the Isotope aPFrOa(h, although volume relationships cannot be ctJll::trained ilnd at pre~ent 

remain model depend~nt Th~ ni.\lure of the rocks containing depleted mantle sigm:,\'ues is importanl for 
the interpretation of isotopic data; many Lrustal terranes require a multi·stage mantle-ta·crust evolution. 
This point brings home the CJrlJficial nature of the subdivision of Archean problems into "isotopes," or 

"geology," or olher such categories and Ihe danger of approaching the problem from a single viewpoint, 
A new viewpoll1! discussl'd at the workshop (which nicely illustrated thai there ore novel ways to looh 

ill old problems) was Ihe possibility of using mdmle xen"liths as probes of the Archean crust. Oxygen and 
radiogenic isotopes 1(1 eclogites from African kimberlites suggesl Ihat these may ue relatively undisturbed 
fragments of subducled Archean oceanic crust. If so, slud,es 0: mch samples may provide dala nol only 
aboul the isotopic composition of Ihe early mdnlle, bul also waul the Ihermal and/or dynamiC hislory of 
the subconlinenldllilhu~phere. 

An aspect of Archean isotope studies thai requires conl",ulI1g efbrt is Ihe search fOi the oldest cruslal 
malerial. In aJdllion 10 exam·ning Identified old terra~es for enclaves of yel older malenal, II appears that 
extracting detrital phases I such as zircon, from .:lI1C1ent st:diments is a promi!)ing approach. Such a 
techni'1ue !,as apparently uncovereJ the oldesl daled terrestrial maleriill-Ihe imporlant problem n.)w 
being how to exlract informal ion aboul the parenl rucks from mdividu_1 grains, Careful age delerminatior", 
for these and olher Archean mal'"ials, especiall" when Ihey are closely tied to field and other geochemical 
studies, are necessary if the details of early cnl5tal evolution are to be worked out. 

Information From OUler Planets Relevant to the Early Crustal Evolution 
of the Earth 

As the oidesl record 01 terrestrial geol(1gic processes is preserved in rocks With a8es of appro xi milt ely 
3." b.y" it is appropnate to consider the geologic record of other planetary bodies that have preserved 
portions of older crust and to consider the relevance of thai record for the earliest geologic histmy of the 
Earth, The planetary record indicates that the lerrestrial planets were su~jected to a period of intense 
bombardment by residual planetesimal bodies during their early history and that, on bodies such as the 
Moon and Mercury, impact was a dominant early geologic process. 

There is nr, obvious evidence of this early, high impact flux preserved on Earth. The imagery avaiiable 
for the Moon and Mars ser\le as references for establishing the number of major impacts that may have 
occurred on the early Earth after corrections are made for variations in planetary size, gravity, and impact 
conditions. If Ihe Earth had a crust in the first approximately 0,8 u.y. of its hislOry, it is expected that several 
tens 10 perhaps a hundred lOOO·km·sized or Idrger impact basins may have been formed on the early Earth. 
Evidence (rom the Moon and Mars indicates that basin· forming impacts created a sizable surface 

, 
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topography, nust"l compo~lIlofl(1J mh(Jldugerwlllf!s. dnd ndallvely long lived Ihermi11 dnomilhe~ They also 
served to lucailze (.!rIuogt'mc gcol')glt' dctlvity. leaV1r19 a siructu.dlllnpnill thdl controlled the OC(lJrrerKl' 

01 later VOkiUlI(, tectonIC I and, 1r11he case of Mdrs, erosional dnd depositIOnal processes_ A major 1uesllon 

IS whelh~r similar Impact-relilled phenomend wen! 9f!olo9lCillly Important on the mure Ihermdlly (md 
lectonlCally active early E.Hlh. iflltldilhermdl·leclOnlc modelmg of the post impiKI history of large Impact 

bd,.-:ms on the eddy Edrth suggests that the lmlJde! induced thermal anomalies mi1Y be relatively long·hvpr1 

dnd Idrge dmourlls of Impdcl·UldUl.cd volcanism may follow adiabatic decompression from d{'ep UpHl .' I;'> 

If I baSin formation. II IS likely, however, ,ha. sULh bdSIflS wllh .helr associated filt would be dynilr,. 'y 

unstable on I.l body wll~ d Ihln hthosphere !JU< h t1~ th~? Earth. W!we basin· sized l!vents may have promuted 

crust al heterogeneity dnd locally !nnUl'nt I.!d mdnlle COI\Ver lIon, the degree to which large IInpaets IIlnuenced 

craton stabilization and cruslall1vu1utlOli compdred 10 IlLlrmal clldogentc process on the early Edrth IS stili 

prcblemaliCi11 r\lld requires addltlor1dl modehnfJ 

Observdtlonal data indIcate tlMt Mars hlls held d lung clnJ complex geologic history lind that d vi\r!ely 

of endogenIC ,md eX09(~I1IC geuloglC pruC(~sses hdVC Shdpr.d it!) surface. II is geologically intermediate 

between bodies such as Ihe Moon, where Impdct dominated edrly crustal and surface evolution, dnd bodies 

such as the highly active Earth~ where the rerordl:'d hlstury is dL)minated by 1nternai processes. Ab an (,drly 

Earth analog, howevl'1", Mars fdil!j III Ihal II h...ls d C{.ntlnllOU~ Iilho5phuic shell. Venus, which IS similar in 

size to Ihe Earth, may prOVide COrlslrdinls on polenflal volcanic-tectonic styles for the early t:arth, as weJl 

as an eX3rnpie of the relative IlllportiHlce ,.md Itw InlelacLon of endogel11c and exogenie geologic process, 

Currently available rariM Imdgery, hov.:ev{;'!, Ib IIlsuffinent to acequdlplv eVili:.JJle Venus a!; an {!arly Earth 

analog, 

Geology of Old Rocks 

11tribulions in thIS 5('1·lion COV(', a vari~d, but by no means comprehensive sel of tOpiCS bearing 

'J' . ,r' Ilean geology, as did Ihe diSCUSSions al Ihe workshop, The geology at Ihe old rocks, unlike Ihe 
'" HOp'C eVidence, reflecl,; Ihe Earlh's behaVior allhe lime Ihey were tormed or deformed, The rocks have 
less to say about the time belween their forrnatlon and the time of Jccrel10n than the isotopic systems and 

exlernal conslramls, While Ihe geology proVides iI 9ual for pre,old rock modelers 10 aim for, il seems Ihal 
Ihe conslrainls ii, by Iiself, places on Ihe subjecl of Ihe lille ot Ihis workshop are somewhat weak, excepl 
tor ideas Ihat suggesl the lithosphere was absent (magma c.ean) or behaving very differontly compared 
with younger times {e.g., dominated by impact and conseqllcr~i processes) when the at!.,-,ii1erlly very limiteo 

and battered sample of the older Archean was form"d, 
Ot particular inlerest in Ihis seclion of the workshop is Ihe crnciusion of Morgall t;,,1 Ihe sample ot 

Arclv!an crust preserv~d for Our inspection is se:-iously skewed. Crust having a low content of heat· 

producing elements (i.e" K, U, Th) when rclll.led has been preferentially preserved, while Archean crust 
wilh higher conlenls of heat·producing elements is lacking and, il IS interred, has been preferentially 
reworked, This is thought io have occurred because a significantly thinner lilhosphere was associated with 
the steeper thermal gradienl forced by the holler crust, which was theretore more susceptible to attack 
by tectonic processes (e,g" rifting and subsequenl illvolvemenl in convergent processes) than olher areas 
with thicker Iithosphe,e, Given the small overall area of Archean crusl that is preser" ~d in subsequently 
unmodified form, this result suggests that it may be inappropriate to read much significance into the present 
proporlions and age distribution of the greenSlOne granodiorite versus the high grade &neissic Archean 
t~rrane5. 

A g2neral question that arose from the prcsenldtions was whet~or the old~sl Archean rocks, including 
the sedim"nts (Isua and similar sequences), are essentially similar to younger Archean sequer.;"s, or 
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wtwther thrre are significant difference:; between older and younger suites If there are real and Slgniflcdnt 

differences, are Ihey any more Ihan mighl be expecled 10 arise fr')m conlillenlill growlh generuled by 
subduction and MC collision throu9h Ihat time'? It m"y be difficliit to establish unambiguous answp.rs to the 

quesllon, given Ihe smilll number of Ihe older b.· ,and Ihe likelihood Ihal a skewed sample hi!" been 
preserved (for the reas(ms presented at this werkshop by Morgan), However, Dymek's geochemlci.tl 

identification of Superior-type iron-formation in the ISUd S(~Cluei1ce i~ a casp \,.IJhere a previously ,'nsuspected 

res~mblance tu younger rock5 has been found. 

Sfructur-:!s presNved in 111f! uldest rocks are 5imilar In type and large·scale arrangement to younger 

rocks lasl defurmed and metamorphosed in zones oj continental collision involVing substantial crustal 

thicKening As ~uch, the structures reflect slgntfiCanllaterdl motions of the llthofiphere, which, a5 McKenzie 

and others pomted out many years ago, are the o.,urfac'! expression of large·scale convectIon H1 the mantle. 

Whellwr Ihere was d Im1e m Ihe early h,slor\' of Ihe Earlh when such laieral1Tl01ion did nol lake rlace, 
and heal was removed largely by couling lorgl! lava lakes, as Stevenson suggests was possible (q.u. 

Acnetion section), it is an Interesting question; the geology iTT'~iJes that by 3.~ tJ,y., lateral motions and 

subduction were In OpeTiitlon. In particular, fl' production of tonalitlc magmas (see Weaver and Tdrney'h 

presenla/lon) reqlJlI es Ih,' recycling of hydraled basalis inlo Ihe manlle, mas I eaSily accomplished by 
subduction of ucearllc lithosphere. 

Of the similaTitles raised between i..&spects of 1'lrrhp(111 dnd younger terri.mes, another mteresting and 

unexpected result is Ihe repeatable high· temperature seawat I I~O values obtained from th(~ Onverwacht 

kornatiites by Hoffman A';jO fiurprising was the fairly gennrl, Igfl0ranr:e, revealed by the disc.ussion of these 

resulls, of Ihe lolally allered, hydraled nalure of Ihe Iwmaliil"s of Ihis and olher greellslone bells. An 
intriguing suggestion was made by Warren to accounl for the ullram fie kom'1liite£. Very efficient early 

Qutgassing is proposEd to have pfuuuced d dry upper manll(~ that unly became generally hydrated by the 

end of Ihe Archean. Such dry manlle would mell al approllrialely higher lemperalures dnd would avoid 
some difficullies of earlier models. Whelher Ihe Idea is leslable, giv"n the generally allered nalure of Ihe 
komalliles, is more difficuilio judge. The idenlificalion of a particular leclonic sellinR for Ihe eruplion of 
I"e ullramafic komalilles v"uuld enable beller conslrainlS 10 be placed on Iheir significance. It seems mosl 
lii<ely Ihallhis selling IS oceanic, bul il is presenlly difficuilio idenlify il with confidence any more precisely. 
In Ihe Barberlon bell, Ihrough Ihe work of DeWil, a fraclure zone selring looks plausible; il would be useful 
10 confirm Ihis for olher examples. The open qU2slion of Iheir relalionship 10 Ihe layered anorlhosite suiles, 
ij a....,th are versions of Archean oceanic crust, is a reminder of our current lack of overall understanding. 

In discussion, menlion was Inade of the reporl some years ago thdl a thick seclion of komatiites overlies 
a Ihin section 0; shallow water sediments resling unconformably on tonalitic !jneissic "",ement al the 
easlern margin of Ihe Bciingwe greenstone bell of Zimbabwe. Thel'e is a strong possibility thai a major thrust 
separates the korn, : :; 25 from Ihe sedimenls, so ilshould nol be assumed from this example that komatiiteJ 
were erupted onlo continental crust. 

Mosl of the presenlalions in this section favored or at least were nol evidence againsl the operation 
of plale lerlol1lc p,ocesses (or proces""s very similar 10 plate lectonics) by Ihe time Ihe older rock record 
began accumulating. This is in striking contrast to most view, expressed in similar meetings only a few years 
ago, although it would nol be fair to say th.1 everyone agreed on this topic. Hargraves pointed out in 
discussion thai il may be dangerous to infer 100 much similaritl' between Phanerozoic and Archean 
tectonics, m thai differences will only be found if they are sought out. However, large-scale lateral motions 
of the Archean lithosphere are required to explain the dominant early nappe and related ductile structures 
seen in both gneissic and greenstone terranes. Resemblances between the firsl·order tectonic and 
slruc!ural aspects of these terranes and those known to have been created by plate tectonics in the 
Prolerozoic and Phanerozoic are much greater than any differences that have been emphasized in the past. 
Others therefore prefer to test the hypothesis that plate teclonic processes were operating in the Archean, 
rather Ihan 10 propose some olher system that is not operating now and :hat was capable of simulatipg 
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I',e e/fpcis of pldl" leclomcs 10 a remarkable degree Clearly, Ihere are d,fference .. In'" gree of development 
oi particular features dnd in propurlions of va no us lithic assemblages between Ar("hean and younger 
orogenic beltg; there are also d few Items thai arc unique or ar~ strongly partitioned to Arcllcan (ultramafic 

kama@e., layered calCic ;morthosites) or "ast-Archean ti,l'< (alkalic milgmatism). Investigation of t .... !Se 
differences will continue to be of fundamental ,mpartar"< in helping to understand the Arct.. 'n Earth. As 
far as I he preserved rock record goes, rlOwever, It does not seem necessary 10 invoke large-scale, first-order 
differences III tectonics between Arc hean and younger times. 
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TIlE RELATION BETIVEEN TIlE AGE OF 1!11 SUBDUCTING SLAB 

AND lllE RECYCLING OF SEDIMmrrS INTO lllE MANlLE 

Dallas Abbott & Sarah Hoffman 
College of Oceanography 
Oregon Stat.e University 
Corvallis. Oregon 97331 

The recycling of sediments into the mantle has become an important issue 
because recent papers have suggested that the geochemic.al inverse models of 
the evolution of radiogenic isotope abundances over the history of the Earth 
have nonunlque solutions (1.2). Both the recycling of continent-derived sedi
ments into tl\e mantle and mixing in the mantle could produce similar geochem
ical effects in the mean isotopic ratios of new igneous material emplaced in 
continents. RecLnt models of Archaean heat flow (3) and of plate tectonics 
during early Earth history (4) have demonstrated that higher internal heat 
production of the early Earth was mainly dissIpated through a higher <:.reation 
rate of oceanic lithosphere. If the seafloor creation rate was higher on the 
ea:-ly Earth. then the residence time of anyone piece of oceanic lithosphere 
on the surface would have been shorter. It is possible that a higher rate of 
recycling of oceanic litho3phere into the mantle could have resulted in some 
transport of sediment into the mantle. Such transport would be dependent upon 
the rate of reheating of the upper surface of the slab in the subduction zone. 
and this in turn is dependent upon the age of the oceanic lithosphere at sub
duction (Figs. 1.2). Because the subducting slab can act as a conveyor belt 
transporting sedimentary material into the mantl c, we nre concerned wi th the 
rate at \~hjch the upper ten kilometers of the SUbducting plate attains temper
atures above the melting points of sedimentary materials. 

Mathematical Model: We use a conductive model for the reheating of a 
slab with an initially linear increase of temperature with depth as the slab 
enters a medium of constant potential temperature (Fig. 1; Ref. 5.6). Esti
mates of the isotherms in the slab at the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary 
are derived by running the model for conditions in the asthenosphere while 
assuming that the rate of heating in the li thosphe-re is 1.7 times lower than 
in the asthenosphere (7). This produces only approximate results. but they 
are sufficiently accurate for a rough estimate of the effect of age of the 
subdllcting slab on the probability of subducting sediments into the underlying 
asthenosphere. 

Modelling Results: The results show that the temperature gradient of the 
subducting slab at the asthenosphere-lithosphere boundary is greatest for the 
youngest age of subducting Ii thosphere and for the case where oceanic Ii tho
sphere subducts beneath continental lithosphere (Fig. 2). Because the young
est lithosphere is also likely to have the thinnest sediment cover. the prob
ability of melting or Wlderpl&ting all of the subducted sediments is greatest 
for the youngest slabs (Fig. 3). Therefore. significant quantities of sedi
ment are only likely to be returned to the mantle if the subducting slab is 
relatively old. The more siliceous sediments. such as arkoses. clean sand
stones. dacitic to rhyolitic volcaniclastics. and siliceous carbonates. should 
melt completely at about 900·C. Therefore. siliceous sediments should not be 
transported into the mantle until the maximum age of subducting slabs is 
greater than "'60 m.y. in the case of ocean-ocean subduction and "'76 m.y. in 
the case of ocean-continent subduction. The estimated liquidus for more basic 
sediments. such as red clays and andesitic and basaltic volcaniclastics. is 
N 1140·C. Therefore. more basic sediments could begin to be recycled into the 
mantle when the maximum age of the subducting slab is greater than ,., 27 m.y. 
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for 0-0 subduction and ~40 m.y. for O-C subduction, TIlose sediments with 
the greatest concentrations of volatile and incompatible elements, such as 
Sr and Rb, tend to be the most siliceous sediments with the lowest melting 
points. Consequently, Sr isotope ratios began to be affected by the recy
cling of sediments into the mantle when the maximum age of the subducting 
lithosphere approached 60 to 80 m.y. According to our model of continental 
acc::etion (4), this occurred roughly 2.6 to 3. a b. y. ago. This is very close 
to the time of a major change in the slope of the Sr isotope evolution curve 
(8,9) . 
Implications for Early Earth IIistory and Geochemical Models: If, as we pro
pose (4), the maximum age of the subducting oceanic lithosphere was less than 
60 m. y. prior to AI 3 b. y. ago, then all si liceous sediments which were sub
ducted melted before reaching the asthenosphere. The nature of Archaean oce
anic sedimentation is not well-known, but some conclusions can be drawn on 
the.basis of our model (4). It is apparent that the relative abundance of 
mature terrigenous clastics is dependent upon the size of continents and the 
nature of continental weathering. In the earlie(t Archaean, continental 
maSJes were probably small. It is therefore probable that Archaean oceanic 
sedimentation was dominated by island arc sources and that most subducted 
sediment consisted of immature clastics of calc-alkaline composition. Melt
ing of these sediments in subduction zones would explain the origin of potas
sic granites whi.ch have REE patterns indicating that they were derived from 
granodioritic sources. 

Furthermore, petrOlogical evidence cited in Ref. 4 indicates that the 
oceanic slab itself would produce small partial melts at relatively shallow 
depths and tempero:'ures less than N800·C. There is the potential for mixing 
of' magmas derived from the slab and those derived from subducted sediments 
which could produce complicated and confusing REE pattelns in the resulting 
igneous rocks. However, the calc-alkaline suite of the earliest Archaean 
should be the le3st "contaminated" by recycled sediment and is the most like
l'y to have been totally derived from the subducting slab itself. We are pro
posing that, as the average age of subducting lithosphere increased over the 
history of the Earth (4), sedimentary contributions to arc magmatism,. contin
ental growth, and mantle contamination increased. 

In terms of geochemical models of c'Jntinental accretion, it appears that 
some of the problems of nonuniqueness resulting from sediment recyding, 
magma mixing, and contamination of mantle reservoirs may not appl)' to data 
from the earliest Archaean. It may therefore be possible to modd continen
tal accretion using isotopic data in conjunction with an evoluti~nary plate 
tectonic model rath.'r than a poorly-constrained inverse model. 

REFERENCES: (1) Patchett, J., & Chauvel, C. (1984), Geophys. Res. L'1tt., .!l, 
151-153; (2) Allelgre, C., & Rousseau, D. (1984), Ear. Planet. Sci. Lct~., 67, 
19-34; (3) Bickle, M.J. (1978), Ear. Planet. Sci. - Lett., 40, 301-31S;- -
(4) Abbott, D., & Hoffman, S. (in press, 1984)-;-TectOnlcs;-(5) McKenzie, D. 
(1969), Geophys. {. ~. Astron. Soc., ~,1-32; (6) Molnar, P., Friedman, D., 
& Shih, J. (1979), Geophys. {. ~. Astron. Soc., 56, 41-54; (7) Abbott, D., 
Lyle, M., & Fisk, M. (in prep., 1984); (8) Veizer, J., & Compston, W. (1974), 
Geochim. Cosmochim., 38, 1461-1484; (9) Veizer, J., & Compston, W. (1976), 
-Geochim. Cosmochill!.., 40, 905-914. ~ 
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rtgure 2, Thurmdl prorllctD !"Qr thu uppvr 10 Km o( 5ub<'ucllnw: ocuanl~ 
llthozspharo collou14ted uolns the qUlsr,tltlvlS '.' and 'v' (rom flgurlt 

ORIGINAL PAGE' IS 
OF. POOR QUALITY 

1. (lOp) Ooean~Cnntln~nt subduction whClru ocvanlc lltholSpherv 
lIubducto beneath cont I nental 1llhooph'tre wi th .. tht cKneo", or 12'J ..:m. 
Pro(llu ware c410ulatefJ ror oubductlns oClJanl c pl~tlfll o( tht! 

rollowlns 3i1UI 10, 20, ]0, 110, 50, 60. 80 lind 100 m.y, whan thli 
slab entero tha trench, (bottOlfl) OCOJ"n-Ocuan lIubductlon WMra 
oOllolnlc IlthoaphlU'e Ilubducta beneAth oc"anlc ltthuaphfll'jf o( lhu "dIl'I" 
as. and tho"m"l t.hlokneo:l. Prof1l11n were calculat,,!j ror dgVI! or \I" 
20, ]0, 110, 60, alld 100 m.y. 
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CONSTRAINTS ON EARLY ATMOSPHERE FROM PLANETARY ACCRE
TION PROCESSES. G. Arrhenius, Scripps Inst. Oceanogr., La Jolla, 
CA 92093. 

The limited insights in accretion processes that existed in 
the pre-Apollo era permi. tted a wide range of assumptions con
cerning the composition and evolution of the early atmvsphere. 
Most concepts were based on the belief that present day volcanism 
represents late outgassing of volatiles incorporated in the Earth 
at its formation. The formation process was somewhat vaguely 
visualized as a quiet geocentric settling of dust in a giant gas 
cloud of solar composition to form a primitive planet consisting 
of an undifferentiated mixture of volatile and ref:ractory 
materials. Radiogenic heating would then gradually force a re
lease of primordial volatiles from the interior of th~ plan~t. 

Evidence for composition and dynamics of release of the 
earliest volatiles was in lack of anytning better being sought 
from the most ancient sediments known at the time, although they 
were recognized to be younger than three billion years. Origin 
of life on Earth was conside·red to require a lasting atmos:phere 
with hydrogen and methane as major components. 

The new obs~rvations together with theoretical studies gen
erated by the space program and by systematic explorution of the 
Earth's oceanic crust changed the climate of opinion in which the 
questions of the primordial atmosphere are discussed. Even 
though existing evidence does not permit conclusive choice of any 
specific scenario, the acceptance of specific model elements now 
forces the consideration of a series of consequences, some of 
which may be tested by observation. 

One of the realizations from lunar exploration is the effec
tive degassing of material falling on planetary bodies with 
escape velocities exceeding one or a few km/sec. If accretion of 
the Earth, as is generally believed, took place from impacting 
planetesimals, the growth of the planet should have been accom
panied by the concurrent separation, growth and increasing gravi
tational retention of an atmosphere consisting of the volatile 
components released at the conversion of kinetic energy into heat_ 
Furthermore a'l current models for planetesimal growth imply that 
the major mass fal.ls as large bodies which penetrate even the 
late staq~ atmosphere and explode at impact. Rather than 
assuming as in the past that a large reservoir of primordial vol
atiles became buried in the Earth's interior ana would be con
tinually emerging, the new inquiry concerns the ploughing down 
and recycling over geological time by crustal subduction of vola
tiles, effectively concentrated in a primitive atmosphere
hydrosphere at accretion. This process includes the gradual and 
irreversible loss of reactive volatiles such as oxygen from the 
ocean-atmosphere system into the mantle of the Earth. The ques
tion arises if any "juvenile" emerging components exist at all in 
such quantities that they can be traced and suggests a re
evaluation of the sources of helium-3 emanating from the crust. 
Excess helium-3 is now generally assumed to be primordial and 
thus to derive from a mantle source never previously degassed. 
It is difficult to reconcile what is now known of impact de
gassing on the Moon and planets with a mechanism that would allow 
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the most diffusive of all non-react.'.ve elements t;., be selec
tively left behind in the solid residue from the surface explo
sions at planetary accretion. 

Two alternatives would seem pOHsible. One would indicate 
the inner core of the Earth, as a source of primordial helium-3. 
Using the estimated present day flux at the surface of the 
planet, it can be shown that the total amount escaped over the 
life of the Earth if distributed over the volume of the inner 
core would give a concentration of helium-3 compatible with the 
average for chondri tic meteorites. When it had grown to the 
size of the present innrr core, the embryonic Earth had suf
ficiently low escape velocity «1 km sec-I) to permit effect~ve 
burial of volatiles. Particularly elements with rapid molecular 
diffusion such as helium could gradually and selectively escape 
into the liquid outer core and by convection be brought to the 
upper mantle and crust. 

Anothe1" alternative, which cOLld be verified experimentally, 
would imply that there exists a helium-3 source in the oceanic 
crust with a strength such as to give the observed flux in 
active centers. An observation of possible importance in this 
context concerns the extraction of lithium and boron from sea 
water in the thermally forced circulation system in the oceanic 
crust, where these elements reach highly localized concentra
tions exceeding 100 ppm in veins of saponite clay (Andrews, 
1978). Uranium, providing a source for neutrons (from spon
taneous fission of 238U) and for alFha particles, is similarly 
concentrated into this formation. The crucial feature is the 
strong concentration of the reactive nuclides together in micro
scopic domains, comparable in size with the range of the nuclear 
decay particles. 

It ie questionable whether this constellation alone can 
account for the observed flux of 3He, given the currently 
accepted capture cross-sections for the nuclear reactions 
leading to the formation of tritium and helium-3. ~hese values 
may, however, be too low (Lal, 1984; pers. corom.). If the 
crustal alternative for the origin of helium-3 were borne out, 
no indication would remain of a flux of primordial volatiles 
from the mantle, in agreement with the suggestions from the Moon 
and from planetary growth dynamics. Methane and other hydro
carbons could have a deep earth origin in so far as they may da
rive from reaction of metal carbides or graphite with water but 
are not primordial gases by virtue of such an origin. 

The picture that we visualize is thus a primordial atmo
sphere and ocean, co-eval with and sep~rated from the growing 
planet and with a composition simil~r to the volatile fraction 
of ordinary chondrites. Over geological time the originally 
volatile-depleted lunar-type mantle gradually becomes contami
nated by hydration and subduction of crust which has been in 
contact with the ocean-atmosphere. 'l'he mantle, instead of being 
a source of primordial volatiles thus acts as a sink, gradually 
depleting the hydrosphere by oxidation of iron with residual 
water in subducted crust. This reaction is driven by the con
tinuous escape of hydrogen into space - the planet is in this 
respect an open system. 
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The rate of power dissipation at the growth of the planet 
is sensitive to the content at any given time, of source 
material in the Earth's reg;.on of the solar system and thus to 
the rate and the termination of influx of inter~tellar matter 
into the critical velocity region of the terrestrial planets. 
In one scenario the runaway acceleration of growth exhausts the 
Earth's source jet streams when the Earth has reached the size 
of the core; the continued accretion growth of the mantle then 
remains choked at a low rate. Eventually the ending supply of 
interstellar source material in the terrestrial region leads to 
the termination of growth of the planet after a period of accre
tion of the order of 10 6 years. 

In another model, representing the extreme, all of the 
Earth's source material is present in the terrestrial region of 
interplanetary space at the outset. Runaway accretion then 
accelerates catastrophically and culminates at the end of planet 
growth, leaving the Earth at a temperature exceeding 10,000 K 
and insulated against rapid heat loss by a dense atmosphere con
taining practically the entire volatile inventory. Effective 
gravitational separation of metal phases into the core would be 
expected. However, the fact that metallic alloys, such as 
nickel-iron, remain in the lower crust and upper mantle sep-ms 
to indicate that the planet has never been at one time com
pletely melted. This supports the concept of accretio'n pro
ceeding by the hot spot mechanism, and with an ocean beginning 
to form together with a retained atmosphere somewhere between 
Moon- and Mars-size of the embryonic Earth. 
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TIlE COMPOSITION OF TIlE PRIMITIVE ATMOSPHERE AND TIlE SYNTHESIS 
OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ON TIlE EARLY EARn! 

Jeffrey L. Bads (A-012B) and Stanley L. Miller (8-017), Univeroil; '.,f 
California at Snn Diego, La JolIn, CA 92093. 

The generally accepted theory for the origin of life on the earth 
requires that a large variety of organic compounds be present to form the 
ftrst living organisms and to provide the energy sources for primitive life 
either directly or through various fermentation reactions. This can provide 
a strong constraint on discussions of the formalior. of tlte earth and on the 
composition of the primjtiv~ atmosphere. This factor has not been seriously 
taken into account in mBily recent papers dealing wi th the earth's primitive 
atmosphere [for example, sec ref. (I»). Our objective here is to emphasize 
that in order. for substantial amountR of organic compounds to have been 
present on the prebiologJ.cnl earth, certain conditions must have existed. 

There is a ~arge aody of literature 011 the t'rebiotic synthesiS of 
ol.ganic compounds in various postulated atmospheres [for a rev',ew, see 
ref. (2»). In this mixture of abioticalll synthesized organic compounds, the 
amino acids are of special interest since they are utilized by modern orga
nisms to syntheHize structural materials and a large array of catalytic 
peptidea. We will thus tend to fOCUG our attentioT.l on these compounds. 

The first abiotic experiments that gave high yields of arr.ino acids used 
strongly reducl.ng conditions and an electric discharge as an energy source 
(2). Abelson (3) subsequently used various mixtures of CO and C02 with H2' 
N2, N20, and found amlno acids were synthesized only when the system had an 
excess of H2' Hore recent experiments have studied theF gas mixtures 
systematically (4,5). 

It is apparent that the most effeLtive abiotic synthetic pathway on the 
early earth would involve an atmosphere which contains reduced species such 
as methane, ammonia and hydrogen. The reaction respI)nsible for amino acid 
synthesis on the early earth if reducing condition" dominated is shown 
below (2): 

NH3 + HCN + aldehydes + H20 _ amino acids 

This synthesis (Strecker synthesis) would have taken place 1n an aqueous 
environment (oceans) but the precursors, hydrogen cyanide and aldehydes, 
would have been produced in the atmosphere by the action of various ellf~rgy 

sources such as spark discharges on an atmosphere containing reduced gasep-. 

The yields of amino acids producp.d by spnrking various mixtures of CH4, 
CO, C02, H2, H20, N2 and NH3' have been studied in detail (4,5). The CH4 
mixtures gave a rich variety of amino acids while with CO and C02 essentially 
only glycine was synthesized. Very low yields of amino acids ~ere obtained 
when the HZ/C02 ratio was zero, whereas high yields were obtained at high 
H2/CO and H2/C02 ratios. 

The prebiotic synthesis of organic compounds has never been accomplished 
in the presence of molecular 02' Photosynthecis by blue-green algct! and 
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plants, of course, do such syntheses bu.t this is a highly evolved biochemical 
system, the precursor of which was the anaerobic photoaynthesis by bacteria 
(2) • An additional problem with the presence of 02 in the early earth's 
atmosphere is that 02 will decompose prebiotic organic compounds. Estimates 
of the rate of decomposition (6) indicate that most amino acids are stable in 
the absence of oxygen for periods as long as 108 years at temperature in the 
range O· to 25·. At higher temperatures, amino acids are less stable. Also 
amino acids are rapidly decomposed when oxygen is present. The estimated 
half-life for the oxidative decomposition of alanine at O·C is sbout 106 
years, which is 108 times faster than the rate under anoxic conditions (7). 
Moreover, metal ions are very effective catalysts for the oxidation of amino 
acids. The estimated half-life for the metal ion catalyzed oxidation of 
alanine in the modern ocean ia about 350 years (7). Thus, it is apparent 
that in order for amino acids and probably other organic compounds to accumu-

, ! late, lin anoxic early earth would have been required ur.iess Iife arose very 
rapidly. 

, . 

Because high yields of amino acids are produced using simulated primi
tive atmospheres containing reduced components, we feel that this is a good 
indication of the type of atmosphere needed for amino acid synthesis on the 
early esrth. This con~lusion implies that during at least some period of the 
early earth's history reduced gases such as CH4, Nil) and H2 mus t have been 
present in the atmosphere. The main arguments for the absence or low 
abundance of reduced gases in the primitive earth's atmosphere are that CH4 
and NIl3 are photochemi(:ally unatabl". and th"t a high concentration of an 
effectiv", greenhouse m,)lecule such as CO2 is required in order to keep the 
early earth's surface temperature above the freezing point of wster (1). 
Howev<!r, CH4 and NIl3 are both greenhouse gases (R) and their presence in the 
early earth's atmosphere would have thus helped maintain a mean surface tem
perature greater than O·C (9). Moreover, the photochemical decomposition of 
CH4 and NH3 could have been significantly retarded if the primitive earth's 
atmosphere contained particulates and haze (10). 

, 
[ 

For abiutic organic c~mpound synthesis to have occurred on the early 
earth, hib~ clncentrations of the required reduced gases in the atmosphere 
are not necessary. Methane pressures of 10-5 and 10-2 atm woul.d have been 
Rufficient. Most of the nitrogen in the atmosphere would be N2, but small 
amounts (10-6 to 10-8 atm) of NH3 are required for the synthesis of amino 
adds (ll,12). 

Preservation of organic compounds on the early earth so they could accu
mulate to levels where they were sufficiently abundant for eventual utiliz
ation by the first primitive organisms would have been possible only if the 
oxygen content of the atmosphere was low, and surface temperatures on the 
earth were relatively cool. 
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CONDITIONS DURING FORMATION OF THE EARTH. A.G.W. Cameron, Harvard-
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. 

I have made a OI.mber of studies of the formation of the primitive solar nebula and Its early 
evolution which have a bearing on the conditions under which the accumulation of the Earth took 
place. None of these studies were primarily directed toward explaining any purely terrestrial 
phenomenon, so there may be some Interest In examining their predictions for the formation of 
the Earth. Sc.me of these predictions depart very much from what one might expect from a 
backwards extrapolation of currently active processes. 

(1) Time scale for formation of the sun. In dense molecular clouds In the Interstellar medium 
whele star formation 15 taking place, the newly-formed young emission-line stars (T Taurl stars) 
are distributed In a well-defined fashion In an ~:R diagram (In which the luminosity of the stars 15 
plotted against their surface temp.1ratures). The evolution of these stars causes them to move at 
first primarily In a direction tr""n high to low luminosity with little change In surface 
temperature. Recent studies (1,2) have clarified the conditions required to form the T Taurl stars 
In their Initial positions In the HR diagram. For a stdr of about one solar mass, the rate of 
accretion near the terminal stage of star formation must be greater than 10-5 solar masses per 
year by at least a fa.:tor of several, so that the total accumulation time should not exceed abcut 
105 years. I f these conditions are not met, not enough energy Is stored In the outer !a· Drs of the 
star, and the post-accretion star Is not as luminous as I~ should be. 

(2) Turbulence In the Infaliing gas. Star formation predominantly takes place In dense 
molecular ciol,ds starting from locally denser regions cP,lieu ~ores (3). The Initial sas temperature 
is 10 K and there Is also an Internal velocity field In "X cess of thermal which appears random and 
has typical velocities of about Mach 0.7. This Internal v.,loclty field should establish a random 
total angular momentum vector and it should be amplified when the core undergoes gravitational 
collapse. This means that the Infaliing gas will contain large internal turbulence, causing It to 
deviate from st .. alght radial Infall and to be deposited with random local velocities on the 
primitive solar nebula. 

(3) Giant gaseous protoplanets. In the very early stages of the gas Infall, when It starts 
collecting to form the primitive solar nebula, the turbulent velocities will prevent any strong 
central concentration of the gas, bu. ,~ther will produce a chaotic and lumpy distribution of gas 
roughly concentrated to a plane. The Initial temperature Is expected to be very low. Under 
these circumstances, many of the lumps can be expected to become gravitationally unstable 
against forming local structures In hydrostatic tlqullibrlum: giant gaseous protoplanets. With very 
little mass present, the gas Is very much spread out; the radii of tl,e protoplanets exceeds an 
astronomical unit (4), but after an initial period d sorting themselves out, they are not too likely 
to collide with one another. Their masses are likely to be about that of Jupiter with a spread of a 
factor of several. Before too long, the continuing gas Infall causes the local temperature to start 
riSing, and the response of the protoplanets In the Inner solar system Is to have their envelopes 
thermally evaporated away on quite a '.hart time scale (5). If the Interstellar grains imbedded In 
the gas are able to clump together, which seems likely, then the settling of the grain clumps 
through the gas will probably take place faster than the envelope evaporation. A Jupiter llIass of 
gas of solar composition will yield one Earth mass of the more refractory elements. Only such 
elements will be present In the clumps at the temperatures In the protoplanet Interiors at the time 
of envelope evaporation (several hundred degrees (5)). 

(4) Protoplanet remnants. As rp.fractory grain clumps ',ettle through the protoplanet gas 
toward the center, a large amount of gravitational potential enorgy Is released. The total 
formation time Is ;.,Iy several hundred or at most a few thousand years, so that the rocky 
remnants that arl' " rmed will be molten and much of the ambient atmosphere may be rock 
decomposltlG~ prOOl'r' l. These rocky remna".' will be vigorously thermally convective, but that 
Is unlikely to be abl" to prevent the denser Iron and Its dlsrolvo>d elements from promptly settling 
out to form a central core. The very high surface temperaturp. of the remnants Is likely to 
maintain the lower layer of the gas In contact with it at or close to the hydrogen escape velocity, 
50 that a vlgorou§ convection zone is likely to keep these surface gases well mixed with the solar 
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nebula and to sweep away fine dust. I believe that one of these core-mantle remnants Is a good 
candidate to form the nudeus of the Earth, with perhaps 70 or 60 percent of the final Earth mass. 

(5) Solar nf!bula diSSipation. Much progress has been made in recent years in understandine 
the diSSipation of accretion disks. I f the physics of the viscosity can be specified, then the 
formalism of lynden-Bell and Pringie (6) can be used to compute the rate at which the dissipation 
occurs and the corresponding rates of mass, angular momentum, and energy transport and local 
energy deposition in the disk. The local energy deposition requires transport in order to allow the 
energy to flow to the surface and to be radiated away, and so the disk is likely to develop 
superadiabatic gradients and to be thermally convective. A new theory which relates this 
convection to the viscosity of the disk has recently been developed by Canuto and his colieaBues 
(7). I have used this physics to construct models of the inner parts of the primitive solar nebula 
subject to the assumption that the mass flow has become steady there. These models have a 
range in internal entropy and in the correspondlllK masses, temperatures and other thermodynamic 
properties, and in the stc~dy mass flow rates. 

(6) The rapid dlSSi~atiOn phase. Solar nebula models with one solar mass at the center and a 
mass flow rate require to be greater than 10-5 solar masses per year have a very InterestinK 
property. The temperature exceeds that needed for total C!vaporation of refractory materials in 
the disk out to radii well in excess 0" one astronomical unit. Hence all finely-divided condensed 
bodies in the inner solar system wil' be vaporized. Protoplanet remnants will have their surface 
layers vaporized, and some sort of thermal escape will be established at the tops of the 
atmospheres so formed. For the more massive bodies the rate of escape will be so small that for 
all intents and purposes the bodies are st.able in the high temperature field. This may not be the 
caoe for Mercury, which probably formed with about double its present mass and a normal 
silicate/iron ratio. I intend to compute ttoe rate of escape of mantle decomposition products as a 
function of the external temperature for a primitive model of Mercury In ordu to check this 
prediction of the modei. The expectation is that the silicate mantle of Mercury will be largely 
evaporated away from the iron core. 

(7) The thermai stabilization phase. As the rate of gas infall to the solar nebula diminishes, 
the diffusion of energy emitted from the protosun progressively warms the outer part of the solar 
nebula, eventually shutting down the convection zone there. This process spreads inwards, so 
that eventually the dissipation of the solar nebula ceases and the disk comes Into temperature 
equilibrium with the energy received from the sun and reradiated away to space. TII"se 
temperatures are considerably cooler than in the rapid dissipation phase. Since convection has 
ceased, small solid materials can now settle through the disk to collect at midplane. There they 
will become graVitationally clumped together Into bodies of a few kilometers in size (6), becoming 
asteroids or comet-like bodies, depending on the local temperature. Orbital perturbatlon~ with 
protoplanet remnants will send many of these Into the Inner solar system. Small bodies not 
collected Into asteroids will suffer gas drag and spiral into the Inner solar nebula, where most of 
them will be collected by the protoplanet remnants there. Meter-sized bodies travel Inwards 
quite rapidly. These bodies contain the elements of medium volatility that were missing from the 
protoplanet remnants. This accumulation will add Significantly to the mass of the Inner 
protoplanet remnants, making them Into the planetary bodies that they are today. The time 
scales here are probably several times 105 years, but may be signlfleantly longer. 

(6) Primitive planetary atmospheres. It appears necessary for the early solar wind (T Taurl 
phase wind) to remove the remaining primitive solar nebula, but the time scale on which this can 
be done is not known. It is known observationally that very young stars can produce strOllg and 
very energetic bipolar outflows, and that even the youngest T Taurl stars that can be observed 
(after the obscuring material has been removed) have relatively slow spins hdleatlng that a great 
deal of early angular momentum loss has taken place, presumably through th~ stellar wind. The 
inner planets show no traces of atmospheric noble gases derived from the solar nebula; rather, the 
patterns of their abundances reflect the abundances of noble gases absorbed in meteorites. The 
picture that emerges is one in which the planets were too hot to retain trace~ of the primitive 
solar nebula after It was removed, but gradually built up and retained the atmosphere outgassed 
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from Incoming planete~lmals. Even much of this atmosphere may be lost through • atmospheric 
craterlns' by Incoming planetesimals (9). 

(9) Formation of the Moon. The angular momentum In the Earth-Moon system corresponds to 
that contained In a tangential collision of the protoearth with a body having the mass of Mars. If 
such a colliding projectile were a protoplanetary remnant, Its rapid formatbn would have assured 
the prompt separation of Its iron core from Its mantle. In the collision Itself a large amount of 
mantle rock will be vaporized; It Is the pressure sradlent established In such a vapor that is 
responsible for accelerating some of the material Into an orbit around the protoearth. This 
material Is strongly dissipative and will spread out and tidally interact with the protoearth In such 
a way that much of It collects to form the Moon beyond the Roche lobe of the Earth (9). The 
disk that Is formed In orbit Is self-gravitating but subject to continuing shear; the primordial 
al-"lsphere of the Earth Is caused to escape by this disk and the high temperature of the 
environment, all except a highly mass-fractionated remnant of the xenon; the resulting 
fractionated pattern of isotopic abundances of the xenon characterizes the atmospheric pattern 
of xenon today. The collision adds about ten percent to the mass of the protoearth and deposits 
about 3 x 1036 ergs of new thermal energy in the Earth, remelting any parts of the mantle or 
crust that had solidified. The present terrestrial atmosphere is then the atmosphere acquired 
through late accretion following the formation of the Moon. All of this is expected to happen for 
dynamical reasons at an Earth age of roughly 106 years for a projectile that is in a reasonably 
eccentric Earth-crossing orbit. 

(10) Early cooling 01 the Earth If the very hot Earth had a Vigorously convecting mantle and 
the surface rockS were also molten, with the surface radiation free to escape Into space, t~en the 
Earth would only take a fpw thousand years to undergo a major cooling including a great d,~al of 
mantle solidification. Thlnss are not 50 simple, since the surface rocks cannot radiate directly to 
space; their radiation will be absorbed by the atmosphere, which inilially will consist mos,ly of 
steam. High in the atmosphere clouds will form, and the temperature at the cloud tops 15 a better 
measure of the effective temperature with which the E~rth radiates to space. The Earth thus 
cools relatively slowly, and mantle solidification I. !Ikely to be spread over hundreds of millions of 
years. 

(11) Summary. The formation of the Ealth starts with gravitational instabilities in tne gas of 
the primitive solar nebula, which form giant gaseous protoplanets. The envelopes of these are 
thermally evaporated, but solids can gravitationally settle to the center of the protoplanets, and 
most of the core and mantle of the Earth were formed at that time (age about 103 years). The 
protoearth then survived a period of high temperatures In :he surrounding gas (age about 105 
years). While and after the gas was thermally stabilized and removed from the solar system, the 
Earth grew by bombardment of planeteSimals and Its early atmosphere was established. A iat6 
major collision led to formation of the Moon and loss of the primordial atmosphere (age about 10 
years). The present atmosphere resulted from still later accretion. The presence of this 
atmosphere spreads out the mantle cooling and solidification over hundreds of millions of years. 
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EARLY EVOLUTION OF THE CRUST-MANTLE SYSTEM 

Kent C. Condie. Dept. of Geoscience. New Mexico Institute of Mining and 
Technology. Socorro. NM 87801 

Nd isotopic data indicate that most Archean igneous rocks including 
compos i t ions rangi ng from koma ti ite to tonal He are deri ved from undepl eted or 
depleted upper mantle sources (1). If sampling is representative. only a few 
require enriched sources. A major unresolved question is the fate of the 
material relloved from the upper mantle leaving early depleted sources as 
residue (2). One possibility is that widespread depletion of the early mantle 
resulted from a period of early degassing and magmatism. Rare gas isotopic 
data. in particular 129Xe/ 130Xe ratios. seem to demand that the upper mantle 
was extensively degassed at or before 4.4 b.y. and this led tp rapid growth 
of the atmosphere and oceans (3). The lower mantle. however. was not signi
ficantly degassed during this event. It is likely that such widespread 
degassing and magmatism of the upper mantle transf~rred significant quantities 
of incompatible elements into the uppermost mantle or crust. Once formed. 
such an enriched fraction should resist recycling into the mantle and collect 
at or near the earth's surface. One possibility is that it collects chiefly 
in a zone of partial melting. analogous to the present low-velocity zone at 
the base of the lithosphere. 

Most of the early enriched mantle may have been recycled and mixed with 
depleted mantle and such mixing may explain the absence of modern basalts 
derived from either highly depleted or highly enriched mantle sources. An 
alternate explanation for the absence of such sources is that significant 
quantities of continental sediments have been recycled back into the mantle 
(4). 

Geochemical model studies of Archean tonalites indicate that their 
sources are enriched mafic sources rather than depleted sources as indicated 
by most Nd isotopic data (5). It would seem that the only way to accommodat~ 
both sets of data is for the enrichment events to be short-lived such th?~ 
they are not detectable in Nd isotopic ratios (i.e .• $ 150 m.y.). Such short
I ived enrichment events must have begun by 3.8 b.y .• the age of the oldest 
tonalites. It is probable that early tonalitic continents formed over con
vective downcurrents where the least steep geotherms existed. Nd isotopic 
data strongly suggest that the continents grew rapidly to 50-80% of their 
present volume chiefly ~t 2.7 (+ 0.1) b.y. (6) and that they were extracted 
chiefly or entirely from the upper 50% of the mantle (7). 

The following model. which is not specific in tenns of tectonic regime. 
accommodates isotopic. geo,hemical. and geothermal constraints for the 
evolution of the early crust-mantle system. Whether or not a magma ocean 
existed on the primodial ea-th is not known. If it did. by analogy with the 
moon (8). it probably crystallized rapidly during the first 100 m.y. after 
planetary accretion. Durir'g this same period of time the upper 50% of mantle 
was rapidly degassed. prod,jcing depleted and enriched zones (DMR and EMR. 
respectively) (Fig. 1; Table 1). After and perhaps during this time. 
komatiitic crust and lithosphere are produced from DMR at convective upcur
rents. This lithosphere cool; rapidly. becomes negatively buoyant in < 20 
m.y .• and is recycled back into the mantle at sinks over downcurrents. 
Partial melting of descending komatiite produces depleted basalts (DBAS) 
(Table 1) which rise and collect over sinks. 

As the earth continues to cool. both komatiite and basalt are produced at 
upcurrents. By 2.8-4.0 b.y., locally thickened basaltic plateaus over sinks 
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(with depleted Nd isotopic signatures) begin to melt (at ~ 50 km thickness) 
.'roducing small amounts of tonalite magma which rise buoyantly, intruding 
near-surface basalts and komatiites. Just prior to melting, these basalts 
are enriched by metasomatic fluids from a mixed mantle source comprised of 
DMR and EMR. Mixing occurs in the sinks. 

+10 

--+5 ----• 
• 

Or-----~~~----------~~--~~--~~--

-10 

-15 ~ ______ L-______ L-______ ~ ______ ~ ______ L-__ ~ 

2.0 3.0 4.0 
AQe (b.y.) 

Fig. 1. E growth curves for various mantle and crustal reservoirs. DMR, 
depleted m~Rtle reservoir; EMR, enriched mantle reservoir; DBAS, depleted 
basalt; TON, tonalite; UMR, unfractionated mantle reservoir; MIX, DMR-EMR 
mixture. DMR-EMR mixing and DBAS production are assumed to occur at 3.5 b.y. 
and DBAS metasomatism and tonalite production at 2.7 b.y. 

Table 1. Parameters Used in 
Sm-Nd Isotopic Calculations 

Age Sm Nd Sm/Nd f ENd ENd 
(m.y. ) (ppm) (ppm) (Sm/Nd) (2700m.y.) (3500 m.y.) 

DMR 4400 0.32 0.B6 0.372 0.143 +6.1 +3.3 
EMR 4400 B.75 35 0.25 -0.232 -9.9 -5.2 
MIX 3500 0.40 1.2 0.345 0.060 +2.7 +1. 5 
DBAS 3500 1.7 5.2 0.327 0.116 +1. 7 +1. 5 
EBAS 2700 5.0 20 0.250 -0.232 +1. 7 
TON 2700 3.5 24 0.146 -0.551 +1. 7 

MIX = 0.99DMR + O.OlEMR; DMR, EMR, depleted and enriched mantle; DBAS, 
EBAS, depleted and enriched basalt; TON, tonalite. 
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It is not until 2.7 b.y., nowever. that large volumes of tonalite are 
produced and rapidly added to the continental crust. Such rapid tonalite 
production may reflect catastrophic sinking of basaltic crust. Basalt that 
collects over sinks should resist recycling into the mantle because of its 
buoyancy and tendency to melt at relatively shallow depths. Perhaps 2.7 
b.y, was a critical time in which geotherms in sinks decreased enough for 
the thickened basaltic crust to pass into the eclogite sta~ility field, 
thus ir.itiating catastrophic sinking into the mantle. In oi'der to produce 
;:<1<1 tive E values yet high Nd contellts in basalts that serve as tonalite 
sources, the DMR-EMR source mixture must include approximately half of the 
mass of the upper mantl~. 
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VAS CORE FORIIATION VIOLEt(!' ENOUGH TO HOMOGENIZE TIfE EARLY MAtrrLE1 
Stephen A. Coop~rm4n, William H. KauIo, Department of Eorth and 
Space SCidnCftl, University of California, Loa Angelos, Cat 90024 

The dynamics ot iron, it. thermal state and Ita pnase in the accreting earth 
probably played a major role in tho earth's early thormal evolution. Plausible 
impact thermal histories (1,2) make it probable that PUffl iron was molten in the 
aeer.ting earth after it was about 10\ grown. lienee, iron eutectic alloys 
(reS,FeO) certainly ware (3). Additionally, the initial temperature of tho core 
tl an important constraint on the socular cooling of the early ~:;th (4) and on 
the strength of the oarl:9' geodynamo (5). Whother iron is solid or molton would 
influence geochemical equiUbria in the upper and lower mantle (6); the mode of 
car. formation, by spherical or near-sphorical blobs (7,8), stalk-like 
inltabilities (9), or something more cotostrophic (10) would influence the 
partitioning of siderophiloa between silicate and iron phasos. Early descent of 
iron (d,aing accretion) favors partitioning Itccording to low-pros1JUre phas~ 
Qquilibria, whhreas late descent favors higher pressure. The later COf6 

formation occurs, the grftater the heat pulse, due to the strong dependence of 
Iravitational potential energy on planotary radius. The hoat rna)' homogenize the 
.antle if core formation is c;lobal; othorwice, heterogene1ty of iron 
ditt~rentiation may leave lome of the pre-archean mant Ie unllffected. The lB.rgor 
the chunks of proto-core (and hence sm411er surface/vll!ume ratios) the greater 
the heterogeneity. 

The accreting earth probably had a thin surface layer of refractory (high
temperature) silic8tos (II). where heat transfer was dominated by impact
.tirring (12,13), Bnd possibly B central differentiated lithosphf\re (14). 
Farther out, the geotherm would follow an approximate r2 -dependence (13) to 8 

vigorou5ly conVect ing region follOWing the mel t ing curvo of the pr imary mant Ie 
.ilicate from the edge of the central lithosphere to the impact-stirred region. 
(15) Buggests that a ti!rrestriul mdgma ocean should be evidenced by an 
anorthositic crust and by the absence of 'He. No such fract{oiloted crust has 
been found, but primordial JHe has beon, both indicators suggesting a more 
complex history. However, heating by impacts is highly heterogeneous end core 
formation may not have been catastrophiC enough to de-volatilize the mantle. 
Certainly, 8S earth bagan to rotain noat, it could also rotain volatiles ",:hieh 
depressed molting temperatures (aiding core formation) and further enhanced 
mant'o roservoirs after core formation. Continued bombardment over tho next few 
100 MY could have broker. up 8n original refractory r..rust I leading to further 
fractionation to form the highly evolved crust characteristic of the oldest 
rocks found. Because of the temperature-dependence of viscosity, iron descent 
must be rapid on tho accretion time scale (16). 

We estimate the initial thermal and phase stdtes of earth's cor'e by examining 
tbe thermal evolution of spherical iron diapirs of various sizes descending in 
an accreting earth. Following (1',18), the thermal evolution of an iron body is 
the solution of a first-order ordinary differential equation. Heat transfer to 
or from the iron is conveniently (jxpresscd by the Nusselt number (Nu). which 
depends upon the descent velocity (v) and body radiUS (a) as parameterized by 
the Peclet number, Pe= va"K, where K is the thermal diffusivity of the mitOtIc. 
(19) reviews transitions hetwe~n several Nu/Pe relatior,s as a fUnction Pe range. 

The core formation pJ::ohlem differ~ from silicate differentiation (1',18) 
because of the much greatEl!' differences in properties between the two chemical 
Ipeciea. In the absence ~f heat sources, sinking iron tries to eqUilibrate with 
the surrounding silicates by boundary layer heBt transfer to or from the 
.ilicate materials around it. In turn, surrounding silicates influence the iron 
and tre themselves influenced by the strongly temperature·dependcnt viscosity of 
the cl1antlo. providing a "se1,f .. regulation" (20). This feedback enables 
eatim8';ion of 8 minimum mantle vtsco5ity for qU4si"steady-state spherically-
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.ymmetric accretion h,htoriea (16), and, thus. the limit!n, descent apeed. of 
iron bodle •. 

F.urther, the thormr' evolution of 4n iron blob will depend upon ita doscont 
spoed. If Stokoaian L N is tllUiumod (Reynolds numbers oro «1 oxcept for the 
1arloat bodies), then tho descent speed dopends upon body sizo, shape (a88 (20) 
for discussion), viscosity contr4st with mantle (molten iron hall free-slip 
IUriace boundary conditiona that aid tho flow) I and gfavity. Spherical iron 
diapirs toat tho limit of groatost hOdt rotontion. Various4111zed bodies 4r. 
chosen because constraints on ~izoa of impacting differentiated planetesimals or 
early instabilities are scanty. 

Hoat sources for iron bodios are (1) ad10btJtic heating, (2) radiogenic 
h"ating, (3) viscous dissipation and (4) latent heat. Given only adiab4tic 
heating, spherical iron bodies with 4<1 km. equilibrato quickly to their 
lurroundings. Larger bodios hoot up, in spite of 'boundary layor heat 108s. In 
tho limit of no heat 1086, bodies would havt. certain "potential temperatures" at 
certain depths. Large bodies below the geotherm eventually rise above it near 
the central lithosphere. 

Ono pOSSible radiogenic source for iron is K". (21) studied the electronic 
transition of KII

• at high presljures. If Kill is siderop,lOic or chaicopililic , it 
lDay btl responsible for long-term rad.\ogonic hoating all iron differentiates fcom 
the silicate matrix. (22) doubtt". such partitioning in experiments, and 
pressures necessary to cause the tlectronic tran:lition in KII

• (500kb) are not 
roached statically within tho mantle of an accreting planet, although dynamic 
presllures of 10 Mb may occur in large impacts (soe Tables 2a,b in (30». 
Following (23, p.140), the average KII

• heat p1'oduction 4.5 GY ago was only -lE·7 
args/s/sec. this would raise tho temperature of iron containing all the ~II' by 
only 2.S oK/HY. c~rtainly negligible over typic.al iron doscent times (16). 

Clapeyron curves for iron phase changes given by (24,25) allow iron's phase 
stato tc be followed from initial conditions. Sinking iron changos to more 
stable, denser crystal structuros which may act of!. additional heat sources by 
releaSing energy. A transition to liquid would absorb energy, helping to 
stabilize the temperature. Latont heats of transition depend upon Clapeyron 
slopes (dP/dT) and specific volum~ changes, Av (cm'/mole), given by (26) for 
several phases of iron. 

The phase of iron determines descent velocities. and the particular Nu/Pe 
number relation govP'Cning heat transfer. a highly non-linear process. While 
v-a!, the inCreGSR i,l hoat tranS fer from iron is 5 lower because Nu.O. Sv*'*(l/:e) 
(liquid iron) and Nu-v""(l/:;) (solid iron). Ultimately. heat transfer is not .8 
efficient as heat generation. 

Tho assumption of spherical bodies leads to greatest heat retention. whUe 
long thin diapirs have the greatest viscous diSSipation because their surface 
area is greatest. For flow in strongly tem,>erature-dependent medis, a body of 
arbitrary .5iza dcscend!' more quickly than 8 body in isoviscC)us media because 
hoot transfur from the body decroases the viscosity of wall roc~ in 8 

surrounding boundary layer. Comparing a smaller and larger sphere, in a certain 
time At, heat will diffuse away from both spheres to the same distance, 
decreasing the surround':"ng vi<Jcosity. However, that distance is a greater 
frar.tion of the small sphere' 5 size. Since a sphere advances by displacing its 
own volume, more of a small sphere's volumo can pas a through the lower-viscosity 
region than the larger's. (27) shows that heat transfer from 8 small sphere is 
Significant; the sphere advances much faster than Stokes' law, but cools faster, 
too. The large sphere descends isoviscously in spite of the fact t~'t there is 
a thin layer of lower Viscosity around it. As (21) states, the thir. deformation 
layer surrounding the large sphere '1 chokes." This, in a sense, is the limit of 
Tozer's (20) idea of Itself-rcgulation. II If a sudden influx of hoat decreases 
the temperature~depondent viscosity, the greatest concentrations of heat 
produce the lowest vis cos fty regions, which may be narrow streams ~omparQd to 
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the aloba! •• ttina. That 10, •• U-regulotlon may b. valid only I .. a local 
•• tting becau •• the nature of tho tcmperaturc·dcpondent viscosity is to separate 
tb. effect into two different length scalell: a small low·viacosity scole f.rom 4 

lara. iaovilCOUI one. 
The tr4n.£o~ation of gravitatiohal potential enaray into heat on iron 

d •• cent oecuu th.rough viscous dissipation. (23) examinos vhcoull dissipation 
in Couette flow, a!milar to the boundary layer surrounding 8 largo sphere, Tho 
dimensionless parameter governing viscous dhsipatior, ill (l/2)PrE. whore Pr is 
tba Prandtl number and E is tho Eckert numbor. For (l/2)PrE « I. viscous 
dholpotlon 11 nogllgiblo. However, Stoke. Ian d •• cent yield., (l/2)PrE· 
(a'aIAp·)/(18kATvp). For.a=l km, geIOlcm/sec l , k=2.5xlO', 6pr.p=4 gtem', v=IO", 
and AT-10·oK, (I/2)PrE=IO', v15caus d15s1patlon 2500 time. hlgh.r than ill the 
a.thenolphere. Vi~cou5 dissipation arising from gravitational potontial release 
a10n8 a column of mantle: can be estimatod by considering the enorgy balance 
betweon potential energy released lind the increast! in tomperature ot silicates 
and iron in contact with each other during the descent. Viscous dissipation is 
an important heat source for stalk ... like di.apirs or large spherical ones. (28) 
.howl that bodies larger than a critical radius of 20 km can descend by 
Ifavitational onorgy-releaZle melting the surrounding region. With other ho.at 
sources. we have shown critical sizos to be smaller by abooJt a (actor of 2-5. 
If luch a body ia in the shape of a long iron dlapir, then viscous dissipation 
over its larger surface area will help to maintain its temperature 50 that the 
process becomes runuway. (13) calculates the plausible redistribution of 
aravitational potential energy of a planet differentiating into au iron 
core/silicate mantle when tho solidus is reached. gecause iron travels, on the 
averAge, farther than sjliclltes~ and hence, plausibly undergoes greBter viscous 
di"aipation, tho greatest t:ellperatures should OCcur near the core-mantle 
boundary. In addition, ri::ing tlilicates adiabatically cool. Once again. great 
depths bacome hotter. 

F(nally, large dcviatoric strasses from large iron bedies would rupture the 
cold primordial core (10). Deviatod.c stresses of 10 kb or more might be common 
for iron stalks. Theso deviatoric strf.!.SSOS arise 8S much from heating as (rom 
density differencos. From (23). thermal stresses are about 6p~aKaT, whel'~ )\ is 
the incompre.slbilty. For a;3E-5/oX, K;l Mb (;lC"dynes/cm'), and AT;JOOoK, Ap; 
9 kb. At high pressures, a decr(!oses, but a of molton iron should be higher 
than that of .olid iron (29). 

(1) ':a1.l14l, V. (1919>. J. a.oph)' •• Ro •. , 84, 9911; (2) Coradlnt. A •• Federico, C, 
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Tun •• AGU (ab.uact), 64, 146; (9) [huler, W. (11)63) f.arth Behnee and 
"lhorlticl, Ii (10) Slellon.on, D. (1)81). Bch!nco. 214,.611; (11) Hofm.llter, 
'.(1911). J. Geoph}'" R ..... 88, 4963, (12) Slfronoll •• \'. (1978). Icnru •• ll, '; 
OS) leaula. V. (980). Conllnr>nul Crult 4nd lu ~lInorlil n"po.1t •. Slrans"ay 
(ed), 0001011cal Societ), or Cftlllllto, Sp.-clol fApt'r :0, (!4) IIo1.IIJO', O. (1982). 
aeoph, •• Ro •• Lott .. 9, 1:61; (15) Turcotte"O. ond S'flu'lro1.th, J. (1984). Proc. 
Lun. Plan. Sc1. ConI. J"lth (AblltrOcl), 810;. (16) Coopormdn, S. (11)83/1). 
aeopby •• Rail. Lan •• 10, 925; (17) tlnu .... B. (1'178). Phil. Tun •• R. S. Lond. 
A281, 6111 (l8\ tlaub. 8, and tinntba, L. (1918), torth Planot. ScL Lott .• )9, 
,:tS; (19) tlauh. B. (J982), Am. J. Sci.. 282. 808; (20) Tozor, D. (J965). 
Cu.:ophy •• J. fl. A .. ron. Soc •• 9, 95; (U) Bukowin.ki, tI.S.T. (1976). Gooph)'" 
•••• Lett., ). 491; (22) SOIIerllUla, tI, and Ahren •• T, (1980). J. GeDph),l. 
Rea., OS, 7016; (2]) Turcotte. p, and Schub~rt. G. (1982). Geodynamic.: 
AppUc.ation. of Continuum rhy.lc. to Geolo,lcal Probhm • .(New \lark: John WU.y 
and Son., Inc.'. pp.45ClI (24) J.lu. L. (1975). Geophy •. J, fl. Altr. Soc., 4], 
697, (25) Brown, J. a~4 tlcQuoen. R. (1982). H1Rh Pro.aure Rtlaoarr.h 1n 
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THE PROBLEM OF THE EARTH'S CO 2 CONTENT AND THE IRON 
CORl:.:G.W. DeVore, Dept. of Geology, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Fla. 32306 

Paul Gast in 1972 (1) treated the problem of reduced iron in 
the Earth's core as the result af either its reduction by carbon 
from originally oxidized iron or :~e direct accretion of con
dens~d metallic iron from the neb~lar dust cloud. The following 
Is offerpd as an expansion of Gast's discussion. 

The n~ar absence of metallic iron alld the presencp nf magne
tite and FeS in the C-l chondrites imply that metallic Iron was a 
minor phase present during the accretion process that formed the 
C-l chondrites. If the C-l chondrites provided the bulk of the 
initlal planetary growth materials, the carbon reduction model is 
favored. 

The mass and radius of the Earth's core provide an average 
density from which can be estimated that 3.402 X 10 25 moles of 
Fe" are in the core that could represent the reduction of 1.134 X 
10 25 moles of magnetite. If the ~ore formed by tarbon reduction 
of the magnetite, 2.268 X 10 25 moles of CO 2 would be produced . 

Th~ total CO 2 in the Earth's crust is estimated by Ronov and 
Yarashevsky (2) to be 9.07 X 10 21 males. If the Earth's mantle 
contains an average 100 ppm CO 2, an additional 9.20 X 10 21 males 
m~y be present or 9.20 X 10 22 moles of CO 2 if 1000 ppm of CO 2 are 
in the mantle. 

The above estimate~ suggest that same 1240 to 227 times ~s 

much CO 2 may have been produced during the formation of the core 
than can be accounted for in th0 crust and mantle. This discrep
anr.y taken to the eKtreme suggests either that: 

1. The Earth has lost more than 99 percent of its initial 
CO 2 during early differentiation (this is highly unlikely) or: 

2. The Earth has aquired some 90 percent of its present 
mass by the accretion of debris from previously reduced and dif
ferentiated but subsequently disrupted planetary bodies whereby 
the associated CO 2 would not be captured, or: 

3. The C-l c~ndrites represent only a trivial fraction of 
the initial accretion materials present in the nebular cloud or: 
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4. Condensed iron and anhydrous silicate phases were pref
erentially accreted during the initial formati on of the plane
tary bodies as is favored in. for example. treatments by Clark 
et al. (3) and Anderson et al. (4). 

An initial Earth some 10 percent of its present mass might 
retain CO 2 (Mars appears to ret"in CO 2 ), If so. the crustdl in
ventory of CO 2 Implies that only some 10 percent of the Earth's 
mass was accreted prior to its differentiation and iron reduc
tion and that the rest of the mass of the Earth was aquired from 
second-hand recycled debris from disrupted differentiated plane· 
tary bodies . 

The direct accretion of condensed FeD and a~hydrous sili
cate eliminates the CO 2 problem. However. in a system where 
oxygen pressures are adequate for the formation of magnetite. it 
is difficult to explain how the bulk of the iron escaped oxida
tion unless the condensed iron had accreted into nodular masses 
before the magnetite formed. However. if nodules of FeD formed. 
it is difficult to imagine that these nodules were all removed 
from the nebular cloud so that the Col chondrites would not 
accrete these nodules. Accordingly. the model rf the c~rbon 
reduction of magnetite retains some vdiidity. 

7he crustal CO 2 content of the Earth transferred to the at
mosphere would increase the mdSS of the atmosphere by 100 times 
and would be similar to that of Venus. If the accretion proces. 
of Venus followed that of the Earth, 90 percent of Venus' mass 
may have been derived also by accreting the differentiated debris 
of disrupted planets. 

The discrepancy between the CO 2 produced during core forma
tion and the CO 2 found in the crust Bnd mantle would indicate a 
staggerin~ amount of planetary growth by the meteorite impact 
model and a minor amount of initial growth directly from the 
nebular cloud. 
1. Gast, P.W. (1972) in The Nature of the Solid Earth. E.C. 

Robertson. ed. p. 19-40. 
~ ) . 2 lP' , ' Ronov. A.B. and Yaroshevsky. A.A. (1969) in The Earth's 

Crust and Upper Mantle. Am. Geophys. Union Geophys. Mono. 
13, P.J. Ha.rt. ed. p. 37-Si. 
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THE PROBLEM OF THE EARTH'S CO 2 CONTENT AND THE IRON CORE 

DeVore. S.W. 

Clark. S.P •• Turekian. K.K. and Grossman. L. (1972) 'in The 

Nature of the Solid Earth. E.C. Robertson. ed. p. 3-18. 

4. Anderson. D.L .• Sammis. C. and Jordan. T. (1972) in The 

Nature of tioe Solid Earth. E.C. Robertson. ed. p. 41-66. 
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CONSIDERATIONS OF LARGE SCALE IMPACT AND THE EARLY EARnI. R. A. F. Grieve and 
E. H. Parmentier, Department of Geological Sr.ience., Brown University, Providence, RI 02912. 

Bodies which have pre.ervad portionl of their earliest crUlt indicate that large-scale 
impact cratering vas an ~portant proce •• in early lurfaco and upper cruHtal evolution. for 
e.ample. large impact b.lina form the basic topographic, tectonic, and stratigraphic frame
work. of the moon and impact vaa responl1.b1e for the charactor1aticl of the second order grav
ity field and upper cruatal aeismiL p:~pertie. (1). The earth'l crUltal evolution during the 
firat 800 my of itl hiatory ie conjectural. The lack of • very early cruet may indicate that 
thermal and machanical inatabilities re.ulting from inten.e mantle convection andlor bombard
ment inhibited crultal preservation. Whatever the cale, the potential effect~ of large scale 
impact have to ba considered in models of oarly Garth evolution. 

The number of impacts can be est~ted from the cratering record in the lunar highlands, 
corrected for terreatrial impact conditione. With modal approach velocities of 6-10 km S-I 
for the reaidual planeteaimal Iwarm (2), it i. estimated that the earth will collect 2-4 times 
aa maoy bodiel of the lame maes aa tho moon and tho reaultant cratera vill be ~ 1.5 times lar
ser, depeudins aD the onersy-diameCtr leal ins relationship uled. ASBuming the size-frequency 
diltribution of prtmsry cratera approximatel N m DMZ, thia tranalate3 to a correction factor 
of 4.5-9 for the number of crBtera of equivalent diameter D. From estimates of the cratering 
rate for tho lunar highland (3) aDd the number of large lunar basins (4), the lower factor of 
4.5 predicta ~ 200 basins with D > 1000 km on the carth in the period 4.6-3.9 by. This 18 
conaiderably more than previous minimum eatimatea of ~ 30-60 basins with D > 1000 km, which 
were baled on relatively faat approach velocities of 15-20 km s-l (4, 5) and may be unrealis
tic 88 it requires 8 significant number of bodies in the residual planetesimal swarm, com
pared to tho one or more of mass 102'g required for basin formation on the moon (2). 

Even for minimal estimates of the numbe~ of impacts, the values for additional exogenic 
energy and impact melt production are of the aame magnitude as present-day processes of inter
nal heat los.es and iNland-arc volcanism, respectively (5). Among the effects of large-scale 
impact on an early torrestrial crust will be the formation of topoaraphy, enhancement of the 
sub-impact tho~l gradients in the lithosphere and asthenosphere due to uplift of originally 
deep-uated mat.Hiale, and the potential for eruption of basalt due to adiabatic decompression. 
Given that the earch has a relatively thin lithosphere, which is likely to have been even thin
ner during ita early hiGtory, it 18 possible that large baain-sized impacts could bring the 
aathenosphere to the surface, leading to volcanism over large areas (4, 5). 

Following tmpact, however, a number of processes act to modify large impact basins. 
Theae are: thermal contraction and subsidence from the losa of post-shock and uplift heat, 
topographic degradation by erosion and relaxation •• nd loading of the baHin. Some of these 
eftects, S8 they apply to basins 011 t.he moon, havo been examined with the suggeotiuu that lunar 
bauin. heve appreciable effecta, on timescale. of 106-10' y, on the thermal. volcanic, b,d tec
t~nic history 1n and around the bssins (6, 7). 

Preltminary models of the evolution of a large terrestrial impact ba~in have been under
taken. A 1000 km baain, with the extent of the sub-impact thermal anamaly constrai.ned by up
lilt data from smaller terrestrial structurea (8) and poat-shock. waste heat calculations (9), 
was formed in a model lithosphere 80 km thick with a thermal gradient of 20 0 e km- 1 , overlying 
an asthenosphere \11th 8 thermal gradient of 0.5°C km -I. Sub-impact temperatures wet"e calcula
ted 8S a funclion of time from finite difference solutions of the transient heat conduction 
equation in a cylindrical geometry (Fig. 1). Substantial conductive cooling occurs on a time
.cale of ~ 10 7 years. Consideration of the initial thermal anomaly and the meiting behavior 
of an~drou. peridotite, suggests that ~ 3 x 106 km J of partially to totally molten mantle 
IIISterial will be brought to upper crustal and near surface depths. For mort"" conservative gra
dients of 15°C km- I and O.loe km- J , the initial thermal anomaly results in the immediate pro
duction of ~ 8.5 x 10 5 km' of at least partially melted peridotite. This i9 equivalent to an 
" .. 1 "un thick leyor of baaalt within the basin. Thie is in addition to the production of impact 
melt, whith for an approach velocity of 10 laD s -I ia eatimated to be of the same ordp.:r of mag
nitude. 

The initial topography of an 1000 km early earth basin. and how it chan&ea with time, is 
not known. Some general statements. however, caD be made. Iaostatic adjustment will occur on 
a timescale of 2~/pgD, where p and 1J are the dens::..ty aod viscositr of mantle material under
lying the balin and g is the acceleration of gravity. For U • 10 Z poise, isostatic rebound 
times are on the order of 10· years. On longer timescales the basin floor ~ill subside due 
to conductive cooling and thermal contraction. Thermal subsidence will be concentrated near 
the center. where a maximum subsidence of ~ 2 km occurs after ~ 108 years (Fig. 2). In addi
tion, the basin may be dynamically loaded by volcanics. sediments dnd WAter, which will cause 
further subsidence. For example, a sediment load with density p .2.7 g cm-' and p 113.3 g cm- 1 

will cause a 1000 km basin with a surface topography of ~ 3 laD, = maximum :'ased on d"pth
diameter rati08 of terrestrial complex structures (8), to subside by an additional ~ac~or of 
1.8; i.e., the original floor will subside to a depth of ~ 5.4 km. This is in aidition to ther
mal subsidence, which will contribute 8ignificantly to the thickness f sediments, particularly 
near the center. 

These models do not account for 
race of beat transfer to the 81.trface. 
the rate of heat loaD and the rata of 

several 
Pirst, 

thermal 

effecta which will be important in determining the 
loading of sediments into the basin will reduce 
8ub8i~ence. Subsidence due to loading will occur 
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LARGE SCALE IMPACT AND THE EARLY EARTH 

Grieve, R. A. F. and Parmentier, E. M. 

on hOlt.tic t1utelcal •• (:!: 10" y) that are Ihorter thaD the liae for conductive cooUng of hot 
mantle benlath the b •• in (Fla. 1). ThuI, b •• ln-fillinS impact melt, breccia, POlt-impact vol
canlcl, and •• dimantl .. y be thermally •• t.~rpho.ed and eVln partially melted to Benerate more 
11alic .. sma.. Second, 'olld-Dtlte conv~ctlve upwelling beneath the b.8in will reault in higher 
rat •• of heat tranaler to tbe lurflco and to the b •• in fill. Convective flow will alao c.us~ 
radial apr •• dinK of the thermal anomaly r.lulting in tbe thermal lub.idence being leI. concentra
ted near the ba.ln clnter. Hotter .. ntle beneath the h •• in 1. Ie •• dene. than lurroundlng mantle 
by an amount Ap • -~T, where Q 1, the coefficient of thermal expan.ion and T ia temperature 
which extend. to B depth d. The re,ulting hydro'totic pre",ure dUference Apgd must 'LIe balanced 
by a vi.coul atreas ~/d where v i. the velocity of convective upwelling_ Then, the time for up
ward conver-tion of the thermal anomaly ia d/w • U/PQbTSd, while the conductive cooling time is 
d2/K,K beiDa the thermal diffuaivity. For the initial thermal anomaly (Fi8. 18.), d:SO km and 
an averase AT=SOOoC. With U • 10 22 po i.e and appropriate values of the other parameters, the 
tiae for convective upwelling ia ahorter than that for conductive cooling by a factor of 10 2 • 

Thi' ia • minimum eatimat. baeaua. the mantle viacoaity of an early. hotter earth ia likely to 
be Ie •• than a value typical of the pre,ent earth. Thus convective upwelling beneath the ba6in 
should 8ignificantly enhance heat transfer to the ba.in ftll and influenc~ bQth the rate and 
radial distribution of thermal aubsidence. 

REFERENCES: (1) R. A. F. Grieve, Proc. Lunar Highland Cruat, 173-196 (1980), (2) G. W. 
Wetherill, PLPSC 8th, 1 .. 16 (1977), (3) Basaltic Voleanhm Study Project, Pergamon (1981), 
(4) H. rrey, PreCamb. Rea. 10, 195-216 (1980). (5) R. A. F. Grieve, PreCamb. Res. 10, 217-
248 (1980), (6) S. Bratt e,al., LPS XII, 109-111 (1981), (7) S. C. Solomon et al.-;-JGR 87, 
3975-3992 (1982), (8) R. ~ ~ Grieve et a1., PcPS 12A, 37-58 (1980), (9) H.-Y.-Cint.la,--ihia 
vol. (1984). - -
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Figure 1. Verti~.l .e~tion of thermal anomaly beneath ~d.l 1000 km impact ba,in, 

R ib radi.l diatanca and Z dvpth. Contour. ere for temperatur •• in exca •• 

of pre-impact thermal Bradiant. (a) Initial po.t-imp&ct anumaly; 

(b) After 24 x la' y. 
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Hydrothermal alteration in the 3.5 b.y. old 
Onverwacht Group of South Africa 

Roger Hart 
College of Oceanography 
Oregon State University 

Corvallis, Oregon 97331 

Maarten J. de Wit 
Bernard Price Institute of Geophysical Research 

University of the Witwatersrand 
Johannesburg 2001 

Republic of South Africa 

K-Ar studies of authigenic and alteration phases fr.om the 3.5 b.y. old 
Onverwacht Group of South Africa delineate hydrothermal metamorphism that 
ended 3.3 b.y. years ago. As shown in Fig. 1 a whole rock K-Ar errochron 
from analysis of barite, dolomite, chert, and serpentinite (komatiite) gives 
an age of 3.3 b.y. with an intercept of 1,678 ± 103. The 3.3 b.y. age for 
the metamorphism in the Onverwacht has been confirmed by the 40Ar- 36Ar step
wise heating experiments of komatiites and basaltic komatiites from the 
Onverwacht Group (1). In addition, the errochron suggests all the phaoes 
studied equilibrated with a reservoir of hydrothermal argon with relatively 
uniform isotopic composition. 

ONVERWACHT 

Ch." 

'C. 3.30 b. y. 

R2·,98 I 
i 
!i 4 t co,,, 

CIo." 
.. 00''', 

S.".nfJn/ltd komoUlfa 

O.S 1.0 
40K/ !6Ar (XI05) 

2.0 

Figure 1: A J.] b.y. ~-Ac iaochron ot hydrothermal phases from the 
Qnventacht Group, Barl.'<lrton Mountain Land, south Africa (trom Reference 2). 
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HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION 

P. Hart , M. de Wit 
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The concept of hydrotherm<ll a::tivity in the Onverwacht ill supported by 
the discovery bv M.J. de Wit of fossilized hydrothermal vent structureo as 
Rhown in Flg. 2 (2). 

I' l1J\1r. 2 , S ili ci fied I!tUd poo l Itl u~tur .. 
thot.!qht to have r on.4fd by hydrothe .... J 
-.n.UOM Ifro. .. t.r. llce 11 . 

In addition, t he degree of hydration of Onverwacht rocks is inlistin
gUishable from that. of rocks dredged from present day ocean ridge spreading 
centers. This is shown in Fiqure 3, a p lot of H
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R. Hart , M. de Wit 
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The hydrothermal alteration in the Onverwacht ia charac terized by 
extendve mobilization vf and meta.omatilllll by silica resulting In elllenNi ve 
8ilicification of cr08S bedde~ shales, accretionary tuffs, carbonate" , 
barites, iron rich s .. d1roents and stromatolites. As shown in f iC)o 4, leach i ng 
o~ silica from the volcanic rocks by hydrothermal solutions was accompani co 
by addition of magnesium. Indeed, the ratio o f s ili ca removal t o magn~"lUm 
addition is indistinguishable from that measured in day hyrlcotherm.:l I 
springs at the Galapagos Rift (3). 12 . ........ 

• 
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Carbonate stromatolites as shown in fig. 5 are stratigraphically 
associated with the fossil hydrothermal vents and display possibl e mi c ro
fossils suggesting biological activity was associated with these ven t 
systems 3.3 b.Y. ago (2). 

~~. II 't~t.l1t •• in carbonat. 
fro. t~ enYerwaeht Croup . ~.rberton 
Mounta'n ~nd . SOuth AfrJ ca Cfra. 
,,'.ratIC.11. 

References, (1) Martinez , M.L. York, D. Hall, C.M. and Hanes, J.A. (1984) 
Nature, 307, p. 352-354; (2)de Wit, M.J. Hart, R. Marti~, A. and Abbot, P. 
(1982) ~. GeOlogy. 77,~. 1783-1802; (3)corlisB, J.B. Dymond, J. 
Gordon, C. Edmond, J.M . von Herzen, R.P. Ballard, R.D. Green, K. Williams, 
D. Bainbridge, A. Crane, K. and Von Ar.del, T.I:. (1979) Science, ~, p. 
1073-1083. 
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The degassing history of tho earth, 
noble gas studies of Archaean cherts 

and zero age glassy submarine basalts. 

Roger lIart 
Lewis Hogan 

College of Oceanograpny 
Oregon State University 

Corvallis, Oregon 97331 

Recent noble gas studies suggests the earth's atmosphere outgassed from 
the earth's upper mantle synchronous with sea floor spreading, ocean ridge 
hydrothermal activity and the formation of continents by partial melting in 
subduction zones. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 (from reference 
1). The evidence for formation of the atmosphere by out~assing of the 
mantle is the presence of radionuclides 4He, 40Ar and 13 Xe in the atmos
phere that w(!re produced from 40K, U and Th in the mantle. Allegre et al. 
(2) suggest the mean age of the atmosphere is 4.4 b.y. However, 1 b.~. -
J b.y. is required to produce the 40Ar in the atmosphere by decay of OK in 
the mantle. As shown in Figuru 2, concordant mean ages for the cessation 
of degassing are in the range 1.2 - 1.8 b.y. ago as derived from the amount 
of 40Ar in the atmosphere as well as the concentration of 40Ar in glassy 
MORB (3). The He and Ar isotopic compositions of glassy submarine basalts 
as shown in Figure 3, require a degassed mantle (100 times depleted in 
361\r) and non-degassed mantle. The relatively uniform 3He/4He ratio in 
MORS (2) suggosts the outgassing of 3He W~D Uniform in aerial and temporal 
extent. Less than 5% of present day 4He in the mantle is being degassed. 
These observations allow fitting of closed system growth curves to 
40Ar/36Ar and 3He/4He ratios of the mantle reservoirs as shown in Figure 4. 
This two stage model with cessation of degassing at 1.8 b.y. ago yields 
similar results for fractionation of the 3He/36hr by degassing of the MORB 
source as required by the fit of mixing lines in Figure 3. Cnssation of 
degassing in the interval 1.2 - 1.8 b.y. with a possible peak of hydro
thennal activity 2.~ b.y. ago is also suggested by the initial 40Ar/36Ar 
of hydrothermal authigenic cherts as shown in Figure 5. Thus, the cessation 
of degassing is synchronous with the increase in 87sr/86s r ratio of sea 
water produced by the curtailment of hydrothermal activity and the increase 
in stream supply of radiogenic strontium from continental masses (4). 

References: (1) Hart, R.A. Dymond, J. and Hogan, L. (1979) Nature, 278, 
p. 156-159, (2) Allegre, C.J. Staudacher, T. Sarda, P. Kurz, M. (198~ 
Nature, 303, p. 762-764; (3) Hart, R.A. Hogan, L. and Dymond, J. (1984) 
Chern. GeolOgy in press; (4) Veizer, J. and Compston, W. (1976) Geochim. 
Cosmochim. Acta 40, p. 905-915, (5) Ozima, M. and Zashu, S. (1983) Earth 
planet. Sci. Let~ 62, p. 24-40, (6) Kyser, K.T. and Rison, W. (198-2-)---
J. Geophys. Res. 87:-p. 5611-5630; (7) Kane0'·~, I. and Takaoka, N. (1980) 
Science, 208, p. 1366-·1368; (8) Saito, K. Sasu, A.R. and Alexander, E.C. Jr. 
(1978) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 39, p. 274-280; (9) Perry, E.C. and 
Compston, W. (1976) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 40, p. 905-910. 
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TIlE 3,5 B. y, OLD ONVERWACIIT GROUP: 
A REMNANT OF ANCIENT OCEANIC CRUST 

Sarah 1I0ffman 
College of Oceanography 
Oregon State University 
Corvallis. Oregon 97331 

111e interactiun betl<een sealiater and submadne volcanic rock has had 
important consequences for the chemistry of the ocean during the Phanerozoic. 
Processes of hydrothermal chemical exchange and mineralogical alteration have 
been dOl,umented extensi vo I y for Phanerozoic ophioli tes and oceanic cr·ust. aut 
evidence for similar processes occurring early in Earth's history h~s been 
controversial. It is nOI< generally accepted that most uf the mineral I<ealth 
of the Canadian Shield is the result of hydrothermal activity during the 
later Archaean and the early rroterozo'c. Ilol<evcr, it has been difficult to 
document occurrences of hydrothermal aiterntion in the early Archaean. Most 
extant terran",s have been rogiona11), r.lctamorphosed to the ampl1ibol i te a, 1 
granulite facies, so that their precUY'sor lith'Jlogies and structures are not 
readily determinable. 1I0l<ever, the 3.5 b. y. old s'Jpracrustal r0cks of the 
Barberton ~Iountain '~and, South Africa, have not been subjected to high grade 
regional metamorphism, and therefore there I<as reason to hope that a labora
tCory investigation might reveal the extent to I<hich these rocks had been ex
posed to subsea floor hydrothermal activit/. lIart nnd de \~it (this volume) 
describe bulk geochemi~al evidence from the ~ntire suite as well as field evi
dence which support the concept of hydrothermal activity in the Barberton 
Mountain Land. This paper briefly discusses mir.eralogical and textural fea
tures lihich unequi V'C'cally mark .it as a submarine sequence emplaced in a mid
ocean ridge/t:acture ZOne or back arc/fracture zone environment. 

As a gener" 1 rule, there arc tl<O features lihich distinguish an ocean 
floor metamorphic sequence from a regionally metamorphosed sequence: the first 
is that o.::ean floor metamorphism entails very steep thermal gradients sco that 
distinct facies changes. can uccur over very short distances; the second is 
the preservation of primDr)' ign~ous textures in untectonized amphiboli to 
facies rocks. 11161'efore, in order to identify the metamorphic environment of 
mafic and ultramafic rocks nOI< found on continents, one must consider not 
only the mineralogical assemblages but also the lithological associations and 
textural character, features which wi II indicate the sea 1e of the '::letamOT1Jhic 
gradient. 

The classical greenschist facies of regi'Jnal metamorphism lias defined 
from the study of rocks on continents. Application of this facies concept to 
altered mafic and ultramafic rocks is perilous because the mineralogy of the 
classical greenschist facies is indisting' .. !ishable from the greenschist miner
alogy found in rocks dredged from the ocean floor (1,2,3). Both types of 
rocks will contain the same index minerals: chlorite, actinolite, epidote, 
albite, Thus, differentiating betl<een metamorphic environments solely on the 
basis of the greenschist facies ,ninera.J ogy of mafic and til tramafic rocks is 
not possible. 

The classical amphibolite facies mineralogy of regional metamorphism is 
characterized by the presence of bornblende and andesine (1). Furthermore, 
the process of prJgrcssive regionR1 metamorphism involves the loss of fluids 
and the complete recrystallization of the greenschist mineralog),. Primary 
textures are almost never preserved. Instead, the textures of the amphibolite 
facies of regional metamorphism reflect the operant tectonic forces: for ex-
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ample, preferred orientation, lineation, foliation, gneissic layering, and 
annealing in crystals (1,2). A furth&r characteristic of regional metamor
pLism is the field recognition of metamorphic isograds using mineral assem
blages. Appearances and disappearances of mineral phases defined zones of 
large areal extent. and the scale of the dyl1amothermal gradient is measured 
in ki lometers. 

Il'hi Ie amphibo I i to facies rocks with dominantly hornblende-plagioclase 
mineralogy have been dredged from the ocean fleor, they are relatively rare 
compared to spilites and serpentinitcs and generally contain numerous small 
fractures lined with retrograde hydrous phases such as zeolite, epidote, and 
chlorite (3). Metagabbros described by Bonatti et al. (<i) had a transitional 
greenschist-amphibolite facies mineralogy with both hornbiende and tremolite
actinolite being found in the same rocks. In addition, these metagabbros were 
~ssociated with both greenschist facies metabasalts and unmetamorphosed 
gla~sy basalts. Such closely-associ~ted lithologies would not occur in a 
regionallY metamorphosed terrane. Another significant feature of metagabbros 
from the ocean floor is their re,tention of primary igneous textures. While 
rocks from faul t scarps along axial rift zones have been crushed and 3l.eared, 
many ocean floor amphibolites retain the subhedral-granular, poikilitic, or 
subophitic textures of their primary mineralogy. The same textural preserva
tion is observed in lID sheared lavas and cWllulates. 

The Onverwacht Group is the lowest division of the Swaziland Supergroup 
of' the Barberton r·lountain Land. Tankard et a!. (5) describe it as "primordial 
ocean-type crust". It is a sequence of alt<;red mafic and ultramafic lavas, 
tuff$, and chert" illtrusi ve gahbros, and bodies of layered ul tramafic and 
mafic cumulates (seL' ref. 5,7). Each formction in the Onverwacht Group con
tain~ rocks of at lea~t two metamorphic facies (zeolite/greenschist; green
schist/amphibolite) and some contain all three (zeolite/greenschist/amphi
bolite). 11\e Swaziland Supergroup has many features 0' an ophiolite/flysch/ 
molasse terrane, but identification of it as an Archaean ophiolite is contro
versial because of the presence of ultramafic lavas (komatiites) and the lack 
of a readily-identifiable sheeted dike complex. 

In areas of struct'lral disturbance, such as the boundaries near plutonic 
contacts or along internal fault zones, Barberton rncks show the expected 
textural digturbances. However, rocks from unfaulted sections of the interior 
retain primary textures to an astonishing degree. Pillow cross-sections re
tain textural evidence of submar;qe crystallization. Some basalts show con
centric zoning in color and texL~re which in Phanerozoic ocean floor rocks are 
characteristic of low ten~erature alteration. Variolitic textures, which 
develop fron. undercooling in basic lavas (2), are algo preserved, though the 
plagioclase is now albite. Alteration mineralogies are frequ(mtly pseudo
morphic after primary mineralogies: serpentine after olivin.:, amphibole after 
pyroxene, chlorite after rlevitrified glass, etc. Textures are so well pre
served that it is the type area for spinifex textured komatiites (10). In 
thin section, the nature of the precursor is often determinable on the basis 
of texture alone. 

Another characterist',: of these rocks is the presence of fractures, rang
ing in size from tenths of a millimeter to several centimeters. These frac
tures aT; filled with a variety of minerals and mineral assemblages. Epidote 
and clinozoisite \re very common in lavas and gabbros. Quartz. and calcite 
fill both fr.actures and vugs in mafic lavas. Serpentinized dunites and pyrox
enites ha~e fractures filled with talc as well as serpentine and magnetite. 
SEM ph~~os of crushed samples show that the serpentines from the ultramafic 
and mafic ~umulates have the platy habit of antigorite. 
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Alteration in the Onverwacht was not isochemical as originally proposed 
(10). Rather, the rocks record Ii complex history of elemental mobility. Many 
of the ultramafic rocks of the Stolzburg Ultramafi'c Complex, which had little 
or nO primary calcium as determined from the relirt mineralogy, contain cal
cic alteration minerals such as tremolite and leucoxene. Ultramafic bodies 
in the Barberton '10untain Land al so contain rodi ngi tes, intense ly metasoma
tized rocks now consisting of extremely calcic hydrous alteration minerals. 
A rodingite from the Stolzburg Ultramafic Complex wi th reiict hy,-'crsthene now 
contains over thirty \~cight percent CaD. Microprobe analyses of this rock 
detennined that it contained four calcic garnet compositions (grossular, 
hydrogrossular, grossular-andradite, and titanium andradite) as well as trem-
01'. te, zoisi te, apati te, jurupai te, and diopside. 

Il'hile the mineralogics of tr.e rocks from the Barberton do not rule out 
a regional greenschist facies event, recent analyses by Lopez-Martinez et al. 
(8) indicate that alteration of the sequence occurred very shortly after 
eruption of the lavas. Also, there is nO mineralogical evidence for large
scale regional compression. The persistence of antigori te, which readily 
converts to chrysotile during regional greenschist facies metamorphism, sug
gests that any regional metamorphi c event affecting the Barberton could not 
have been very pervasive. 

At the preseOlt time, the only environr.;"nt where the mineralogical and 
lithological associations described here arc knOlm to form is in the deep 
ocean near active rifts (amphibolitic metabasalts and metagabbl'os) or in 
fracture zones (metabasal ts, metagabbros, serpentini tes, rodingi tes). In the 
Equatorial Atlantic, rodingites \~ere only dredged from fracture zones and only 
found in association with serpentinites (3,9). The estimated temperatures of 
formation of Equatorial Atlantic rocks (9) overlap those estimated for the 
Onverwacht rocks on the basis of oxygen i sotopo studies. TIlC presence 0r ab
sence of a sheeted dik~ complex need nC't be regarded as diagnostic of oceanic 
c.rustal origin because not all oceanic sequences appear to have them (3). 
Overall, the correlations between metamorphic rocks from the Equatorial At
lantic (.3,4,9) and those from the 3.5 b. y. old Onverwacht Group are striking. 
11\e data described here and e1se\~here (5,6,7; Hart and de IVit, this volume) 
indicate that the Onverwacht Group is not "primordial ocean-type crust" (5) 
but is Archaean oceanic crust. Further study of this sequence is likely to 
greatly enhance O\;r understanding of Archaean oceanic and crll>,tal evolution. 
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SIJBMARINE HYDROTIIERMAL ENVIf<ONMENTS 

AS SITES FOR TIlE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LIFE 

Sarah lIoffman & John BaroS5 
College of OceanographY 
Ore~on State University 
Corvallis, Oregon 97331 

1110rc arc currently several hypotheses as to how and where life ong1n
ated and evolved. Assuming that life did arise on Earth, the important 
question then is what environment provided the chemical and physical condi
tions for the reactions leading to organic compounds, self-replicating and 
in format ion-carrying macromolecules, and eventually organisms and communi ties. 
In order to have met aJ 1 of the conditions necessary for these reactions to 
have occurred, there had to have been on the carly Earth either a multiplicity 
of closely-linked environments or a single ellvironment where gradients existed 
in the physical and chemical conditions. SUC;1 an environment would have pro
vided an almost in fini to set of conditions and variables, as well as combina
tions of concli tions. There is only one environment in the Phanerozoic which 
fulfills the requirements of pre-biologic chemistry and physics: submarine 
hydrothermal .cats. Table 1 lists the properties of vents as well as the 
env i ron men ud cond i t ions wi thin and around them. These properties and condi
tions arc" Iso kUOI<J1 prerequisites for the origin and development vf organ
isms. In a previous paper, we proposed that submarine hydrothermal systems 
possessed aJ 1 of the necessary cri tcria to have beell sites for the origin and 
eVOlution of life (1). \Ve based our hypothesis on three lines of evir.ence: 
the properties of present-day hydrothermal environments; the lithOlogical 
ass')ciations of the most ancient fossils: and the laboratory synthesis of 
amino acids and complex vrganic compounds using thermal energy sources. 

Recent models for the formation of the atmosphere and hydrosphere (2,3) 
indicate that an ocean had formed as long ago as 4.2 b.y. At the time of the 
ocean I s formation, the Earth: ... d an oxidizing atmosphere consi~ting mainly of 
C02 (2,3). Before the formaLion of continents, the ocean c<>vered the earth 
and all volcanism was submarine, resulting in extensive hydrothermal activity. 
As a consequence of rapid hydrothermal circulation, this early ocean was 
anoxic (4) and was probably hotter than 50° to 70°C (5) due to the high par
tial pressure of C02 in the atmosphere. It is in a;;sociation with these 
ancient hydrothermal environments that we postulate life to have originated 
and evolved into the complex fossil microbial conununities observed in rocks 
from the early Archaean (6,7,ref. cited in 1,8). 

Unicellular fossils and stromatolites have been found in the 3.5 t.y. old 
lVarl'awoona Group (PilbarB Block, Western Australia) (6) and in the 3.5 to 3.3 
b. y. old Swaziland Sequence (Barberton Mountain Land, South Africa) (7). The 
fossil-bearing strata in both localities are part of submarine sequences which 
inc 1 ude lava flows, pi llow basalts, and chemical sediments which were probably 
deri vee! from hydrothermal sources (ref. cited in 1). Complex micruorganisms 
having mOI'phological similarities to these Archaean microfossil assemblages 
have been found in modern hydrothermal environments (8). 

TIle precursor!' to complex organic compounds and macromolecules, such as 
CH4 , CO, H2, il2S, a,1d reduced metals, are released in present-day hydrothermal 
systems as a result of I,ater-rock interactions at high temperatures. Our 
model for abiotic s~~thesis in hydrothermal systems proposes that chemical 
species such as these react in a step-wise series to produce successively more 
complex organic molecules. Energy to drive the reactions is derived in part 
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from the heat of crystallization of erupted and empli'ced igneolls material 
and in part from the heat of hydration released "hen these rocks arc hydro
thermally serpentinized, chloritizcd, urulitized or spilitized. The cal
culations of Fyfe (9) indicate that about 3 x 10' calories are released by 
tl-e hydration of each square centiMeter column of occapic crust seven ki 10-
meters in thickness. ror a lateral spreading rnte of six centimeters p0r yenr, 
heat of hydration <1',one "i II provide rOllghly 18 x 108 calories per centi-
meter of ridge lellgth pel' year. 

In 1980, at the time of our orlginal paper (10), the concept rf Archaean 
hydrothermal systems "as controversial, particularly "ith regard to the 
nature of the strata in "hich the Oldest fossi Is have been found. ~Iore 
recent ,;ark (see lIart and de Wit, 1I0ffman, thls volume; ref. II) ha~ demon
strated that not only is the concept of pre-Archaean and Archaean Ilydro
thermal activity valid but also that it "as probably much more extensive 
than during the present day. Abbott and Iloffman (II) showed that the major 
geological features of extant Archaean terranes can be ('xplaincd by a model 
in "hich the overall rate l,f seafloor creation and subduct.ion has ,tea":; Iy 
declined over the history of the Earth. Their model proposes that Archaean 
ridge length "as 3 to 4 times greater 3.5 billion years ago than at tile 
present time. Extrapolatlon back to 4.2 billion years ago sUBgests tllat 
then the total oceanic ridge length was as much as 5 times greater than at 
eresent. 

The present ridge length is 56,COO kilometers (5.6 x 109 centimeters). 
A pre-Archaean ridge five times l<::ng"r than t!,P- present liould therefore 
have been roughly 280,000 kilometers (2.8 x 1010 centimeters). If "0 assume 
an average pre-Archaean spreading rate of 6 centimeters per ye':l' (probably 
a conservative estimate), and assuming an "stimat"d 18 x 108 c~lories of 
thermal energy (heat of hydration) are released pCI' centimeter of pl'csent
day ridge, a pre-Archaean mid-occan ridge system "ould have potentially 
generated 5 x 10 19 calories of thermal energy through the hydrothermal 
cooJi.ng of freshly emplaced oceanic crust per year. This ,trongly suggest!' 
that submarine hydrothermal activity on the early earth was the most dominant 
and mest dependable SO\lT.ce of energy to drive the reactions necessary for 
abiotic synthesis. Furthermore, on an Earth without continents, the ocean 
had to have been more shr.llow, assuming an equivalent volt..me of ocean "ateI'. 
Therefore, the mid .. occan ri.dge depth on the early Earth was probably le"5 
than 1000 meters. In addition, the evidence for the degassing histury of 
the earth (see Hart and Hogan, this volume) in general suggests that the 
(werall rate of mantle degassing was substantially higher prior to 3.5 
b. y. ago, so that the supply of cl-,emical precursors for abiotic s~'nthesis 
was possibly greater. 

We have proposed that life formed and evolved in hYdrothermal environ·
ments. This hypothesis is plausible in terms of the tectonic, paleontologi
cal, and degassing history of the Earth. Submarine hydrothermal vents are 
the 01'1)' contemporary geological environment "hich may truly b'e called 
primeval and which today continue to be a major source of gases and dIssolved 
elements to the ocean. The microbial assemblages in prescnt-dar hydrother
mal systems therefore could be living analogues of the earliest microbial 
communities to develop on Earth. 
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lIoffman, S., and Baross, J. 

TABLE J. lIydrothermaJ Vents and Associated Oceanic Gradients. 

Properties and condi tions important for the study of the origin 
~ life and related evolutionary processes. 

ENV IRONMENT 

I. Submarine IlydrothermuJ 
Vent~ (open & geologically 
con t lnllous) 

I I. SUT face Ivaters/ Archaean 
OCl'an 

III. Other Associated 
Environments 

REFERENCES: 

PROPERTIES, CONDITIONS, VARIABLES 

1. Temperature (-SOO·C to -2·C in the 
present ocean; -500·C to ?·C in the 
Archaean ocean) 

2. Pressure (? - dependent upon depth 
of the ridge) 

3. Concentrations of reduced metal~ 
(microbial energy sources), trace 
metals, & gases (1125, CII4, 112, CO, 
Nz, Nil 3 ' t'tc.) 

4. Organic compounds (?) 
5. Condensing agents (CN, CHzO, 

polyphosphates, etc.) 
6. pll 
7. Reaction surfaces (clays. zeolites) 

I. Ught 
2. Temperature (?) 
3. Pressure (7 - dependent upon partial 

pressure of atmospheric C02) 
4. Oxygen (? from photolysis) 
5. NzO, NO, other biologically 

import an t gases 
6. Carbon and energy sources 

(see 1-3, above) 

1. Submarine rock/water interfaces 
2. Subaerial rock/water interfaces 
3. Atmosphere/ocean interfaces 

(1) Corliss, J. B., Baross, J. A., and Hoffman, S. E. (1981), Oceanologia 
Acta, No. Sp., 59-69. 

(2) Henderson-Sellers, A., and Cogley, J. G. (19b2), Nature, 298, 832-835. 
(3) lValker, J. C. G. (1983), :-Iature. 302, 518-520. 
(4) Berry, IV. B. N., and Wilde, P. (1983), Geology, !!.' 141-145. 
(5) Costa, U. R., Fyfe, IV. S., Kerrich, R., and Nesbitt, M. W. (1980), 

Chem. Geol., 30, 341-349. 
(6) lValtcr-,--t;I:- R.-,-Buick, R., and Dunlop, J. S. R. (1980), Nat~, 284, 

443-445. 
(7) 
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(9) 
( 10) 

(11) 

Knoll, A. H., and Barghoorn, E. S. (1977), Science, 198, 396-398. 
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Corliss, J. B., lJaross, J. A., and Hoffman, S. E. (1980), Oregon State 
University Oceanography Spec. Pub. 80-7. 
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NOBLE GASES AND THE EAR1·Y IIISTOR YOI' THE EARTH: INAPPROPRIATE 
PARADIGMS AND ASSUMPTIONS INIIIBI'" RESEARCII AND COMMUNICATION. G.R. 
Huss and E.C. Alexander, Jr., Dept. Geology lind Geophysics, Unlv. of Minn., 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Noble gases are attractive tracers of volatlles through the Earth's eVIr 
lutlon due to their apparent chemical inertness, presumed conservative na
ture and links to the Important heat producing elements. Numerous models of 
the Earth's volatile evolution have been proposed, debated and ultimately 
abandoned. Many of the obsolete models Included terms whlt'h are recycled 
Into later models. In many cases not only the terms, but portions of the 
a'isoclated models are carried forward. A number of familiar terms were ori
ginally defined in meteorite or lunar studies and carry extensive paradigms 
which may not be entirely appropriate to terrestrial problems. Widespread 
use of common terms, which mean very different things to different Indivi
dual researchers, contributes muc,. to the confusion h, terrestrial noble gas 
studies. In addition, simplifying assumptions are often used even when they 
are demonstrably Inconsistent with physical reality, obscurrlng the slgnW·· 
cance of experimental results and leading to confusing models. 

The familiar straw man of a primary versus secondary atmosphere Is one 
example of the type of confusion that can occur in models of volatlle evolu
tion. Primary atmos~holres were originally defined in terms of a direct, 
gravltatlonlll capture of gases from a solar nebula. Secondary atmospheres 
were defined as those produced by the accumulation of volatlles from the 
degassing of a planet after the loss of a primary atmosphere. The addi
tional connotation of a long time scale for the degassing was quickly in
cluded in the conventional usage. Most, but not all workers, have abandoned 
primary atmospheric models and, therefore, the necessity of the loss of a 
primary atmosphere In secon:lary atmospheric models. Catastrophic early 
degassing models propose the major release of volatiles occurred during 
accretion or Initial differentiation of the planet. Within these models, 
the Initially degassed volatiles become the primary atmosphere and sub
sequent physical and chemical processes produce the current, secondary atmlr 
sphere. All of the above usages occur in current m( dels. 

The concept of degassing itself presents problems. No significant data 
exists on the distribution coeffieients of volatiles (or noble gases in 
particular) between solid and liquid phases for mantle temperatures and 
pressures. In the absence of experimentally determined distribution coef
ficients, modelers make a series of assumptions. For example, it is com
monly assumed that volatiles and the noble gases are efficiently partitioned 
into a melt phase and that volatiles and noble gases behave similarlY enough 
to use noble gases as tracers. The noble gases are assumed to be chemically 
inert. And they are assumed to diffuse at similar enough rates to allow 
them to be treated as a coherent group. These assumptions generally arise 
from laboratory experience on the di.stribution of noble gases between solid 
and gas phases at one atmosphere of lower pressures. The apparently contra
dictory pictures of the mantle presented by data on the various noble gases 
Indicate tltat one or more of these a.::sumptlons is signiCicantly incorrect. 
It is by r.o means obvious, for example, that helium can tell a liquid ftom a 
solid at mantle temperatures and pressUl·es. 

Equilibrium concepts are widely used when attempting to predict noble 
gas or volatile behavior In the solar nebula, jO' large part because they 
yield quantitative results. There Is abundant ell/dence, however, that ther
mal, chemical, and mixing equilibria were not maintained in the solar nebula 
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Huss, ClR. et ai, 

and there is every reason to expect significant kinetic efCects, The enor
mous thermal disequilibrium, astronomically observable between solid and gas 
phases oC nebulas, may well prove to be the key factor In determining the 
noble gas abundance In the solids fro,n which the planet forms. 

~uch of the discussion of the Earth's noble gas Inventory Is conducted 
In terms oC solar and planetary componcnts defined from meteorites. The 
Eorth's noble gases fit neither component Isotopically or elementally. 
Hundreds oC pages of scientific literature have been expended attempting to 
relate solar, planetary and terrestrial noble gases to one another and/or to 
some yet more primordial composition. There Is abundant evidence that the 
meteoritic planetar~ comp<Y.:ition Is not II unique component but Is mlldc "P of 
several separable componellts. Clearly II single Isotopically homogeneous 
primordial composition Is not consistent with a wide vllrlety of Isotopic, 
chronologie, lind chemical evidence. However, II sing!.! primordial composi
tion Is such II seductively useful concept, It winds up permellting IIny model 
thllt does not explicitly rule It out. 

We must develop a new set of parlldigms embodying our present knowledge 
to guide future Investigations. The concepts In the new pllrlldlgms will 
hopefully be clellrly divorced, In both the writers' lind rellders' mind, from 
their hlstorlclIl IIntecedents. There lire several Important oreas for future 
resellrch. The first Is to measure thc elementlll ar,d Isotopic compositions 
of the five noble gllses In II large number of terrestrllli mllterlals, thus 
better defining the composition lind distribution of terrestrilll noble gllses. 
To II remarkable degree these mellsurements remllin to be done. Second, deter
minlltions of relative diffusive behllvlor, cherrJlclIl behavior, lind the ';strl
bution between solid lind melt of noble gases under mllntle condition, lII'e 
urgently needed. Finally, disequilibrium behllvlor In the nebulll should be 
investigllted, Including the behllvlor of pills mils lind the conslderlltion of 
possible cryotrapping on cold nebulllr solids. 
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N85-33076 
CONSTRAINTJ ON TilE DE\'LJ.Or~IENT OF TilE EARLY CONTINI:NTAL CnUST FRml ISOTOPIC 
DATA, S. B .. Jacobsen, Dept. of Geological Scillices, IInrvnrd Universlt), Camhl'id!:e, 
MA 02138 

In principle muny aspects of the origi" nnd ,!evdopmrnt nC the enrly 

(4.5-3.8 AE) continentnl cru.t can be nddress~d by radiogenic isotope nnd 

trace clemcnt studics. The most important oncs arc (i) at whnt time did the 

earliest continental C\ 1st form?, (ii) what was Its composition?, (iii) by 

what procctiSCS did it grow and by what processes was it destroyed, (iv) what 

were the ratcR of production and destruction as a function of time durillg this 

time period? 

Nd i50topic data on the oldest (~3.8 AE) terrestrial rocks from Isun, 

West Greenland indicate that the mantic Dt this time had already suffered sub

stantial depletion in illcompatiblc elcments duc to earlier continent forming 

events. These data sungest that the continents started to grownt least ,1.2 AE ago. 

Isotopic data on young volcanic rocks derived from the depicted mantic 

show no evidence of this early history. This is most likely due to the f .ct 

that recycling of continental material back into the mantle over t~e hiltory 

of the earth has erased the evidence. 

To quantify this further it is necessary to consider the ohserved iso

topic patterns of Nd, Sr, Hf and Ph through time together with the presently 

observed age spectrum of crustal rocks. These patterlls can be modelled by a 

transport model in which the continent;1I growth and dpstruction ratcs are 

allowed to vary as a fmction of time. The results sugge't that the lIIass of 

the continents at 3.8 AE ago was about 25% of the current continental mass. 

1I0wever, due to the very high r0c/cling rates obtained in the early Archean 

only a few percent cf this crust has been preserved up to the present. Al

though these rcsul ts are somewhat model d"i'end' nt, they could be put on a 

much firmer basis if a more substantial data base on the isotopi~ patterns 

in early crustal rocks were aVI,ilable. 
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1~85-33077 

ANORTHOSITIC OCEANIC CRUST IN THE ARCHEAN EARTH. E.J.gDutZ·.J.B. O.waDn" •• S. HD.rn •• •• •• 

B. Spettel-, and H. Wanke-. ·Hax-Planc~-In8t1tut f. Ch~ml0, 6~ Mainz, r .R.Germany; --University 
Df ~.ffl.ld. Departm.nt Df GeDIDgy. ~.rrlold S1 JJO. Gr.ot Br itainr ... lkIiv.ralllit Bonn. 
Mino •• log.-P.trolog. Inatitut, ~, Bonn, f.R.Garmany. 

Ultra-pur. min.r.ls 0.p8rst.d from .clogit. Incluoiono in kimberlit •• (80 1191. 80 1175, BO 
'699 from Roberta Viktor Mine, 80 19J4 Vis8uri Mine, 18noanio) have been analysed for Sm, Nd, Sr, 
and oxygen isotopeo ae WIllI 88 for major and trace elements. Clir.opyroltune (cpx) and garnet (gnt) 
.re the only primary mineral ~h88" in these rocks, 88 confirmed by micro8cope inepection and 
isotope and trace element measuremnnts on bulk, mineral phases and theif altefation products. P1e 
results of the clean mineral phases afe given in the table. WRcalc. ia the reconstructed bulk 
cDrrlloeition excluding all the contllTlination influencss (hoet magma, poet~ruption alte:atione). 
rDr eo 19'4, the least altered rock, the whole rock analysis ia given for compariaon. 

rrom our own and IHerature data on their chemiatry we can diBtinguiah two groups of eclo
gitesl 
Typ. A (NorHlc-.northooitic eclogite.), LREE enrich.dr t'Bo > +6D/ODr HREE d.pl.ted (down tD 
2~ C1), commonly positive Eu-anomaly, poikilitic type of texture and cpx eX80lying op~ lamellae; 
Ca > fer (80 117~, eo )699). 
Type B (Ti-f.rrog.bbroi~ eclog.tea), .trongly LREE Joplet.dr 6'80 (+6% or HRE010x el, trsc. 
31ament. etrongly partItioned into gntr 100 87Sr/86Srr v.ry high 14'Nd/14~dr rutila ex
oolution in cpx .nd gnt; Co , fer interlocking metamorphic f.bricr (an 1191, eo 19J4). 

GENETIC RELATIONSHIP, 
The oxygen iaotopea are primary mentle-derived reatures or theoe rocks ar~ are not caused by poet 
-eruptIon procesaes, a8 they were meDsured on unaltered, clean mineral B8~aratea SI.nd show 8 car
rolation with REE patt.rn ond Sr and Nd 100tDp.S. Gorlick .t .1. (1) ougg •• ted • fr.ction.tion of 
OXygf;,fl isotopes at mantlEt P-T cO'lditior.a, but ~layt;:;n et Ill. (2) demonotrated experimentally and 
theoretically thot this i. highly unlikely. Thue we think th.t the v.riotion of the oxygen i.o
topes are caused by crustal-Iovel fluid-rock interaction at r,llatively low temperature. 

Muohlenbechs .nd Clayton 0) hev. ohown th.t oxygen ieotop •• verietion in MORB b.ealt. 
caueed by the hydrothermal system orB iIi the Bome range 88 the observed oxygen isotope variation 
in eclog; 1>"8. low .. temperature alteration of basalts ~ seawater incre8aes theif 6180 value by 
1_'%0, ~nile ;'igh-tempersture alteration by post-t!lolidus exchange wHh seawater causes 8 de
cr •••• of 6180 by 1_,0/00. 

Type A ecVJgitee cannot be derived from normal foIJRB-type basalts, because of their low HRCE 
(2.0 x Cl) cont.nt .nd pooitiv. (u-anomaly. 

We propose t~e ~~llowing model to explain the new set of datal 
We atart with e m119'110 at a shallow level within a aubductib1e segment of lithosphere. This maglhB 
differentlates into ~ mafic and feleic portion. tkJring rooling the hydroHlermal alteration system 
offsct8 the oxygen jeotopes 80 ir ~he pre9~nt day MORB enviran"~nt. On subduction this aegment is 
dehydrated and 100e08 its incomp&tible elementb. The more mafic portion, converted to amphibolite 
facies w·th ligl1t oxyg.n (80 1191), will b •• ffect.d more otrongly by dehydration thsn tho loa. 
metomDrpho •• d f.laio ~rtion (80 117~). 

AGE RELATIONSHIP Of ECLOGITES. 
In .11 CSB.a oxcspt eo 3699, min.rsl. or. in 14'Nd/14~d iBDtopic disequilibrium at the time 
of erupt ion. The t-.1 .sing temparature for Nd in ti"le gnt-cpl< system is uncertain, but. there is evi
dence th8~ the minerals in gnt-1herzolites as well ae ap-1harzolitds {4~ .1';":' in isotopic equili
brium Bt the tim. of eruption. Thus W8 think th.t aDln<! of t~eee .clog:t.o might be emplaced into 
the upper llthosphere or lower crust at the time corresponding to their internsl isochron age. 
Thie 8ge of 80 3699 1a cloe. to tho emplscement ag. of Roberts Victor kimborlite (0.127 b.y.rl'.f. 
~). The calculated WR composition wso uaod to eatimet. model "9<'e for thea. ro";'o (e.e Table). 
The data pointe of WRcalc lie on an "iecchron" with an age of 2.7 ± 0.1 b.y. and an initibl 
14'Nd/144Nd of 0.~096±J CEo= +9±6). If the 87Sr/86Sr of the cpx of III 1191 (0.70092) iB 
claBO to the initial ratio of the system, an origin from a depleted rft8erVO~~ like that of modern 
J«JRB ia inferred. 10 clarify tt,is, more isotope maasUrem&.lts on eclogit98 are needed. 
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ANoRTHOSITIC OCEANIC CRUST 

Jegoutz E. et .1. 

Th. ed.te"". of Ar-n •• n mantle eclogit •• 10 finnly •• tabU"h.d by our n ... dat •• He"c. it b.

c ..... cloar th.t. Arch •• n • ..eduction C/lll be driven by eclog1te tren.form.Uon 1n ttv. downgoing 
alab, •• it i. .. ..... d for tt .. pr ••• nt t.ctonic .nv1ronment. Evid.nc. for .n anortho.itlc
noriUc-li-ferrogabbroic oc •• o;.c cruet in the Archean (6) can be cl.arly traced until the rimt 
oph10lite compl •••• are 8ppporin~ (1.7 - I.S b.y.). Thie tim. might be the on •• t uf today' • 
IIlRB-production. Ralich of ~h. old typo diff.r.nti.tion .equo"". in tto. foIlRB-r.gim. ca' .till b. 
r.cogniz.d (7). 

GEOCHEMICAl CONSTRAINTS. 
Type A .elogite. have K/Co ratioo dONn to 300. Thi. i •• factor of 10 lowe. than thc • 1 ratiO of 
2720. Hofmann and ltIite (8) found thot Co 10 depl.ted r.lotiv. to Rb in HORB and oc •• n ial.nd 
b ... lta. Th.re i. no doubt thot today even tho mo.t primitv. m.ntle re.orvoiro oba.rvod are e.-
tr .... 11 low in Co. 'h. primitiv. spinel-lherzolite SC I of Jagoutz .t a1. (9) con~.in.d only 1.4 
ppb C· (10). The cruahl contribution to the primitive mantle i •• ignificant but n.vorth.l.a. 
amount. only to 7.7 ppb Co (11). Thio add. up to a total of 9.1 ppb Co, compared to tho 8S ppb Co 
which one would .'Pdct for the primitive manti. a.auming a C 1 K/Co ratio. If we aDaume that tho 
lI'i801ng 76 ppb Co ie loek.d up in type A eclogit.a (repr ••• nt.d by II) 1175, which containo 8.B 
ppm Co), ... calculate that 0.86 • type A .clogitea in the .arth'. mantle ia auffici.nt to 
account for the ob •• rv.d Co depletion. 

Sampl. 

II) 1934 gnt 

II) 1934 cp. 
II) 1934 WR ","08. 

II) 19'\ WR calc. 

II) 1191 gnt-

II) 1191 cp. 
II) 1191 WR calc. 

II) 1175 gnt+ 

Sm 
ppm 

1.391 

1.178 
1.257 
1.264 

0.585 

0.255 
0.419 

0.830 

Nd 
ppm 

0.B19 

3.0)2 
2.706 
2.130 

0.114 

0.211 
0.162 

1.438 

0.52317~ 5.8 

0.5142~!::l 
0.51506~ 

0.51S63 

5.7 0.70109±S 

5.7 

0.54769:!4 3.8 

0.5)J58:!4 
0.S3853 

4.4 0.70091:1:3 
4.1 

0.5119):!4 6.9 

II) 1175 cp.+ 0.756 6.931 0.51152:1:6 7.~ 0.70155±5 
7.) II) 1175 WR calc. 0.784 4.830 ~.>1142 

II) )699 gnt 2.Bl0 ).586 0.51554tz 

II) 3699 cp. 0.642 
II) 3699 WR calc. 1 .697 

i.748 0.5153Otz 
).15~ 0.51544 

6.9 

7.5 
7.2 

0.70))5±) 

Int.rn. t-bd.l 
Age b.y. Age b.y. 

1.7 

3.75 

0.90 

3.06 

0.22 

0.12 

4.05 

*0'80 relaliv '.0 SHOW in 0;00, error 0.1 0/00, + Sm and Nd apiked on dirr~ront 
aliquota, ** normallz.d '.0 l~d/144Nd = 0.72i9, .. * blank correction (2 ~) 
where significant. 

Raf •• (1) Garlick G.D. ot al. (1971) Science 172,1025. (2) Clayton R.N •• t 01. (1975) GCA )9, 
1rrJ1. () Mu.hlenbachs K. and Clayton R.N. (1976) J. Gaopnya. Res. 81,4565. (4) Jogoutz E. et al. 
(1980) Nature 286,708. (5) Allsopp H.l. and Barrett D.R. (1976) in "Physico and Chemiatry of the 
Earth", Vol. 9 (Ede. Ahrens, Dewspn, Duncan SlId [rlol1l<), p. 605, Pergamon Presa, O.fc>rd. (6) 
Gorfioo H.S. and livingstone A. (1973) Nature Phya. Sci, 24),74. (1) Engel C.G. and nsher R.l. 
(1975) Bull. g.ol. Soc. Amor.86,155~. (8) Horms"" A.W. ond White W.H. (1985) Z. Nsturfnreeh. )Oe, 
256. (9) Jagoutz Eo et al. (1979) PlPSC 10th,2011. (10) Wlinks H. lIt 81. (19B4) to appear in 
"Archean Geochemistry", Springsr Verlag, Heidelberg. (11) Wedspohl j( ,H. (1981) fortschr. Hinar. 
59,201. 
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N85-3307S 

A MODEL FOR ceRE FORMATION IN THE EARLY EARTH. John H. Jones and 
Michael J. Drake, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, 
Tucson, AZ 85721. 

The high concentrations of siderophile and chalcophile elements in the 
Earth's upper mantle have historically presented problems for those geologists 
interested in the mechanisms and processes of core formation. The most con
c~se statement of the problem was that given by Ringwood [1] via his assert a
tion that the core and upper mantle could never have been in equilibrium, 
because siderophile elements such as Ni and Ir are several orders of magnitude 
too abundant in mantle rocks for the mantle to ever have been in equilibrium 
with iron-nickel metal. Thus, it has been clear for nearly two decades that 
the magnitude of the sfderephile element problem lies not within factors of 2-
3 ~ut in factors of 10 -10. Solutions to this problem have been hampered by 
both a lack of data--experimental data on the chemistry of siderophile ele
ments and analytical data on the abundances of siderophile elements in the 
upper mantle--and a lack of quantitative models of core formation. Because, 
while it 1S true that siderophile elements in the mantle are greatly enriched 
over concentrations expected in the simplest core formation model, siderophile 
elements are depleted relative to CI chondrites by factors of % 5-100. Other 
than aimpre-disequilibrium between core and mantle [11, the traditional solu
tion to the problem of apparently overly abund~nt mantle siderophile elements 
is to mix chondritic material intn the upper ~antle after core formation. We 
refer to this CldSS of solutions as "exogenous". 

Two ~a8ic types of exogenous models have been proposed to account for 
siderophUe and chalcophile element abundances in the Earth's upper mantle. 
The first model requires that the Earth be depleted in volatiles [2] and that, 
after a core formation event which extracted the most siderophile elements 
into the core, additional noble siderophile elements (Pt, Ir, Au) were added 
&S a "late veneer" and mixe.! into the mantle [3]. The second model postulates 
2. reduced Earth with approximately CI elemental abundances in which a primary 
cor~-forming event depleted all siderophile elements in the mantle ; 5-10% of 
more oxidized chondri tic material was then mixed into the mantle and a second
ary core-forming ever.t depleted only the most siderophile elements; finally, 
approximately 1% chondri tic material was mixed into the mantle to account for 
the abundances of the noble side,-ophile elements [4]. 

We questIon the plausibility of models which require fine-scale mixing of 
chondritic material into the upper mantle. The similar concentrations of 
siderophile and cholcophile elements in lherzolite nodules distributed world
wide argue that such mixing must result in homogeneity at approximately the 
1 m scale [3]. Solid state convection/diffusion seemS incapable of such flne-
scale mixing [5]. Mixing in liquids is more efficient, but large degrees of 
silicate partial melting will facilitate the separation of magma (into a magma 
ocean?) from residual solids. Since we apparently do not sample the products 
of such a magma today, mixing in the liquid state does not resolve the prob
lem. Alternatively, a megaregolith on the early Earth of several kilometers' 
depth may have been formed. This mega regolith may have been well-gardened to 
10-100 m (compare to the 5-10 m lunar regolith), but gardening as deep as 100-
700 km seems rather improbable. Finally, any external events affecting the 
upper mantle of the Earth should also be evident in the Moon (which corre
sponds to 7% of the volume of the upper mantle); but siderophile and chalco
phi1e element abundance patterns inferred for the mantles of the Earth a:1d 
Moon differ [6,7]. Thus, there appear to be significant physical difficulties 
associated with "chondritic veneer" mode.ls. 
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CORE FORMATION 

Jones, J.H. and Drake M. J. 

\ These difficulties hsve led us to investigate an "endogenous" model in 
which four distinct phases--solid metal, S-bearing metallic liquid, solid 
silicate and liquid silicate--coexist in chemical equilibrium throughout plan
et growth. Core formation occurs during [lInnet g.owth [8J, leaving a small 
residue of solid and liquid metal in the upper mantle (t.e., core formation is 
not quite 100% efficient). Figure 1 gives calculated whole-Ilarth abundances 
of W, Re, Ir, Mo, Ni, Au, P, Ga, Ag, Sand Pb (normalized to CI) for a variety 
of plausible conditions for core formation. These whole-Sarth abundances are 
calculated using experimentally determined partition coefficients, partition 
coefficients deduced from naturally occurring basalts, and estimates of 
mantle abundances obtained from measured siderophile and chalcophUe element 
concentrations iu mantle materials (Table 1). It should be noted that the 
estimated abundance of Mo in the mantle is uncertain to a factor of +50%. For 
all other elements the uncertainties are larger [e.g., 3J. The relative frac
tions of the four phases and the amount of solid and liquid metal phases 
remsining in the upper mantle ar~ allowed to vary. With the exception of P 
and Ni, '~:>per mantle abundances of siderophile and chalcophile elements less 
volatile than S can be explained by whole-Earth abundances which are chondrit
ic relative and absolute Within a factor of two uncertainty if approximately 
0.1% solid metal and approximately 1% metallic liquid '1ere trapped by the 
mantle during core formation. The best fit interpolation among the models is 
10%-20% partial melting of the silicates and 2 wt.% - 8 wt.r. S in the core. 
Phosphorus, the element fitted most poorly by this model, is still only a 
factor of 3-4 lower than elements of similar volatility (Au, Ga). Given the 
inherent uncertainties in any model of core formatl on, it is not clear that 
the discrepancy 1s significant. Thus, with simple assumptions, reasonable 
whole-Earth compositions and geologically plausible conditions, most sidero
phile and chalcophile element abundances in the mantle may be explained by a 
process indigenous to the Earth, obviating the need for although not excluding 
subsequent mixing of late-stage "chondritic veneer" material. 

Metal is not stable in the mantle today. Thus, for our model to be 
valid, the upper mantle must have become more oxidizing over geologic time--a 
t~end consistent with the subduction of oxidized materials into the mantle • 
A ll·ajor consequence of our model is that fractionation of U from Pb occurred 
botiJ prior to Earth assembly as well as during core formation, since no model 
allows Pb in the whole-Earth to be within a factor of four of chond~itic. Our 
best-fit model is consistent with S being an abundant light element in the 
Earth's core, but does not exclude other elements as siguificant constituents. 

Supported by NASA grant NSG 7576. 
[lJ Ringwood (1966) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 41-104. 
[2) Ganapathy and Anders (1974) Proc7L'unarSci. Conf. 5th, 1181-1206. 
[3J M~rgan et a1. (1980) Proc. Lunar Planet.-scI. Conf.-rrth, 213-233. 
[4] Newsom and Palme (1984) Lunar and Planet.-scI. XV., 607-608. 
[5) Davies (1983) EOS 64, 324-325.- ---
(6] Drake (1983) GeochIiD. Cosmochim. Acta 47, 1759-1767. 
[7] Wanke et a1. (1983) Lunar Planet. Sci.XIV, 818-819. 
18] Stevenson (1981) Science 214, 611-619. -
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CORE FORMATION 

Jones, J.H. and Drake, M.J. 
ORIGINAL PAGE' IS 
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TABLE 11 fARTITluH COErrIClf.NTS (D'S) 
AND IN'ERRED KAHTL£ SIDEROPHILE ABUNDANCES. 
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Figure 1. Results of endog'mous 
core formation models. Calculated 
whole-Earth cor.~~ntrstions (rela
tive to CI chondrites) are shown 
for various solid metal/liquid 
metal ratios and various degrees 
of silicate partial melting. 
Calculations for Ni are shown as 
a bar--denoting uncertainty in 
the appropriate D for Ni. The 
solid metal/liquia metal rstio 

~ ~ ~ 
~ , 

is presented as wt.% S in the 
core; S in the metallic liquid 
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Trij~ped liquid metal: 0.75 % 
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is taken to be 25 wt.% and S in 
the solid metal is negligible. 
The shaded regions are factor
of-two envelopes about CI abun
dances which reflect the magni
tude of the uncertainty in mantle 
siderophile element abundances. 
Preferred models permitting ap
proximately chondritic relative 
sbUl.danc"s in the whole-Earth for 
elements less ·!olstile than S 
require that ~.l% met.l and ~l% 
metallic liquid be trapped by the 
mantle during core formation and 
that the silicates be 10-20% 
partially melted. 
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I~PLICATIONS FOR THE EARTH OF THE EARLY 
ENVIRON~ENr. II. !I. Kaula and S. "'. Cooperman, Dept. 
Space SCiences, University of California, Los Angeles 

DYNA~tCAL 
of Earth & 
90024. 

The formation of the Earth, which took 100 million years 
or less about 4.50 billion years ago, was mainly from sizeable 
bodies: perhaps moon-sized. The principal reason for believing 
this is that any mechanism ever proposed for making 
planetesimal~ depends on conditions which will lead to the 
formation of many planetesimals. No one has eqer conjectured a 
"lIagic suppressor" which allows the fo~mation of four or five 
kernels for the terrestrial bodies but prevents formation of any 
other similar bodies. 1I0dels of interaction among small 
planetesimals which take into account only close encounters all 
lead to the formation of 1I00n-sized objects (1,2), thus 
leading to several 100 in the innlilr solar sYI:tem. Longer-term 
interactions, such as secular resonanoe sweepings (3), are 
needed to get these planetesimals together to form the 
observed terrestrial bodies. 

The consequence is that the formation process is dominated 
by great impacts, most of vhos~ energy is retalned as heat at 
tille of impact (4,5,6). What might be called the 
ten-little-indians scenario seems the most plausible working 
hypothesis: before there vere four terrestrial planets there 
vere five; before there vere five, there were six: and so forth. 
HencQ the terminal stages of planet formation were probably 
dominated by great collisions, involving Mars-sized oodies. 
Evidences that this small-number statistics situation pI'evailed 
in the early solar system are the great differences a!llong the 
planets: between Venus and the Earth, in rotation rate and 
presence of a satellite; among Venus, Earth, and Mars, in 
prilliordial argon retention: between Mercury and the rest, in 
iron content; and a' lng all f"ur, in size. 

The energy re,t~ ased in a collision between a !lars-sized 
and an Earth-sized planet is more than 10.*38 ergs, about 10 •• 6 
tillies that creating Mare Imbrium and comparable to the total 
radioactive heat of the Barth throughout its history. While 
considerable model definition and calculation is needed, it 
probatly is enough to pu t two parcen t of the ilia ss involved in to 
orbit in a highly devolatilized state. It also would have 
considerable implication for the Earth's state, melting or 
vaporizing an appreciable fraction and stimulating core 
formdtion and outgassing. How efficient the outgassing is 
problematical. The two orders-of-magnitude difference in 
primordial argon retention !:<ltween Venus and the Earth suggests 
that it WeS very efficient (7), and further that there was 
little subsequent volatile acquisition. Host of the energy 
pulse from such a collision would be removed by enhanced 
convection within a few million years, a process which would be 
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DYNAMICAL ENVIRONMENT 

Kaula, W. M. 

mora conducive to formation of a primitive crust than was the 
cOllision ovent itself. 

The dynamical settling down of the inner solar system was 
probably I.~ch more prolonged than compatible with an elPonential 
fit to the tail of the classical Safronov sigmoidal growth curve 
(8) • Firstly, the tim... "cale of clearing out all bits and 
piE,!ces of the inner solar system-- out to, say, 3.28 AU, the 
Jupiter 1:2 resonance locatior.-- would have been a sizeable 
multiple of perihelion revolution periods (10 •• 5 years), rather 
thdn of orbital years. Secondly, th(~ densities of uranus & 
Neptune indicate thet formed fr~m icy bodies. If this was by 
the same mechanism as the formation of the terrestrial planets 
from rocky bodies, then the time scale would have been more than 
ten times as long, and considerablE,! matter would have been 
scattered to the inn~r solar system. A counter-indicator to 
this process is the great difference in primordial gas 
abundances of Venus and the Earth. While impactors from the 
outer solar system would come at such high velocities as to lead 
to net mass decreases, they would be lIessy enough eventf tbat it 
is Jifficult to imagine their not contributing some vol~tiles to 
the planets. In addition, the exceptionally small eccentricity 
of Neptune's orbit and the deep resonance of Pluto's orbit, 
suggosl: ,esonance sweepings, related to loss of appreciable mass 
from tt.e solar system, were important, greatly shortening the 
time s.::ale of formation. 

The main import for early Earth evolution is that impacts 
continued to be important shapers of the primordial crust for a 
fe~' 100 million years without there necessarily being a "late 
hedvj l;ombarJment" about 4.0 b.y. ago. 'rb", reEetting of 
radioactive clocks on the Moon which may (or may not) be ueeded 
could have accomplished by few eventll-- one or tvo or three. 
The sort of ev~~t which recurred every few m.y. or 10 m.y. on 
!:arth in its first three or four 100 m. y. would have been II 
super-Imbrium: 10**33 or 10 •• 34 ergs, enough to punch through 
th,~ crust but not to perturb the core. The sum of these events 
woul<1 also be enouyh to res ... t all radioactive clocks and may 
have inhibited craton stabilization. 

The influence of impacts on craton stabilization is 
problematical. While the super-Imbrium impacts made great 
surficial splashes, they were a minor source of energy for 
differentiation and tectonism by 100 million years after 
formation: i.e., since 4.4 b.y. ago. More important were 
primordial heat (core separation as well as accretion) and 
radioactivity, the sum of which woulJ ha,e been at least 10 •• 35 
E,!rgs I m.y. 4.3 b.y. ayo (compared to 10.*34 ergs I m.y. now). 
Certdinly the great impacts promoted lateral heterogeneity, and 
may have influenced the pattern of mantle convect.i.on by removal 
of the sialic layer OVE,!r appreciable extents, leading to rifting 
of cratons. 
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DYNAMICAL ENVIRONMENT 

Kaula. W. M. 

The central problem of craton stabilization is, of course, 
the development of lateral heterogeneity. It may have been a 
rather Darwinian chance process: sizeable pieces of sialic crust 
which blundered over regions of upper mantle of high Mg: Fe 
ratio and depleted in radioactive lithopbiles IIould be the OIlE'S 

to survive. A question is how much mantle convection tended to 
homo~enize the mantle. The lithosphere vould have been too thin 
for Phanerozoic style subduction. AnorthositE; or basalt 
differentiated from a convective upstream would have tended more 
strongly to l:eaain at the surface. The steeper tellperature 
gradients IIould have led to spreading out of sialic 
accumula tions, prod uci ng a thi n crus t un der a globa I ocean (9j. 
phase transitions can be invoked to recycle sial bel~w 
accumulations of more than 30 km, but this does not explain IIhy 
the mean crustal thickness remaining is much less. 

Geosynclines plausibly could have evolved without 
subduction. There were certainly convective downstreams, ten 
times as vigorous as now, under the crust. These would have 
created appreciable depressions in the surface which would have 
been accumulation sites for sediments which further depressed 
the surface until the lowermost sial was deep enough for the 
phase transition, which would have accelerated the process 
further. This would have occurred on a auch shorter time scale 
thdn in Phanerozoic, so that the heating by radioactivity and 
insulation (10) would not have lillited the process until a much 
greater geosyncline had developed. Another factor would have 
been that the mor", primitive differentiates of the early crust 
would not have had as much i:adioactives (though having higher 
generat~(ln rates) as Phanerozoic continental crust. In this 
m~nner, tt~re could have been appreciable recycling of sial on 
the earl',' Earth, the sixfoJ.d difference in gravity lec>,ding to a 
very different regime from that on the early Moon. 

After the accullnlation of the Earth, during which core 
forma tion certair,ly ",!'!curred, furt her ill pac ts probabl y 
influenced the iocations of rifting centers in the system of 
mantle convection and crustal 1ifferentiation. They may have 
affected craton stabilization by promoting lateral 
heterogeneity, but had little infl~ence on the key problem of 
early ~'ecycling of s~.al. 

Reference:;: (1) Greenberg et al 1918 Icarus 35: 1; (2) wetherill 
1980 Ann.Hev.Astr.Ap. 18: 11; (3) liard 19b1 Icarus 47: 2J4; (4) 
Safn'nov 1918 Icarus 33: 3; (5) Kaula 1919 J.Gcophys.Res. 84: 
999; (6) Kaula 1980 "Continental crust", Geol.Soc.Can. 20: 25; 

S (1) ,~~.meron 1983 Icarus 56: 195; (8) Safronov 1969 "Evolution of 
~ the l::ot(lplanctary Cloud and Formation 0 f the Earth and Planets" 
, /losco,', lIauka, (9) f"u:graves 1916 Science 193: 363; (10) 
~:. O'Cnnt~11 & lIasserburg Ij12 Revs.Geophys. 10: 335 • .. . 
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A REVIEW OF TECTONIC ASPECTS OF THE LIMPOPO BELT A~D OTHER ARCHEAN 
HIGH-GRADE GNEIS~IC TERRANES. W.S.F. Kidd, Dept. of Geological Scip.nces, 
S.U.N.Y. at Albany, Albany, NY 12222. 

Published information on the Archean high-grade terrains varies a great 
deal in the detail available. Such information as exists indicates marked 
differences in the lithic types and proportions present in the central Limpopo 
belt compared with the better studied of the other Archean high-grade terrains. 
These differences moy be important because they are expressed by the presence 
in the Limpopo belt of subordinate, but significant quantities (about 5% each) of 
two rock suites likely to have formed on a shallow marine platform of significant 
size (Eriksson and Kidd, in prep.). These suites consist of thick sections 
dominantly consisting of either ca:-bonate and calc-silicate, or of pure meta
quartzites, often fuchsite-bearing, whose lithic characters are unlike those 
expected for metacherts buL are very like those expected for platform arenites. 
Isotopic ages suggest these sediments are probably older than 3.3 Ga and 
younqer than 3.5 Ga. They are similar (except in metamorphic conditian)to 
preserved sediments deposited in later geologic times on the interior and on 
the Atlantic-type margins of equatorially-located continents, for example in 
the Coronation belt of early Proterozoic age at the western edge of the Slave 
Province in Canada. 

There is a common overall lithic/structural sequence in the two largest 
and locally well-described Archean gneissic terranes (West-Greenland/Labrador 
and central Limpopo ~,lt). This consi5ts of an older granitoid gneissic base
ment, cut by a mafic dike swarm, and overlain by a cover sequence of largely 
metavolcanic and metasedimentary rlcks, some aspects of which are discussed 
above. Both basement and cover are involved in severe deformation and meta
morphism to granulite facies, which )" proposed to have involved large nappes 
early in the deformation and subsequent multiple refolding of those structures. 
Some 5yn- to late-kinematic granitoid plutons intrude the structural assemblage, 
presumably emplaced during the earlier stages of uplift and cooling of the 
rocks now exposed. Peak metamorphic assemblages indicate a maximum depth of 
burial of about 30 km which implies a double crustal thickness at that time. 
Such a sequence of events characterizes younger terrains of the Protero- and 
Phanerozoic where there has been rifting of continental lithosphere, followed 
by deposition of volcanic and sedimentary material at an Atlantic-type margin, 
followed by convergence and collision with another continerLa1 object. The 
structural and metamorphic condition of the rocks largely reflect the final 
collision and accommodation to 'it by crustal thickening. Record of the pre
coll isiona1 convergent phase of th,~ Wilson tycle in terms of sedimentary, 
volcanic or plutoniC lithologies of accretionary or arc environments may well 
be contained in these Archean terrains but is harder than the other items to 
recognize clearly. 

A further aspect which could help tectonic understanding of these gneissic 
terranes is their large-scale relationship to lower-grade Archean rocks. There 
is only one example (the Limpopo belt) that is relatively well-mapped where it 
is possible to observe both margins of a large Archean gneissic terrane in 
their Archean relationship to adjacent terranes. The metasedimentary component 
of the central Limpopo is readily distinguished from the greenstone-granodio
rite assemblage of the adjacent Kaapvaa1 and Zimbabwe cratons, although the 
metamorphic and structural effects of the Limpopo belt extend a significant 
distance into those cratons. The southern margin of the central Limpopo belt 
is a wide (20 km) zone of vertically-dipping, horizontally-1ineated mylonites, 
clearly representing the deeper ductile levels of a major strike-slip fault, 
probably having dextral offset. The northern margin is a similar but southward-
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dipping zone of ductile shear, proposed to have major thrust displacement, 
although a subhorizontal fabric lineation suggests significant strike-slip 
motion as well (also dextral). Other proposed northwest-directed thrusts 
oc.cur in the Zimbabwe craton to the north, in the zone in whit:h the Limpopo 
metamorphism declines. In a ~irst-order sense, the cross-section derived 
from these structural observations, and the metamorphic data (taken as 
indicating the depth of material eroded) shows a ~trong family resemblance 
to a section dcross the Himalaya and Tibet, where the thrusts over the 
Zimbabwe craton are equivalent to the Himalayan thrusts, the metamorphic 
zone of the central and southern limpopo belt to the overthickened crust 
of the High Himalaya and the Tibetan Plateau, and the large strike-slip 
fault separating the central and south portions of the limpopo belt equiva
lent to the Kunlun or Kang Ting Faults that allow portions of Tibet to attempt 
to escape the collisional zone. Available isotopic data indicate that colli
sional tectonics, uplift, erosion and cooling in the limpopo belt occurred 
between about 3.0 and 2.6 Ga ago. 

The three aspects dis'ussed lead to the conclusions that a) continental 
fragments large enough to ~rovide a substrate for significant platform arenite 
and carbonate sedimentation existed by 3.3 - 3.5 Ga ago; b) Wilson-cycle tec
tonics seems to adequately ex"lain most major features of till' Archean gnei<sic 
terranes; c) Tibetan-Hima1ayal, style collisional tectonics 2.L Ga and older 
accounts for the 1 arge-sca 1 e re 1 at ionsh i ps between the Limpopo belt and the 
adjacent Archean greenstone-s anitoid terrane cratons. By inference, other 
more fragmentary Archean gnei "ic terranes may have once been part of such 
collisional zones. 
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A Review of Noble Gas Geochemistry in Relation to Early Earth lIistory 

(\~.1rk D. Kurz 
Chemistry Department 
W,JOds Hole Oceanographic In,titution 
Woods Hole, MA 02543 

One of the most fundamental noble gas co~.traints on early earth history 
is derived from isotopic differences in 129Xe/ 130Xe between various terrestri
al materials. The short half-life (17 I'\.y.) of extinct 1291, parent of 129Xe, 
menns that these differences must hnve been produced wit'tin the first lOu m.y. 
efter terrestrial accretion. The identification of large anomalies i,n 129Xe/ 
130Xe in mid-ocean ridge basalts (~~RB), with respect to atmospheric xenon, 
suggests that the atmosphere and upper mantle have remained separate since 
that time (1-2). This alone: is a very strong argument for early catastrophic 
degassing, which would be consistent with an early fractionation resulting ll1 

~ore formation. !lowever, nohle gas isotopic systematics of oceanic basalts 
show that the mantle cannot necessarily be regarded as a homDgeneous system, 
since there arc significant variations in ~le/4He, 40Ar/ 36Ar, and 129Xe/130Xe 
(2··3). Tl,erefore, the early degassing c"~not be considered to have acted on 
the .:11010 mantle. 

The specifi.c processes by whier degassing presently takes place can also 
be used to decipher the record of early dep,assing. At present, gases are 
br0ught to the surface, through the crust., by magma tr;msport and exsolution 
of a volatile phase. In the presence of a very thin crust, or a magma ocean, 
the degassing would be more directly relat"d to equilibrium between magma and 
the Larly atmosphere. Thus, the specific mechanisms of degassing. in parti
cular the thickne;s and growth of the early o::rust, is an important variable in 
understanding present-day noble gas inventories. 

Another constraint can be obtained from rocks that arc thought to be de
rived from neal' the lithosphare-asthcnosphcre boundary: ",ltramafic xenoliths. 
Prel iminary results of a helium isotopic study of spinel Iherzolites from var
iOlls loo::alitics shnw that the ~"c/41Ic ratios of the xenoliths from sub-conti
nental aroas arc significantly lower than those from ocpani.c regions. 3He/4!le 
ratios from San Carlos, Kilbourne !lole, and ~Iassif Central arc 'j-7x the atmo
spheric ratio, while lherzolite fran, Salt Lake Crater in Hawaii is closer to 
the ~DRH value of 8.4x atmospheric. This may indicate that the lithosphere 
once formed in oceanic regions is presently stored beneath the continents. 
This sinlplo interpretation is complicated by the small data set, the complex 
deformation history that the xenolHhs have undergone, and by the fact that 
much of the helium in these samples is contained in fluid inclusions (as de
termined by crushing in vacuo). Therefore, the isotopic variability may also 
reflect more recent volatile transport processes. 

1. Staud ... cher, T., and C. J. Allegre (198) Earth PI anet. Sci. Lett. 60: 
3,,~-406. 

2. Allegre, C. ,1. et a1. (1983) Nature 303:762-766. 
3. Kurz, M. D. ct al. (1982) Nature 297:43-47. 
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ARCHEAN SEDIMENrARY SYSTEMS AND CRUSTAL EVOWTION, Donald R. IDWe 
DepartIrent of Geology, L:Juisiana State University, Baton Rouge, I.A 70803 

Our current knowledge of preserved Archean sedi~tary rocks suggests 
that they accllIILllated in at least three major depositional settings. These 
are represente(~. generally by sedimlntary units (I) L'1 early Archean, pre-3.0 
Ga-old greenstone belts, (II) on late Archean sialic cratons, and (III) in 
late Archean, post-3.0 Ga-old greenstone belts . 

(I) The principal volcanic sequences of !IDst early Archean v:eenstone 
belts, including the Barberton greenstone belt, South Africa, and belts in 
the eastern Pilbara Block, Western Austr~lia, contain assemblages of sedimln
tary units deposited on low-relief, anomgenic but rapidly subsiding, shallow
water platfonns constructed largely of mafic and ul.tramafic volcanic rocks 
(1). The main sedimlnt types included freshly erupted or only slightly re
worked pyroclastic debris; orthochemical precipitates including carbonate, 
evaporites, and silLC8; and biogenic deposits now represented by black 
carbonaceous chert, banded chert, and stranatolitic unitR (1, 2, 3) Terri
genous deposits, such as sandstone and shale derived by weathedIlg and erosion 
of older rocks, are rare. Algoma-type iron formation, vo::'canogenic massive 
sulfide deposits, and turuidites, all of which usually form under deeper, 
fully subacr-,eous conditi0113, are also poorly developed. Detrital !IDdes of 
clastic uniLs are dominated by volcanic and intraformational sediI1l!:!r.tary 
c~onellts and essentially lack co",rse a-quartz, potash feldspar, and neta
lno.phic and plutonic rock fragrrents. Thes~ sedimentary rocks reflect sedimen
tation on large, stable, shallow-wa::~r, simatic platforms that were ::ar 
remJVed from sources of sialic debris. 

The upper, sejimlntary parts of these early Archean greenstone belt 
sequences are made up ) .. m:gely of terrigenous detrital units reflecting oro
genesis and deep erosion (4). The debris incluJes material eroded from both 
the underlyulg greenstone belt sequence and quartzose intrusive and neta
norpnic rock.:. Deposition took place in a complex association ..;i environrrento 
ranging from alluvial to deep-sea (4). These units mark the ~inal stage of 
greenstone belt evolution and the regional transition from ~~tic platforms 
1:0 sialic continents. 

(II) Following early Archean cratonization, the South African Kaapvaal 
and Australian Pi.lbara cratons were subject to deep erosion and, in late 
Archean titre, were the sites of deposition of thick sedimentar/ and volcanic 
sequences. These include t:hP f.')rtescue Group on the Pilbara Block and the 
Pongola and Win.'atersrand Supergroups and succeedirlg units in South Africa. 
Although volcanism was widespread during the aCCUlllllation of nany of these 
sequences. the sedimentary rocks clearly reflect deposition on relatively 
stable blocks of continEffital cnlSt. They direc~ly overlie the eroded plutonic 
and gremstone baserrent of early h:chean age, are nuch less defamed and 
net:&.7Drphosed than underlying greenstone-belt rocks, have not been extensively 
intru:led by granitoid plutonic rocks, and contain large aroounts of continent
derived arkosic ar.d quartzitic debris. 

(III) Later Archean, post-3.0 Ga-old greenstone belts in Cannda and nucr. 
of the Yilgarn Block, Western Australia, inclur'.e o;edimlntary sequences that 
differ significantly from those in the older belts (1). Coarse terrigenous 
clastic units oc= throughout the volcanic section instead of just at the 
top, as in t1:>e older belts. They are made up of conglomerate, san.-lstone, and 
sr~le derived largely by erosion of tP.e greenstone belt sequence itself. A 
small =t of detritus from plutonic sources is present throughout the 
sections, however, including material eroded from both penecontemporaneous 
intmsive units :IDd older sialic baserrent. Deposition was mai:lly by sub-
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ARCHEAN SEDIMENI'ARY SYSTEMS 

Lowe, D. R. 

aqueous sedimmt gravity flows, including turbLiity currents and debris flows. 
Shallow-water deposits in the volcanic sections developed principally around 
high-standing ;:elsic volcanic vents. Carbonaceous cherts, banded cherts, and 
evaporites are rare, wher.eas volcanogenir. sulfide deposits and Algoma-type 
iron formation are widespread. Deposition took place under subaqueous, in 
large-part deep-water, tectonically unstable conditions (1). 

As in the older belts, the uppermost clastic units at the top of the 
greenstone belt sequence r.eflect orogenesis. They were deposited in an 
association of envir=ts ranging from alluvial to deep-sea (5). 

The sedimmtoi.ogy and cCllllJarative sedimentology of these Archean sedimm
tary systems suggest a number of major inferences about the character and 
evolutiL'I1 of the Archean crust. (A) The well-preserved early Arcnean green
stolle belts forrood as large, high-standing, anorogenic simatic blocks that 
were not underlain by or adjacent to significantly older continental crust. 
They unde1~lt cratonization wr~ch age relationships of associated plutonic 
rocks suggest proceeded tTlJre-or-less concurrently with deposition of the 
greenstone belt sequences (6, 7). 

(B) The late Archean cratons, forrood by cratonization of the early 
Archean greenstone belts, served as sites for the acCtmlllation of late 
A:chean volcanic and craton-derived, shallow-water shelf sequencep. These 
sequences are generally sirr~lar to cratonic sediments that have accumulated 
throughout later geologic time and are clearly distinct from greenstone belt 
f'ediments. 

(C) The late Archean greenstone belts also represent large, probably 
high-standinG but largely subaqueous and tectonically active depositional 
~ites (1). They were closely associated with significantly older sialic 
blocks, but evidently these blocks were noL of sufficient extent or thickness 
to form stable, durable cratons. They way represent incornplf~ely cratonized 
areas or microcontincnts. These belts also underwent cratonization tTlJre-or
less concurrerltly with acCtmlllation of the greenstone bel.t sequence to form 
stable continental bl0ck6 that hosted the deposition of early Proterozoic 
shelf sediments. The co-existence in the late Archean of large, stable 
cratons, in South Africa and Western Australia, and the younger greenstone 
belts emphasizes the sedimentological and tectonic contrasts between these 
terranes and m'gues strongly against suggestions that these and, by analogy, 
other greenstone beltb developed upon thick continental crust. 

These results suggest that the Archean was characterized by at least 
two distinctive and largely diachronous st)'les of crustal evolution. Thick, 
stable early Archean simatic platforms, perhaps analogous to tTlJdern oceanic 
islands forrood over hot spots, underwent a single cycle of cratonization to 
form "table continental blocks in the early Arc' 'll1. Later-forrood Archean 
continents show a two-stage evolution. The init.:..dl s.;age is reflected in the 
existence of older sialic material, perhaps representing incCllllJletely 
cratoni7..ed areas or microcontinents of as y-=t unknown origin. During the 
second stage, late Archean greenstone belts, perhaps analogous to tTlJdern 
magmatic arcs or bad: arc hasins, developed upon or adjacent to these older 
eialic blocks. The formation of this generation of Archean continents was 
largely cO\\iplece by the end of the Archean. These results suggest that 
Archean greenstone belts may represent a considerable range of sedimm
tological and tectonic settings. 
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THE ORIGIN OF CONTINP;NTAL CRUST, OUTLINES OF A GENERAL THF,QRT 
Paul D. Lowman Jr., Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 922, Greenbelt, 
Maryland 20771 

The origin of Earth's continental crust remains one of the most diff
icult problems in geology. However, several lines of evidence are beginning 
to converge toward the long-sought "general theory" called for by Tuzo 
Wilson (1949) I (1) Compllrati va planetology, (2) Geologic Jl!llpping of shIelds, 
and (3) New dsta on the nature of the lower continental crust. 

Comparative Planetology 

The main stages in the crustal evolution of silicate bodies Moon-sized 
and lar!(er include a period of early global uHferentiation, impac' .. bombard
ment, and a aeco'1d differentiation inVOlving generation of basic magma which 
is still continuine on the Earth as formation of oceanic crust. The "first" 
differcntiation" (LowmlL'1,l976), inferred dire~tly for the Moon and indirectly 
for ~ars and Venus (Solomon,1980), resulted in production of global crust~ 
of which the ~unar hiehlands ar~ the type exampl'3 (though probably not rep
resentative petrologically). A degree of differentiation can occur even in 
bodies as small as Vesta (Chapman,19B2) although the inferred carbonaceous 
chvndri te composition for Ceres indicates th?t it requires f"pecilll condit
ion3 i1',t now understood. The collective evidence from compa:'ative planet
ology shv~s clearly that the Earth had the thermal energy and volatile con
tent to undergo a firot differentiation that produced the earliest contin
ental crust. Evidence \;0 be d ted indicates that, cont.rary to general opin -
ion, thl,s primordial crust m'll' Burvi ve as the lower levels of existing 
continental crust. 

r,ologit: and geophysical studies of shield areas, Canada in particular, 
are boginning to indicate the general nature of crust-forming processes and 
their timi',!',. An important chal'Bct"ristic of most zhields is that they do 
not show a s:rstemaLic concentric pattern of age provinces or fold belts that 
might indicate growth by lateral acc~etion, whether by el1l'limatic eugeosyn
clines or acquisition of allocthonous terranp./i. Second, most age provinces 
except the very oldest are demonstrably underlain by still older rocks, 
generally ;ligh-grade I!;neisses of intermediate composition, a relationship 
"idely though not uni ",rsally interpreted to mean that shield evolut,ion has 
been broadly a process of reworking rather than addi t:lon of new materiAl 
frolC th" mantl,) (Ilxcept for greens'_one belts). 'l'hire!, there is considei'able 
indirect eVidence, in Archean sediment compositions, for the existence of 
Sialic crust before formation of the oldest exposed rock (e.g., r~odwin, 
19B1; Henderson,19Bl), although some authorities such as Anhaeusser (19Bl) 
consider the earliest crust to have been oceanic. Fourth, gneisses of inter
mediate to acidic composition dominate the Arohean provinces are ally; i.e., 
the "granites" of granite-greenstone terranes are the major oomponent of 
such areas. Finally, the Archean crust appears to haVe been about as thick 
by 3.B b.y. ago as it is now (Condie,19B2). Collect.ively, these lines of 
evidence from shield mapping suggest that much of the continental crust 
fonned in the Archean, and can be interpreted as implying the fonnation of 
at least Some sialic crust in the first few hundred million years of the 
~arth's history, whether it survives today or not. 
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ORIGIN OF CO'''l'INF.NTAL CR'IST 

Lowman, P.O. 

Nature of the Lower Continental Crust 

The lower continental crust, formerly very poorly underatood, has 
recently been investigated by various geological and geophysical techniques 
that Qre beginning to yield a generally ,agreed-on though still vague model 
(Lo~m~n,1984). As typified by at least some exposed high-grade terranes, 
such 8S the Scottish Scourian c'lmplex, the lower crust in areas not affected 
by Phanerozoic orogeny or crustal extension appears to consist of gently
dipping granulite gneisses of intermediate bulk composition, formed from 
partly or largely supracrustal precursors. This model, to the degree that 
it is correct, has important implications fo- early crustal ~enesis and the 
origin of continental crust in general. Most i,"'~'''' t .I'~' 1t l..·,olies that 
except for areas of major overt.hrusUng (which may of course b" "onsiderable) 
normal superposition relations prevail, and that since even the 0.1est 
exposed rocks are underlain by tens of kllometers of sial, true pri ",'rcJ i 01 
crust may still survive in the lower orustal levela (cf. Phinney,198i" 

The inferred supracrustal origin of the pre-metamorphic lower levt) .. 
rocks is debatablel much of the debate centers on the origin of the gray 
gneisses making I:.p most of the high-grad;: shiel d terranes (Windley ,1916) • 
The widespread occurrence of undoubted metasedimentary remnants, though 
minor in volume, argues for a supracr"stal source for at least some of th,'J 
lower crust (Walker and Dennis,1983l Lowman,1964). A combination of sed· 
imentary and volcanic parent rocks seems likely, although it has been sh ~n 
that the bulk composition of Scourian granulites corresponds to interme(iate 
volcanics. 

A General TheorYI Major Aspects 

Although it would be premature to propose a detailed comprehen"j~ .. 
theory for the origin of continental crust, the outlines at least of such 
a t'leory can be suggested. 

1. Ilost continental crust fonned in the Archeanl crustal evolutLn 
since then has been largely reworking and recycling (the latter sccourting 
for isotopic evidence widely interpreted to imply addition of new sial 
from the mantle). 

2. Primordial crust, from the first few hundred millton years of t, 1 

Est'th '5 history, still survives near the base of the continental crust il. 
granite-greenstone terranes. It was formed by a combination of poorly
understood igneous and exogenic processes that produced a global crust 
originally conSisting lar~ely of supracrustal rock, now the granulitic 
gneisses of high-grade Archean terranes. 

3. Impacts analogous to those responsible for lunar mare basins broke 
up the initial crust about 4 billion years ago, initiating mantle upwelling, 
basaltic volcanism, and an early period of rapid plate tectoni C5 (Frey, 1980) • 
These processes slowed gradually, transitioning to essentially actualistic 
plate tectoni~ about 2.5 billion years ago. True continental ~rowth since 
the Archean has been minor. 

The present continents are, 1n this concept, the greatly-altered rem
nants of an original global crust, most of which was formed in the early 
Archean. The concept. can be tested by deep drilling in the "granitic" 
part of a granite-II "Istone terrane, such as the Superior ProvinOB. 
Seismic reflection p, ,filing of such araas is also recommended • 
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THE ARAVALLI SEQUENCE OF RAJASTHAN, INDIA: A PRECAMBRIAN 
CONTINENTAL MARGIN? 

1 1 1 2 3 Macdougall, R. Willis, G.W. Lugmair , A.B. Roy, and K. Gopalan 
1. Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Joll", CA 92093 
2. University of Rajasthan and 3. Physical Research Laboratory, India 

The extent to which plat~ tectonics in its present form operated during 
the Precambrian is unkno\oTl1, but is a subject of consIderable current interest. 
We describe here a remarkable succession of Precambrian rocks in Rajasthan, 
Northwestern India, which may help to shed n:~re light on this question. These 
preliminary observations are garnered mainly from the published liter,lture, 
but include also some initial geochemical data from a recently initiatl!d 
study of the area. 

The most detailed early study of Rajasthan geology was made by Heron (I), 
and most subsequent work has followed his subdivisions, with a few modifica
tions. Three major Precambrian units were recognized oy Heron: the Banded 
Gneiss Complex (BGC) , which he considererl to be the regional basement, and 
two overJ.ying groups dominated by sedimentary rocks, the Aravall1 and Delhi 
sequences. Most workers hsve explicitly or by implication suggested that 
both of the latter are typical "orogenic" sequences (e.g., ref. 7.). Major 
unconformities mark the base of both the Delhi and Aravalli successions. 

Very few reliable geochronologic data are available for these rocks, We 
(ref. 3) have measured a whole-rock Sm-Nd isochron incorporating mafic and 
felsic componentg of the BGC which gives an age of 3.5AE. However, this 
result strictly applies to only a small portion of the BGC near the city of 
Udaipur; the complex as a whole is very large and complicated and may contain 
components with a variety of ages. Nevertheless it appears that the basement 
upon which the Aravalli rocks were deposited is ancient. The stratigraphic
ally youngest of the Precambrian units identified by Heron comprises the 
Delhi sequence. Q,oudhary and Gopalan (4) have set lower limits on the time 
of deposition of Delhi sediments by measuring Rb-Sr whole rock isochrons for 
a number of granites intrusive into the Delhi rocks. At least some of these 
granites are believed to be coeval with the first deformation of the Delhi 
sequence. The Rb-Sr isochrons indicate ages of 1500-1700 my for the granites. 
Thus the Aravalli rocks, sandwiched between the BGC and the overlying Delhi 
sequence, have an age between 1700 and 3500 my. Nd model ages for several 
metavolcanics from the basal r3rt of the Aravalli succession near Udaipur are 
in r.he range 2300-2600 my using chondritic parameters, and slightly higher if 
a depleted mantle is assumed. 

Were the Aravslli rocks produced along an active continental margin 
dur1ng the late Archean or early Proterozoic? This question cannot be 
answered unequivocally with the data at hand, but the evidence is tantalizing 
as is clear from a brief description of the sequence. The base is frequently 
marked by a conglomerate and/or quartzite band resting unconformably on the 
underlying BGC. In some regions, notably the area around Udaipur, a 
relatively thick section of metsvolcanic rocks occurs above the basal 
quartzite/conglomerate. These comprise both flows with relict amygdules, 
and tuffs. Major element compositions for these rocks indicate that they 
are medium to high-K tholeiitic andesites and andesites. Most ssmples we 
have analyzed have Si02 between 54 and 57% and K20 between 0.9 and 1.9%. 
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TIlE ARAVALLI SEQUENCE 

Macdougall, J.D. et al. 

They are distinguished from most modern orogenic andesites by relatively high 
HO, (typically 1.1 - 1.4:t), although this characteristic. is not unique (5). 
The metavolcanic rocks are overlain by a thick succession of metasediments 
in which both shallow and deep water facies have beencecognized by Roy et 
01. (6). The shallow water facies include greywackes and impure marbles 
and quartzites, as well as phosphorites. The major component of the Aravalli 
sediments is described simply as phyllite (1). Mino- amounts of ultramafic 
rocks are aloo present in the area; these were said by Heron (1) to be 
intrusive into the metasediments although no clear description of the 
contacts is given. They follow approximately the boundary between the 
shallow and deep water facies of Roy et al. (6). The entire section is 
complexly folded, with at least two superimposed deformations evident, and 
no reasonable estimate of its original thickness can be made. Taken 
together, these data show that the Aravalli sequence has a number of 
characteristics generally ascribed to active continental margins. Although 
much more work is r"quired to bear this out, the evidence suggests that the 
processes operating in Buch an environment in the early Proterozoic or late 
Archenn were not vastly different from today. 
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Ca~bon and nitrogen in the deep Earth 

D.P. Mattey, L.P. rarr, R.H. Carr, I.P. Wrigh~ and C.T. Pillinger 
Dep-rtment of Earth Sciences, The Open University, Walton Hall, 
Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, Unit~d Kingdom 

The existence of caroon in the mantle is well documenteJ and its origin 
is r:>f especial interest in view of the diversity of its physical and 
chemic.:ll forms (1.<,. graphite, jjamond, CU4, CO, C02! and its wide 
isotopic variability (6 11C ranging fLOm -3So /00 to +]%0). The isotope 
geochemistry of n1 trogen, however, an eleIMmt presen t in vol canle gases 
and closely associated with carbon in sBdimentary organic matter and in 
d iamor.d~, remains poorly U/,de r~tood. Ernploying novel high-sens i ti vi ty 
mnss spectrometric techniques ...... e have initiated a study of c-~ isotope 
systematics in basic igneous rocks and mantle materials in an attempt La 
ultimately constrain the prl.mordial isotopic compositiuns ot these p.lements 
and their subsequent fate during the, eally history of the Eart.h. In '.his 
abstract we will summaris0 pl'e~irnin;j,ry results obtained for n. selection of 
submarine basaltic glasses and diamonds, <.:on':entrat1ng on (1) the problem 
of whetheT isotopeR arc significant:y fracc~onated during l.gneous prnc8sses, 
and on (i1l the effects of crustal recycling. 

H igh re~ol ution stepped hea ting reveals two isotopically dis tinct forms of 
carbon anC nitrogen in submarine basalt glasses. Isotopicall) light 
carbon (6 13C " -24%0 \.() -3Q%c) and heavy nitroger (6 15N = 0% 0 to 
"I" +30%0) are released by combustion (or pyrulysis in the ca~e of nitrogen) 
from 4')0 ')~ 10600 °C; : topically heavy CO 2 i6 13C = -3%0 to -16% 0, 
see below) and light ni trogAn (6 15N = -0%0 to -36%0) are liberated from 
vesicles from 600 0c to 1200 DC. It is known that org ,.,ic material such as 
kerogen combusts at comparatively low temperatures (20c °c to 500 OC) 
yielding isotopically light carbon and heavy nitroged (I). This and other 
lines of evidence suggest that the low temperature release compon..Jnt may 
be surficial organic contamination (2). 

A survey of MORB and oce'n island basalt (alB) glasses demonstrates that". 
the 6 1]c of carbon released above 600 °c (magltatic carbon) varies from 
-2.8%0 to -6.70/00 and the 6 15N of magmatic nitrogen varies in these 
samples from -20%0 to -360 /00. The bulk isotopic analysis of caybor. 
in basalts usually yields 6 13c values within the general range of -10(/00 
to ~100/oo. To account for the discrepancy between these carbo~ valu:s 
and 't.>05e believed to be more typical of mantle (e.g. -10%0 to -2% 0, 
as show:1 lJy the majority of di?,Tl.)nds) some workers (3, 4) iluve proposed 
that eXI:ensive fractionation L :.lsed by the loss of up to 07% of the 
origiJ1al carbon takes place during uprise and de:gassing 0f the magma. Noble 
gas syste:natics are not compatible with such a model (r,.) and the experimHnts 
described in this study confirm that the composition of magtnatic carbon in 
MORB and alB is not dissimilar to that of typical diamonds. A further 
im~lication is that bulk measurements of carbon and nitrogen in basalts 
probably includes, in addition to indigenous C + N, an organic contaminant 
compun<:nt. ~le see no compelling evidence at present that significant 
fractionation of C + N isotopes t~k~s piace during the uprise and eruption 
of Rubmar.i.ne basalts and that the observed lsotopic composition of magmatic 
C + N are not representative of the upper mantle • 
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CARBON ANU NITROGEN IN THE DEEP EARTH 

Mattey, D.P. et al. 

Whilst Insufficient ~11c and 6 1SN data exists at the time of writing to 
")1 low comparisons between MORB ar.c1 OrB, we du note that back-arc b-l.sin 
bi\sal t (BA8B) gL:Isses contain isotopically disLinctiv~ carbon and nitrogen. 
The 6 11c and 6 15N values of magmatic C + N in glasses from the Scotia Sea 
,]pd Mariana Trough rarLge frotn -7.7()/oo to -16.30/00 and -220/00 to 00 /00 
respectively. Compared to typical MORS and ors valU(~s, these results arJ 
on aV0rilqe '\, SO/oo lighter in 6 13C ard at least 100 /00 heavier in 6 15N 
dnd can be explained by the mixing in tl. source regions for BABE i"llagmas 
of MORH-like C02 (6 11C • ,6%0; 6 15N' -250 /00) with an organic carbon 
component from subducted pelagic sediments (6 13C ,-25% 0; 6 15N. +1(:0/00). 

A corollr'lry of such f\ mixing model is that continentully derived sedi:n~nt 
may survivE' islflnd arc Inagma extraction and is thus recycled into the 
ma.ntle, including sign1 ficant amounts of pelagic carbonates (6 13C ~ Or,/oo). 

Whilst thE> majority of dian",nds "rom southern Africd possess a relatively 
r.t1rrow range of 6 13c values wi.th ,1 mode aroun .. ~ -6()/oc (6:1 , diamondS' exhibit 
a totaJ range in cOIl'lpositioll ot close to 40%0 (e.g. "I). IlLtcrnal 
variation of \13C ~ithin slngl0 diamonds can be complex Lut is generally 
IO€stricted to < So/co. As niore data becomes available from othe:- areas 
it is clear th~t tl:~ isotoplc comp0sition of carbon in the upper mantle 
is grossly heterogeneous. Our measurements Gf nitrogen abundance and 
isotopic composition in Type I diamonds show large ranges in both abundance 
(10 ppm to 1250 ppm) and isotopic composition (6 15N = -13%0 to -37% 0). 
However, nitrogen iJb\IIKlall(;e and composition vr)rtes withln individual 
diamonds by up to a factor of 2. Although the ca1Jse of this considerable 
internrJ.l isotopic 11@terog@npity i~ not understood at present, viewed as a 
whole the ni""xogen isotopic composition of diamcnds is comparablf' t(J the 
composition of magrr,atic nitrogen in MORB and alB . 

A compilation of available o~3c and 6 15N me8;urements on basaltic glasses 
and diamonds is present~d in the Figure. Al~o plotted for comparison a:e 
the compositions of marine carbonates, atmosphere, plants and oils. The 
average isotOpiC cv'llpoSi tions of (' juvenile') C and N in the upper mantlp., 
as mea=,ured ir MORB, 0IB And diamonds arc' "lrol.n(l _()0/oo , and -250 /00, 

respect:i.vc-ly. '''e suqgest that rer.ycling of ['I"llag":'c sediments re-introc.1uces 
relative:!.y 1 it:,ht r.rlrbr n and relatively hea 1ry nitrogen into the mantle, shifting 
the compos 'ti(1J1 of " .. ABB and some diamonds away from' juvenile' values 
towards ccmj:'f).Qltions exemplified, for t!xample, by that of boart 
(see Figure). 

The postulated large scale recycling of marine carbonates (6 13C • 00/00) 

into the mantle, as suggested by th& BABB C + N data, ultimately means 
that the average composition of 'juvenile' mantie C + N (6 13C , -6%0 
and 6 15N ' -25%0) might itself represent a mixture Detween marine 
carbonate in pelagic sediments ,.";'nc1 a more primi.tive C + N component. This 
primi ti ve component woulr: be characteri~ed by somewhAt lighter tS 13C .,nd 
considerably liqht~r 6 15N values. 
References: (I) I. Gilmour and C.T. PHlingp.r, urgan1c GeOCnem1st:ry i1n 
pleSS). (2) D.J. DesMarais, Geocht,r., Cosmochim. Acta, 47, 1769-1781 (1983). 
(3) J. Hoef3, Cont:rib. Mineral. Pet'co',., :!.!' 277-300 (1973). (4). F. Pineau 
and M. Javoy, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 62, 239-257 (1983). .0) W. Rison 
and H. Craig, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 66, 407-426 (1983). (6) P. Deines, 
Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, ~, 9~3-961 (1980). (7) D.P. M?ttey et al., 
Terra Cognita, l' 125 (1983). 
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CARBON AND NITROGEN IN THE DEEP EARTH 

Mattey, D.P. et al. 
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Figure I (left). Compilation diagram of carbon and nltro~en isotope data 
for glasses from mid-ocean ridges (MORB) and back-arc basins (BAB) along 
with new data for type IA (Tanzania and Congo (Zaire», IB, I IA and boart 
varieties of diamond. Composition of marine carbonate, plants, oils and 
atmosphere are also plotted for comparison. Carbon Isotopic variation In 
diamonds from a variety of localities are compared on the right-hand part 
of the Figure (NSw - New South Wales, Australia). 
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CRUSTAL RADIOG~;NIC HEAT PRODUCTION AND THE SELECTIVE SURVIVAL OF 
ANC lENT CONT INENTAL CRUST. Paul Morgan, Lur.ar and Planetary Ins t i tute, 3303 
NASA Road One, Houston, TX 77058. 

The oldest terrestrial rocks have so far revealed no evidence of the 
pre-approximately 3.9 Ga impact phase of Earth evolutLon, suggesting that 
processes other than impact were dominant at the time of stabilization of 
these units. We are concerned here with the survival of "continental-type" 
~rust in int~rpreting Earth's oldest rocks, as any early t'oceanic-type" 
crust was sub,lucted within a lew hundred Ma of the onset of pldte tectonics. 
Recorded Earth history indicat~s that while no rortions of the continents 
are completely immune from magmatic and tectonic reactivation, certain aress 
appear to have more than a random chance of eAcaping reactivation. With 
mobile continents, the factors which favor selective survival of certain 
areas of continental lithosphere must be internal to this lithosphere. Heat 
flow data indicate that average concentrations of radiogenic heat producing 
isotopes ill surviving Archean crust are relatively low (Figure I), and this 
pap~r investigates a possible relationship between crustdl radiogenic heat 
production and selective survival of ancient continental crust. 

A significant portion of terrestrial heat flow from continental regions 
is generaterl within the crust by decay of the isotopes K40, Th232, U235 and 
U2J8. At present, this part of surface heat flow varies regionally from a 
few percent to great2r than 65% (1). There is no close correlation between 
heat production and rock composition, except that the heat proJucing 
elements tend to be concentrated in lower melting point rocks, and thU6, in 
the upper crust. Surface heat flow, ~ , and heat production, A , 
studies indictlte a linear relationshipSbetween these parametersoin rlutonic 
and metamorphic terranes of the form: 

• 
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Figure 1. Crustal radio&enic heat production (surface heat flow minus 
reduced heat flow, an indicator of the average crustal concentrations of the 
radiog.nic isotopes) as a function of crustal age (from ref. 1). Data are 
grouped 'l~cording to heat flow province with horizontal bar iudicating age 
assignment of sites in province and vertical bar the standard deviation of 
the mean surface heat flow in each province. Province codes: BR - U.S. Baain 
and Range; BM - Bohemian Hassif; SN - Sierr.l Nevada; EW - England and Wales; 
SEA - Southeastern Appalachians; EA - Eastern Australia; 1 - Late 
Proterozoic Indian Shiel.d; Bz - Brazil; N - Niger; Z - Zam~ia; EUS - Eastern 
U.S.; CA - Central Austtalia; Sa - Baltic shield; I - Archean Indian 
Shield; SP - Superior !'~ovince; WA - Western Australia; U - Ukranian Shield. 
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RADIOGENIC HEAT PRODUCTION AND CRUSTAL SURVIVAL 

Morgan, P. 

q "q + A b (1) 
wher~ q and b ar~ constants ofSthe finea~ relationship for areas termed 
he~t fl3w provinces (2-6), interpreted to be the heat flow from below the 
~rust, or "reduced heat flow", and a depth scaling parameter for the crustal 
heat production, respectively. Heat flow from heat generdted in th~ crust 
i. g!~en by the product A b, and is typically in the range 5 to 75 
mW m ,although it may b~ locally higher wh"re associated with gronitic 
plutons. 

As crustal heat production is a result of unstable isotope decay, it 
must have been gr~ater in the paRt. Assuming the heat producLng elements to 
be immobile after crustal consolidation (time of lrst major magmatic and/or 
metamorphic activity), their relative concentrations can be calculated as a 
function of time from thp isotope decay constants (e.g. 7). U235 shows the 
most dramatic decrease in abundance throu~h time, but as the present ratio 
of U235/U238 is less than i% (8) the effective combined half-life of the two 
uranium isotopes is approximately 3.6 Ga. The most significant decrease in 
isotopic abundance for crustal heat generation over most of earth history is 
that of K40 with a haH-life of approximately 1.55 Ga. 

Although heat flow/heat production Jata sets defining linear 
relationships of the form of equation 1 allow the total crustal heat 
production to be estimated, they do not define the distribution(s) of the 
heat producing isotopes with depth. One of two simple distriuutions is 
commonly used; the step distribution in which heat productiot. is constant 
down to depth b, below which it is zero, and the exponential distribution in 
which the heat production decreases expcnentially with depth, scaled by the 
parameter b (2,4,9). Regional studies indicate that distributions are more 
complex and that the different heat producing isotopes may have different 
distributions and/or depth scaling parameters (10-12). Vertical heat 
production profiles have been produced for only a very limited number of 
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~~-====~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Figure 2. Galculated geotherms for a variety of crustal heat 
production parameters (from ref. 20). Parameters b, q and A are 
defined by equation I above. For each g~oup of curvesaA inc~eases from 
left to right as indicated in the figure. BDS is Pon app~oxima!ton yf the 
basalt dry solidus. Thermal conductivities of 2.5 and 3.~ W m K- were 
assumed for the crust and mantle, respectively. 27 mW m- is the present 
average reduced flow in stable areas. Ranges in other parameters are typical 
for the continents. Geotherms were calculated ~ssuming the step (left) And 
exponential (right) distributions of radiogenic isotopes defined above. 
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RADIOGENIC HEAT PRODUCTION AND CRUSTAL SURVIVAL 

Morgan. P. 

sites where geological prGcesses have exposed an extensive crustal 
cross-section. These sites include the Vredefort structure in South Africa 
(13). the Alps (14), Sudbury (15) and Kapuskasing (16), in CRn~da, but 
unfortunately no consistent isotope-depth distribution is evident from these 
data. The importance for the geotherm of both the total abundance and the 
depth distribution of heat producing isotopes in the crust is illustrated in 
Figure 2: Temperatures et depth increase in proportion to the total isotope 
abundance. but jecresse as these isotopes are concentrated upwards. 
CalCUlations of the temperature increment at 30 km depth as • function of 
time from 4.5 Ga to present [or a hypothetical crustal aecti~n based on data 
from the 'Jr"Jefort structure have bee" given by Morgan and Ashwal (17), and 
indicate a significantly higher geotherm in the Archean than at present even 
with no increase in heat flow from the mantle. 

The relationship between the geotherm and the stability of continental 
crust is twofold: Stable crustal thickness cannot exceed the depth at which 
the geotherm intersects the solidus, and the mechanicdl strength of the 
lithosphere is strongly dependent on the geotherm. "hot" lithosphere being 
weaker than "cold" lithosphere. Crust with high abundances of heat 
producing isotopes will be remelted at its base with a much smaller increase 
in mantle heat fl,ow than cru~t with low abundances, as can be SEen from the 
geotherms in Figure 2. Furthermore, crust with high abundances of 
radiogenic isr,topes will be mechanically weak relative to crust with 10 ... 
abundances, and be more likely to be reconsolidated during tectonic 
activity. Thus, lithosphere with low heat production crust will be more 
stahle than lithospher.e with high heat production crust, and reported 
differences in relative abundance. of K, U and Th between Archean and 
younger terranes (e.g., 18, 19) may result from selective survival of low 
heat production Archean crust. Either priillary produrtion or secondary 
differentiation of low hest production orust may be essential for the 
stability and survival of early continental crust. 
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minigrant appended to NASA contract NA3W 3389. 
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WATER WSS FROM VENUS: IMPLICATIONS FOil THE EAno'S EARLY 
ATMOSPIIEItE Steven H. Richardson, Dept. of Earth Sciences, Iowa Statp Univ., 
Ame., IA 50011; James B. Pollack and Ray T. Reynolds, Theoretical Spac{' 
Sciences, NASA Ames Research Center, Hoffett Field, CA 94035 

The abundance of water on Venus is four to five ordp.rs o( magnitude 
lLwer than on the Earth. This difference may reflect initial differences in 
th~ bulk volatile contents of the 'wo planets, or may be the result of 
processeR for massive water 1088 ~;n Venus. In this Htudy, we perform a 
series of thermodynami~ calculations on the heterogeneous system C-O-Jt-N-S, 
varying C/H upward from its terrestrial value of 0.033 ill ordPr to evaluate 
the extent to which either of these two possibilities may account for the 
low water content on Venus. 

We assum" that the atmosphere of Venus outgas.ed rapidly as a result of 
planetary heating duri.ng accretion, p.nd thac processes affecting atmosphe
ric chemistry follo"'~ng the period of accretion have been largely those of 
hydrogen escape and internal chemical re-equilibrRtion. Further outgassing, 
if any, toas had a negligible affect on atmos~heric chemistry. In particu
laf, this study investigates the range of atmospheric compositions that can 
be calculated if we assume that the initial bulk compositions of atl"os
pheres on Venus and the Earth were roughly simi lar, and that chemical 
speciation on Venus was controlled by the temperature and oxygen buffering 
capacity of surface magmas. Our modp\ relies purely on equilibri~m thermo
dynamics and makes no attempt to address those changes in speciation that 
are kinetically controlled. The atmosphere is assumed to be both vertically 
and laterally homogeneous for the purpose of these calculations. Petrologic 
ir.ference. f:rom the Hoon (e.g., Warren, this volume) and geophysical modelo 
of accretionary heating (Kallia (1) and in this volume) suggest that the 
surfaces of planetary bodies in the inner 80lar system were partly or 
wholly molten during accretion. During this stage, then, we assume that the 
planetary surface can be modelled as a global magma ,.ceall at a temperature 
between lZ73K and 1573K. 

Gases in our model system include but are not restricted to such 
species as COZ' CO, HZO, HZ' 0Z' NZ' HZS, SOZ' and CH 4• At any spec died 
temperature and total pressure, the partial preS8ure~ >Jf species in the 
equilibrium mixture are uniquely defined if the relative molar abundances 
ot carbon, oxyger, hydrogen, nitrogen, and sulfur in the mixture are known. 
Because an undetermined amount of hydrogen may have been lost from Venus, 
however, ~e do not know its abundance in the primitive atmosphere. Further
more, the total abundance of oxygen in tt. primitiv~ atmosphere is unknown 
because the partial pressure of 0z was controlled by the oxidation state of 
iron in the molten surface. I~ order to inv~stigate the range of reasona~le 
initial atmoypheric compositions on Venus, therefore, we must place some 
:imits on the proportion of total hydrogen and the buffered fugacity of OZ' 
Several estimates of the terrestrial inventory can be found in the geo
chemical literature. We have chosen to use the one derived by Walker 
(2). The ·i/O ratio of 0.033 defines what we consider a limiting case for 
evolutionary depletion of hydrogen because it corresponds to a system 
which, in the pre.ence of free iron, would yield a terrestrial mass ratio 
of water to otl.r gaseous species during accretLonary outgassing. Virtually 
all of the wat~· generated during outgassing under these limiting condi-
tions must later be lost in order to bring the current COZ/HZO ratio for 
Venus up to its observed value of 104 to 105. The case for initial hydro-
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WATER WSS FI\o~l VENUS 

RlchardHon. S.H. ct a1. 

gen dpficiency Oil Venus WQ6 invcutigated by using the Walker-derived ratios 
of terrestrial C/N and ~/s, but increasing ~/li in BUCcc8sive numerical 
experiments. 

The bulk compcsition of the Qutgll8sed IItmo'tphe':e i8 Btil! not defint'd 
unt i 1 we elln spec ify a mole frac'" ion of total oxygen in the atmosphere. [t 

can be seen readily, however, that the relative abundances of all oxygen
bearing species are related to the fugacity of 02 tn the atmosphere through 
react ions 1 ike (I) 2e0 2 a 2CO + 02. (2) 211~0 • 2H2 + 02' (3) 21120 + 2502 • 
2H2S + 300 • We have specified the relative total abundances of C, H, N, 
and S, and although the total relative abundance of o~,gen in the atmos
ph.!re is not fixed by C/H, r./S, and C/N, we know ,hat it !'lust be equal to 
the Dum of the llmounta of oxygen in each of the Bpeci[~8 in the atmosp;'icre. 
The £02 in the atmosphere, following our basic assumption, is controlled by 
the oxidation state of the molten planetary surface. A melt produced by 
Accretion of planetesij",."dJ, aome bearing metallic iron, should be expected 
to control f0 2 near the buffer assemblage quartz + fayalite + ir"n (QFI), 
which controls f0 2 at a value approximately four orders of magnitude below 
QFM at all temperatures. In order to calculate the nbundances of gaseous 
species at any temperature and pressure of interest, therefore. we specify 
an f0 2 buffer and calculate an equilibrium f0 2• Then, using a program 
derived from a routine by Gordon and McBride (3;, we vary the mole fraction 
of total oxygen in a IOhture whose relative abundances C/H, C/N, and cis 
have been fixed until the, .mputed species mixture has a partial pressure 
of 02 equal to the bufferL~ f0 2• The mixture calculated by this iterative 
procedure is our equilibrium atmosphere. For each trial composition, the 
program uses thermodynamical data from the JANAF (4) tables and minimizes 
the free energy of a system containing 84 molecular species to arrive at 
th' final mixture. 

The pr.portion of H20 decreases in model atmospheres with successively 
h;.gher C/H values. ultimately approaching the "depleted" value currently 
observed on Venus. The computed ratio CO 2 /11 20 increases gradually with 
increasing C/H, as should be expected, so that bulk compositions used in 
successive computations reduce the amount of water loss necessary ~o evolve 
the presenc Venusian atmosph~re. However, CO 2 /H 20 increases roughly as 
rapid Iy a. ;;/H. If the present CO 2/H 20 on Venus of 104 to 10 5 is not due to 
water loss, but is due instead to an initial hydrogfm defi.ci€:ncy relative 
to the Earth. then thdt deficiency must have been on the order of 10 5 to 
10 6 . The dynamics of mixing in the inner solar system dllring accretion 
make this difference between Venus and the Earth unlikely (5). 

Increasing C/H also results in a rapid increase in CO/H 20, however, and 
provides an efficient mechanism for water loss by the reaction CO + H20. 
C02 + H:?,. This reaction, to~ether' with water loss mechanism. involving 
crustal ,ron, could have removed a very large volum~ of water from the 
atmoqphere of Venlls, even at rather low values of C/H. In fact, we calcu
late thDt a C/H difference of a factor of 5 or le.s between Venus and Earth 
could ha", been sufficient, under the f02 conditions that may hove 
prevailed during early outgassing, to produce the observed difference in 
water content between the two planets by the CO reaction alone. We do not 
claim that the CO reaction was solely responsible for the present low water 
abundance on Venus, but choose to emphasi.e that the difference between the 
Earth's outgassed C/II value and one for which we calculate roughly equal 
amounts of CO and water is relatively small. By an accident of bulk chemis
try, Earth may have narrowly avoided water loss similar to that on Venus. 
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WATER LOSS FROM VENUS 

Rlchurdson, S.M. at al. 

Selected Molecular Species in 

Gas Mixture. Calculated at 1313K, 100 atmospheres, and f0 2 QFI 

C/H ~. 0.033 C/H ~ Q"ll e/H ~ 0.32) Observed U 

CO 4.25 atm 19.82 atm 32.14 atm 1 • 9x 1 0- 3 atm 

CO 2 0.80 3.73 6.05 91.615 

HZ 67.45 51. 76 40.64 10- 3 

!i2O 25.9'. 19.95 15.67 < 10- 2 

N2 0.18 0.80 1. 02 3.8 

CH4 1. 19 3.24 ~.25 

H2 5 0.15 0.62 0.96 2.85xl0-4 

CO/CO 2 5.31 5.30 5.30 2.1xl0- 5 

CO/H2O 0.16 1.0 2.05 0.2 

a calculated from Von Zahn et al. (6) 

!-.eferences: (1) Kaula, W.M. (1979). J. Geo!'hYB. Res. 84:999-1008, (2) 
Walker, J.C.G. (1977). EVJlution ~£ the Atmosphere. New York, MacMillan 
Publishing Co.; (3) Gordon, 5. and McBride, B. (1976). NASA SP-273.; (4) 
JANAF Thermochemical Table (1971). Dow Chemical Co., Midl8nd, Michigan.; 
(5) 'Ietherill, G.W. (1981). Icarus 46: 70-80.; (6) Von Zahn, U., Kumar, S., 
Nie.,ann, H., and Prinn, R. (1983). ii,Venu6, D.M. Hunte", L. Colin, T.M. 
Donahue, and V.I. Moroz, eds., Univ. of Arizona Press, pp. 299-430. 
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CHEMICAL EVO' UTION OF THE EARTH--EQUILIBRIUM OR DISEQUILIBRIUM PROCESS? 
Motoaki Sato, U.S. Gological Survey, Reston, VA 22092 

In discussing a homogeneous .• ccretion scenario for the origin of the 
Earth, most authors agree that gravitational differentiation played a major 
role, but disagree about whether the core formed in equilibrium with the 
mantle. The disequilibrium hypothesis arose frch the recognition that the 
upper ~antle is too oxidlz~d and contains excessive abundances of sidero
phile elements to have segregated metallic iron [1]. Abundances of other 
elements have also added to the puzzle. "0 explain the apparent chemical 
incompatibility of the core and the mantie, various core-forming mechanisms 
have been proposed. These mechanisms include rapid diseqUilibrium sinking 
of molten iron [1,2], oxidized core or protocore material [3, 4], and meteo
ritic cllntamination of the upper mantle after the ~eparatlon of t~e core 
[5]. I believe that we should examine theneaningof "..;hemical equilibrium" 
in a planetary interior befor we discuss the pros and cons of these alter
native mechanisms. 

In discussing "equilibrium", most authors have addressed only equilib
rium in a local environment where segregation or passage of proto-core mate
rial presumably took place, and their discussions were based on a one-way 
traffic system. They focused attention on the sinking of iron alone, ignor
ing the fate of the matter such as volatile elements that pr~sumably resided 
in the deep i nteri or. I nvesti gators of the ori gi n of the atmosphere and 
hydrosphere, on the other hand, have shown interest only in the ascent of 
volatile elements, primarily after the (ormation of the core. I see no 
valid reason to exclude the concurrency of the two processes. The deep 
interior could have been heated to temperature~ high enough for many vola
tile el ements to start ascendi ng by the time the hot protocore materi aI, 
initially dispersed throughout the Earth, began accumulating in the core 
region. Some evidence even suggests that the Earth was entirely molten 
shortly after accretion [6]. If the Earth was once molten, elements ('n
cbding iron) would have bee'i reasonably free to move in all directions. 
An important question is how the direction of transport of each element 
is determined in a two-way traffic system. 

Except for the gener~tion of heat by radioactive decay, a spontaneous 
process take" place in the direction of a lower energy content within a 
closed nt,c'i~al system. A system is said to be in chemical equflibrium 
when it attains the lowest chemical energy state under a given set of phy
sical parameters of state (P, T, gravitational acceleration, etc.). In 
this state, net transfer of matter among phases ceases. In petrological 
discussions, a system is usually chosen to have such small dimensions that 
the physical parameters can be consider~d uniform. The current equll1brlum
disequilibrium controversy is based on the definition of equl11brlulll in a 
uniform system. When we try to discuss the spontaneous redistribution of 
elements in a planetary interior (i.e., chemical evolution), such discus
sions are inappropriate. Instead, we have to treat the whole global system 
as a continuum system, in which gradients exist in the parameters of state, 
and search for the condition under which no net transfer of matter would 
take pllce in the radial direction (static equilibrium state). 

An early attempt to assess stable distribution of elements in the Earth 
was made by Brewer [7], who pointed out that the effect of grav" ty on 
chemi cal potenti al is such that iron shoul d be concentrated I n the core 
region and oxYgen in the outer regions, and that uranium is concentrated 
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CHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH 

Sato, M, 

in the crllst because of its strong cheinical affinity to oxygen ,~ ';dte of 
!';s high density. B~cause of theoretical difficulty fer classical thermo
chemistry in dealing with nonisotherma1 processes, he did not go beyond a 
conceptual pr'esentation. By adopting cJnrepts use~ in steady-state thermo
dynamics, I have devised a meth~tI for e ... aluat~"g how e'iements should dis
tribute stably in the Earth's Interior for the present gr'adlents of temper
ature\ pressur!!, ~nd gravltc:tlonal acceleration [B]. The method consIsts 
of (1 calculating fugllcities of elements (In the Icleal gas state) for 
assumed phase assembl ages at varlo'Js deQths using the free energies of 
formation and molar-volume values of phases at T and P along an assumed 
geotherm, and (2) correctl~g the fugacities for the barolnetrlc effect. 
The corrected fugacity I s call ed equl gravltati onal fugac1 ty (the symbol: 
f=)[B]. The first step takes Into account the chemical energy Involved 
In forming the pha<es and the effect of pressure in modifying the' relative 
stabl1i tl es of phases. The second step makes corrections for the contri
bution of graVitational potential to chemical potential. The s~,ontaneous 
dl recti on of chemical evol uti on is toward the uniforml ty ortlie e~u{graVf
tat{ onal fUgac Hi es for each el ement. The metnod was derfVed()n - he bas f s 
Of the following coriSTileratTons: {II a static condition is obtained when 
fugac1 t, es are unl form dcross a temperature gradl ent I ~ a system in whl eh 
heat flows steadily; (2) llthostatlc prflssure Increases the fug~r.1ties 
of elements in a condensed phase as a fL'nctlon of ",olar volume; an~ (3) 
the barometric rp.lation caused by the presence of a gravitational field 
requires that tlH! fugacity of an element increase with depth to maintain a 
stltlc state. The barometric rel atlon for a global system in which both 
temperature and gravitational potential vary with depth is given as 

Zt 
ln (f2/ft) = (M/R) f (g/T) dz (1) 

Z, 
where fl and f2 are fugaclti es at dep,ths zl and z2, Mis the mol ecul at mass 
of the gas spec1!"" R Is the sas constant, g Is the gravitational accelera
tion, and T Is the absolute temperature. In a single-element global body 
that maintains an adiabatic temperature gradient, the above factors Interact 
In such a way that the corrected fugacity of the element ,"emalns uniform. 
In a multi-element body, a compositional differentiation In the radial 
directIon can be expected because the barometric reiation depends on the 
molecular w~lght of the species Involved (barometric differentiation). 

Thermochemi cal model I ng based on the above method was performed for 
three temperature regimens (I.e., Fe-FeS eutectic, present Earth, and 
peridotite melting) and for both homodenslty and density-stratified Earth 
models. The Fe-FeS eutectic geotherm represents the minimum temperature 
regimen In which Iron can move to the core as liquid [9, 10]. The present 
geotherm Is apprOXimated by the equation: T = -1462 + 1432 log (Z + 17l, 
where T is the absolute temperature and Z Is the depth In k'ilometers. This 
This equation gives 300 K at the surface, 1,500 K at 100 kll', and 3,500 K 
at the core-mantl e boundary. The perl dot I te-meltl ng geotherm represents 
the thermal condition in which elements are relatively free to move in all 
di recti ons. 

The results obtained to date snow the following. 
(1) For all temperature models, the equlgravltat.ional fugacities of iron 

and oxygen are much less uniform for a homodensity Earth than for a density
stratified Earth, Indicating that a homogeneously accreted Earth was highly 
unstable chemically regardless of whether the Earth accreted hot or cold. 
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(2) The direction of spontaneous c"emlca1 evolution for a humogeneous1y 
accreted Earth Is for metall Ic Iron to be concentrated In the core region 
and oxygen In the outer regions, as conceptually suggested by Brewer [7]. 

(3) For' both homodensity and density-stratffl ed Earth l1I.ode1 s, the f=Fe 
becomes more uniform as the temperature I"creases. The r Fe distribution 
in the density-stratified Earth approaches llniformity fairly closely In the 
peridotite-melting temperature model, suggesting a possibIlity that the 
present distribution of Iron in the core and the mantle was established 
shortly before the solidificAtion of the mantle. 

(4) In the present Eartll, the f=Fe distribution is ",ot unif~rm, even if 
the activity of FeO In the mantle Is as low as 0.1. This f-Fe value Is 
great.est at a depth of about 450 km. This finding suggests that the pre
sent Earth Is not In the static.: equilibrium state, and that Iron should 
mOlle down to the core region below this depth and, at the same time, should 
move up to the surface as oxides above this depth. The 1 atter requirement 
appears to be met by magmatism. 

(5) If the oxygen fugacity of the mantle Is assumed to be buffereo by the 
core-mant1 e boundary, whi ch I s the most potent burfer assemb1 age 1, the 
Earth, the mantle should be Increasingly oxidized as thl! radial dls\'ance 
from the core-mantle boundary increase.. if the activity of "eO at the 
core-mant1 e boundary I s assumed to be 0.1, the upper mant1 e at a depU of 
100 km sllou1c1 ;'ave an oxygen fugacity within tile stability field of mag~e
tlte at static equilibrium. This fi.lding contradids the contention of 
Ringwood [1] that the upper mantle Is too oxidized to be in equilibrium 
with a metallic core. Perhaps the upper mantle 1s not oxldl!ed enough to 
be in static equfl Ibrium with the metall ic core. Magnetite Is not common 
In mantle samples. 

(6) The present degassln~ of prlmordi a1 3He lI1ay be due to the Increased 
barometric differentiation caused by the cooling of the Earth. 

Thermocheml cal modell ng seems to'll ve us useful f nsl ghts I nto the 
nature of cheml cal evo1 uti on of the Earth wi thout i nvok I ng overly specu1 a
tive assumptions. Further work on siderophile elements, rare gases, and 
possible light elements In the outer core is warranted. Because the method 
Is so general, It Is also a useful tool for comparative planetology. 

[1] Ringwood A. E. (1966) Geochlm. Cosmochim. Acta 30, p. 41-104. [2] 
Stevenson D. J. (1981) Science, 214, p. 611-619. [3] IIT1igwood A. E. (1977) 
Geochemical Jour. 11, p. 111-135:--141 Brett R. (1984) Siderophile elements 
may not be enrlchea-In the upper mantle: Speculations on protocore separa
tl o·n. I n Lunar and Planetary Sci ence XV, p. 92-93. Lunar and Planetary 
Institute, Houston. [5] Morgan J. W., Wand1ess G. A., Petrie R. K., and 
Irving A. J. (1980) Proc. Lunar Planet. ScI. Conf. 11th. p. 213-233. [6] 
Turcotte IJ. L. and Pf1 ugrath J. C. (1984) Was the early earth comp1 ete1 y 
molten? In Lunar and Planetary Science XV, p. 870-871. [7] Brewer L. (1951) 
J. Geology, Sg, p. 490-497. [8] Sato M. (1984) The oxidation state of the 
upper mant1e:Thermochemica1 medellng and experimental evidence. In Proc. 
27th International Geological Congress, Moscow (in press). [9] Brett R. 
and Bell P. M. (1969) Earth Planet. Sci. Letters, 6, p. 79-482. [10] Murthy 
V. R. and Hall, H. T. (1972) Phys. Earth P1anet:- Interiors, ~ , 123-130. 
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LARGE AR('lJATE SCARS: A GEOLOGICAL LEGA;;Y OF THE EARTH' S ACCRE'I'IOI~ARY 
PAST, John M. Saul, ORYX, 3 rue Bourdalolle, 75009 Paris, France. 

Immediately following accretion, the surfac~ of the Earth ~as densely 
patterned with circuiar scars which were the surface expressions of 3-D 
~raterform structures. In the course of geologi,-.al time these !3tructures 
would have become less and less visible due to ~.h,., workings of the Earth's 
atmosphere, surface waters, and plate tectonics regime but there is no 
compelling reason to assume that they ha'Je been c.:ltirely eradicated. 
Furthermore, a very imperfect an.nlogy with the 01.:.her inner. planets suggests 
that geologicai processes may not in fuct be capable of totally erasing such 
deep features, tl'ough an equally imperfect analogy with 10 can be ~sed to 
argue otherwise, Two opposing points of view are thus possible, that the 
Earthts present surfc..c~ and crust contain traC-2S of its earlier pock-marked 
appearance or, alternatively, that all indications of such markings are long 
gone. 

The Earth IS crust is br i ttle do\m to a certain depth; below this it .Ls 
ductile. Fractures situated entirely in the brittle domain are susceptible to 
closure and annealing but the lower extremity of any fracture extending all 
the way down to the brittle/du~tHe transition is subjected to horizontal and 
vertical movements from the adjacent ductile materials. Orl a physically and 
therlnally active planet such fractures wou.1d n:o-main open over great periods of 
time, perhaps indefinitely, and through large vertical ex~ents. Younger rock 
units, whether overlain as surface sediments or igneous extrusives, or 
inserted as intrusives, would be subject to fractul J nq from below at their 
contacts with the active fract 1lre zones here envisag( 1. 'l'he time scales of 
geological processes on and near the Earth's surface will in general be 
entirely independent of the time scale involved in mov~m€nts within the 
ductile reg ion far below. In cor:sequencE!, some deep arcuate fract-ures shuuld 
be covered ove~ and tempcrarily invisible at any particular geological moment, 
whereas in oth~r areas they may be more or less detectable. Thus the search 
for traces of the Earth's accretionary past should not be a search for 
deeply-eroded or annealed craters, or shocked rocks, but rather for large 
arcuat.e structure!;; or fracture zones. 

The large sizes which we can safely assign to Some of the early impact 
scars, c':)mbined with their hypothesized survival over the s.ubsequent rv4 x 10 9 

years, suggest that many features attributable to the Earth's accretionary 
period should also be of la"ge scale. Heteor ite fragments, kink band ing, 
shatterconing and similar small-scale features could not have been preserved 
by the process of sequential inheritance proposed here but features of large 
horizontal extent such as mountain ranges, valleys, faults, rifts and shields 
might. Similarly, volcanism and certain categories of hydrothermal mineral 
deposits m~y indicate crustal weakness and openingR over sufficient depth to 
have beel1 preserved. In general we should look for zones of circular 
curvature (with fracture-enhanced perm",dbility) whose visibility has been 
further developed by the action of rising or descending fluids. OVer a 
thousand circular scars have been identified during the last decade. 

A selection of illustrative or sp<!ctacular examples includes: 
Ari7.ona: An area in Arizona bounded by lat;tude 33°-35°N and longitude 

110o-112uW contains a minimum of 19 Circular scars, ra~ging in diameter from 
18-110 kIn. 1 The largest circle is particularly easy to see and its perimeter 
from the 12 o'clock position to the 2 o'clock position is definp.d by the 
Mogollon Rim. In this area there are 24 known mineral depositR whose mode of 
origin appears to involve the mavement of fluids and most of these lie in the 
9% of the total area classified as "on" a rim. These circles were originally 
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detecte(~, on raised-relief maps sprayed white, illuminated lit a :.0\0.' angle, and 
phot.:nc·aphed from above. 

Lake Victoria: To th~ southeast of Lake Victoria the gentle curvature of 
Lake t:yasi and its anomalous northeast-southwest orientation permlt the eye 
to Fiex. up a smooth continuous arc, 90° in lengt:', composed ot lakes, 
volcanoes, craters, hot springs apj faults in the Eastern Rift. This arc 
brackets Lake Victoria from approxi.mately the 2 o'cluck to the 5 c'cl()ck 
position. (Rad iometr ic ages obta ' .• )ed from northeast -southwest trend ing 
dolerites at Lake Eyasi give three clusters eround 2500, 1900 and 900 million 
YE!ars,2 strongly suggesting the occasional rejuvenation of ancient fractures 
rather than some fleeting or Recent geolog;cal happenstance.) On the other 
side of Lake Victoria, directly opposi"..e Lake Eyasi (i.e. at the 11 o'clock 
position), the poorly-understood Bunyaro Series of Precambr ian metasediments 
has an orientation, width and puzzlingly curved axis') which, in conjunction 
with lithological consideIJ.tions, lend Lht:'ffiselves to a provisional 
interpretation as a sedimentary unit derived from an adjacent arcuate 
highland. To the south and west some of the volcanic and lacustrine features 
of the Western Rift appear to follml the curvature of the Bunyoro Series but 
below the 9 o'clock position the Western Rift diverges westwards away from 
Lake Victoria. An overall impression is that of a very large linear or 
near-linear fracture propagating from the north-northeast, abutting 
perpendicular ly against a resistant circular plug (diameter "650 km) whose 
cer.ter, a topographic low, is occupied by Lake Victoria. Not being able to 
penetrate thE> ~1'!-;, the fracture bifurcated and, taking two synnnetrical paths 
uf low resistance, wrapped itself around It. This inability of a rift-like 
fracture to cut through a circular plug-like structure has implicat.ions in 
the interpretation of other regions of long-term geological stability as well. 

The Canadian Shiel~, for example, can be interpreted as corresponding to 
a circular scar (3700 kIn in diameter), western portions of which are 
inCidently covered by sedimentary formations, that has maintained i.ts 
integrity throughout geological history. The Blaok Hills and the Adirondacks, 
two distinctive areas of anomalous uplift, sit on its rim zone. 

The arc-shaped Aleutlan trend intersects the l(urile-Kamchatka a~c in the 
vulcanic region of Ht. Shiveluch. T-opographically or geophysically ni,pped, this 
intersection takes Oli a stubby. tapering cusp shape, or just what plight be 
expected by the three-dimensional intersection of two deep crater form scars 
of circular surface expression. Circles. however, must intersect in two 
pOints, not one, and the other point of intersection of these arcuote trends 
extended is on (or very near) Bennett Island in the East Siberian Sea, site 
of a major volcanic event since February 1983. 

Geometrically, the original impacts were craters with steep walls WhCS,1 

sides flattened out with depth. The fractures in lower portions of the 
brittle C.=\lst will have been at comparatively shallow angles and these angles 
would have remained the same throughout geological time. This, however, 
"ould not have been the case for the steeper, higher portions of the crater 
walls. When eroded and subsequently covered by younger rocks the upper 
portions of crater walls would have been "inaccurately" regenerated fro:n 
below at shallower angles,determined, not only by the original crater 
morphology, but also by the maximum depth of erosion. In the course of time 
then some originally steep arcuate fracture zones ,"",uld have become 
substantially less steep, eventually, as in the case of the Aleutian Tren.:h, 
attaining the more moderate angles of descent preferred by subducting plates. 
This is consistent with the observ~tion that oceanic trenches occur on the 
convex sides of island arcs and wit~ the opinion held by many geologists that 
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the subduction of tectonic plates did not commence until relatively late in 
the Precambrian. 

These matters are all clearly more complicated than this outline 
indicates. The curvature of the Earth plays a non-negligible role. Some 
circles pxhibit radial as well as circumferential fractures. Rocks normally 
tend to break in straight lines, llot curves. Central peaks and higher order 
(outer) scars can be dete(;ted in some instances but not others. 1 urthermore, 
the three-dimensional geometry of intersecting craterform scars with 
modHied angles of descent can be exceedingly difficult to reconstruct. But 
in generdl this type of thinking seems to provide useful ideas concerning 
the canvas on which latpr geology has been painted. 

References, 
1. J.M. Saul, "Circular structures of large scale and great age on the 

Earth"" surface", Nature, vo1.271, no.5643 (26 January 1978) pp.345-349. 
2. R. B. McConnell, "Evolution of Taphrogenic Lineaments in ContinentI! 1 
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LUNAR AND MARTIAN IMPACT BASINS: EXPOSED RECORDS OF TERRESTRIAL 
BOMBARDMENT? Peter H. Schultz, Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3303 NASA Rd. 1, 
Houston, Texas 7705B 

The unrecycled surfaces of the Moon, Mercury, and Mars preserve the very 
early history of impe:t bombardment and its effect on crustal evolution. 
Previous studies indicated that the post-accretion impact flux by large bodies 
on Mars may have been deficient, but systematic studie~ (1) recently have 
revealed that this deficiency is largely the result of active erosional and 
depositional processes during the first O.B by. Ancient martian impact basins 
larger than 300 km in diameter are revealed by subtle but unequivocal topo
graphic and structural control of drainage patterns. In addition, the largest 
basins (> 2000 km in diameter) have left a deep-seated imprint of concentric 
and radial stru~tural ~atterns that control the Dccurrence of most martian 
volcanic and tectonic provinces (2). 

6 The areal density of lunar impact basins larger than 300 km is about 
10- /km2 (3). Newly recognized large basins on Mercury (4) now bring the tally 
for that planet close to 1.6 x 1O-6/km2. A'lthough numerous new basins have been 
found on Mars, the al'eal density remains lower than that of the Moon ':':1d Mercury 
at 0.5 x 1O-6/km2. 'rhis apparent deficiency is almost certa'inly the result of 
relatively conservative criteria used for identifying martian basins (e.g., 
Inultiple rings) that exclude the numerous arcuate but incomplete basin-like rims. 
If 10- /km2 is considered to be a reasonable approxirllation for the Moon and Mars, 
then the Earth should have recorded more than 500 impacts that resulted in basins 
larger than 300 km in diameter over its post-accretion geologic history. If 
calibrated with the Moon, then most of these impacts occurred prior to 3.B by. 

Each planet appears to preserve one mammoth impact structure: Imbrium on 
the Moon (1200 km in diameter); Caloris on Mercury (1300 km); and Hellas on Mars 
(2000 km). Although larger basins have been reported, the ring diameters 
probably correspond to structural modifications that can not be directly compared 
to the better preserved examples listed above. Nevertheless, each of these . 
basins cover between 53 and 69% o~ the planetary radius, and the calculated impact I 
energy approaches 0.1% of the gravitational potential energy of the planet. The , 
response of the crust and mantle to the large transient cavity results in the ' 
uplift of the crust-mantle boundary revealed by positive gravity anomalies (5). 

Impact basi~" on the Moon and Mars largely control the distribution of 
post-accretion volcanism and subsequent structural history. Radial grabens extend 
more than 2000 km from the Imbrium basin, thereby affecting more than 70% of the 
nearside hemisphere (6). Similar radial fractures have recently been reported for' 
the major martian basins (2). Massive eruptions of basal~ were localized along 
concentric zones of weakness that also extend well beyond the nominal raised bas;" 
rim. On Mars, concentric canyons and grabens encircle the Hellas basin 2400 km 
from basin center; that is, the concentric structural zone of influence covers 
nearly 80% of one hemisphere. The continued re-use of these structural weaknesses 
as volcanic conduits throughout the geologic history of both Mars and tile Moon 
underscores their importance for the evolution of the early crust on these planets 
and perhaps provides a clue for the role of major impacts for evolution of the 
early Earth. 
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THERMAL. DYNAMIC AND COMPOS', TIONAL ASPECTS OF THE ceRE-FORMING 
EARTH. D.J. Steverson. Division of Geologioal afiu Pl~netary Sciences. 
Cal tech. Pasadena. CA 91125. 

Core formation is the most important and singular differentiation event 
in the history of a tei'restrial planet. It almost certainly involved the 
riownward migr .. tion of a partially or wholly molten iron alloy through a 
silicate and oxide mantle. and was contemporaneous with accretion [lJ. 
(There are many ,rguments against direct accretion of the core from iron 
rioh planetesimals. one of which is the inability of ~uch a directly formed 
core to be consistent with the properties of the pressnt core. 1.e .• mostly 
molten. leaveneo with one or more light elements.) I deal here with sev
eral important. unresolved issues which have impliuations for mantle and 
co~e geochemistry. the tr.ermal history of the earth. and the origin of 
geomagnetism: Was the early eart.h molten? Does core formation involve low 
or high ~ressure geochemistry. or coth? Can the early earth mantle homog
enize? Is equilibration establiehed between core-forming material and the 
mantle through which it migrat~8? How muah iron is stranded and unable to 
reach the core (Le. are mantle siderophiles Buch as Mo explained by late 
infall or by ~tr(\nded iron?) 
~ ~ ~.lY ~ Molten? A magma ocean figures prominently in most 

speoulations for the early moon (see [21. p.242 onwardf<) despite indioa
tions that it is neither physicslly plausible [31 nor geochemically neces
eary [41. The putative terrestrial magma oceal [51 is energetioally more 
plausible since accretion supplies mill fllt're than enough energy to com
pletely melt the esrth, yet still dynamically Questionable because the 
earth may be abie to "buffer" l.e. get rid of accretional energy as 
quickly as it is supplied. Buffering by vigorous convection in a partially 
molten medium is conceivable [61 but cannot be quantified with confidence 
beoause the appropriate parameterizstion of this convection does not exist 
yet (numerical simulations are needed). Consider. instead. a model in 
which extensiv~ partial melting causas frequent eruptio~s and surfi~ial 
lava lakes which form chill crusts. If the earth formed in -3 x 10 yr 
(the usual estimate. ref. 7) f'rom planetesimals -10 km in radius then there 
are -10 impacts/yr and the time between dis£uptions of the chill crust by 
either direct impact or ejecta would be 1-10 yr. In this time. the crust 
has grown t9 a thickness of 2-20 meters and the average heat outflow has 
been 3 x JO'-3 x 106 erg/cm 2-s (equal to oT4 for 'f - 270-480 K. so most of 
the loss is determined by conduction through the crust rather than direot 
rad!ation). By comparisjn. the :time and space-averaged energy inplAt of 
accretion is 5 to 10 x 10 erg/cm -s (assuming 10-2~ energy retention. the 
rest being promptly radiated during the impact events). Since the thermal 
energy loss rate can exceed the input. I conclude that there is no compel
ling reason to expect a magma ocean. Indeed. tlven -10'111 partial mel t is 
highly mobile and may suffice. although a higher degree of melting (e.g. 
25'111 as in Anderson's model [8) certainly cannot be excluded and might be 
expected by pressure-release melting in upwelling plumes. 
~ iA ~ Nature 2f ~ Core-forming Fluid? The physioal processes 

have been discussed elsewhere [1) and I foc~s here on the geochemical ques
tion of whether core-forming alloys form at high or low pressures. Because 
of the nature of acoretional el.argy deposition. the most likely plaoe to 
macrosegregate core-forming melt is always near surfaoe (e.g. at the base 
of the outer thermal boundary layer). The only potential counterexample is 
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the model proposed by MoCammon et al. [91 in whioh the Fe-FeO phase diagram 
exhibits a markedly non-monotonio dependence of eutectio temperature on 
prelSSllre so that an Fe-O melt oan form in the lower mantle only. lIowevnr. 
iron must be oonveoted into this high pressure region ~ be present in 
dislSeminated form in order that their model work. A more probabl~ soenario 
ilS low pressure maorosegr£·gation and rapid dil1pir-l1ke desoent of an alloy 
oontaining Fe. Ni. S. possibly H [101. perhaps C. N. Si. but only a small 
amount of oxygen. Another interesting oonsequenoe of this is the oxygen 
fugacity oonditions below the outer boundary layer are likely to be similar 
to those in the present earth mantle. 

Equilibration rul!! Ii2.III0geniil!!,ti2D. The diapiric downwellings of iron 
have oharaoterIstio dimensions of kilometers or larger [11 and are unable 
to eqUilibrate effioiently with the partially molten material that they 
traverse. Metal-silioate equilibration only ooours in those regions where 
the iron remains in dissemin!!,ted form (droplets. veins. grains). This is 
most probably in the near surface region where the iron is being ()ontinu
ously resupplied in disseminated form by impaots and undergoes downward 
peroolation and macrosegregation. However. the fluid dynamics i~ compli
oated and one cannot exclude the possibility of significant entrain~ent of 
disseminated metallic iron to deep mantle regions (just as partioulate iron 
oan be entrained l!..II.hru:!! by mafic magmas. as in the Disko Island basal ts. 
W'lst Greenland (111). One also cannot exclude Rayleigh-Taylor instabili
ties ("3ubduction") of iron-oontaminated silioate blobs whic:l migrate to 
the core-mantle boundary. 

Sub-SOlidus oonveotion is incapable of homogenizing material down to 
the oentimeter lengthsoale. but the combination of this large scale oircu
lation together with the percolative action of partial melting may achieve 
homogenization 2r2Y1~ stable stratifioation does not develop. It seems 
likely. therefore. that despite the disequilibriu~ between core and mantle. 
the mantle may either wholly or within disorete layers establish a remark
able degree of equilibrium and homogenization. The existenne and number of 
mantle layers is determined by both the degree of heterogeneity of accre
tion (specifioally the variation in major ohemistry bebleen early infaUs 
and late infaUs) and the degree of macrosegregation from partial melting. 
It is possible that homogeneity and whole mantle convection occurs despite 
a gradual evolution in the density of inooming material. even if this 
evolution is in the sense of creating a stable d~nsity gradient. This 
occurs if Apx ~ APT' where Apx is the total densit~ reducticn in the outer 
region due to admixing of lighter material 1n - one oonvective overturn 
time and APT is the dens1t~ dHfr:.)ence driving the convection. Crude 
models suggest that Apx - 10 3 g.cm • so that the inequalit.y is satJ.sf1ed. 
However, this simple argument can be negated by single, very large impacts 
late in the acoretion or by massive macrosegregations. 

HQH MM£b 1£Qn ~ Stranded? Zince core rormation is surely not 100~ 
effiCient, some iron (and the siderophiles that partitioned lnto it) should 
be stranded in the mantle. ThiB may be relevant for understanding mantle 
siderophile and volatile abundances. Consider peroolative (D'Arcy law) 
flow of iron melt along microsoopic channels between silicate grains. For 
1 mm grain size, the melt velooity is -SOf em/s. where f is the total 
volume ocoupied by the melt. In a quiescent mantle that gradually allows 
melt to drain from it. Qne fin~s that 
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df -50f2 

= 
dt H 

in a simple model in which f is constant throughout a !JanUa of depth H. 
Solving. one finds t.hat after an initial transIent period. the value of f 
at t D ~ is unimportant and f(t) = H/50t. Consequently. f dropo to 0.01 in 
ollly 10 yr or leosl There are at least two fallacies in extending this 
argument to very low melt fraotions. First. it does not allow for ohannel 
closure due to surfllce tension effects. e:tpected to OOOUI' at some low melt 
fraction (10- 2-10-3). Second it does not allow for th.a "suspension" or 
freezing of iron as the mantl" o·itlrturns. For these reasons. no aoourate 
prediction ia possible. but Bignificant stranding is expected. 
~ ~ ~q Outst.anding Issues? The thermal state of the early earth 

remains poorly constrained despite the arguments pl'esented here, Clolarly. 
0ne would like to know the composition of t~e core. the nature of the inner 
core. the oomposit10n and degree of homogeneity of the deep mantle. whether 
the meon haa a core. and the extent to which mantle abundanoeb are oonsis
tent with low pressure metal-silicate fractionation. The oomposition of 
the oore. in particular. may oontinue to resist a definitive determination. 
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EARTH'S pa IMORDIAL DIFFERENTIATION, AND ITS Al'TER-EFFECTS 
Paul H. Warren, Institute of Geoph,'sics and Planetary Physics, University of 
California, Los Angeles, CA 90024 

The c"se for massive primordial melting on the Earth i6 circumstantial 
ii.e., based mainly on lunar evitience), but nonetheless compel! ing. The term 
"magma ocean" is prObably a hyperbol~. Among other things, "ocean" impl ies the 
system is virtually 100~ liquid, with a mainly gas/liquid upper surface, and a 
"ater-like viscosity of the order 10-2 poise. I prefer "magmasphere." 
1. EVIDENCE FOR A LUNAR MAGMASPHERE 

The case for a primo~dial lunar magmasphere is strong, although tbe 
degree to which this system rescmbled an "ocean," and its r£lationship to the 
many '~g-rich" types uf ancient lunar cumUlates, are certainly debatable [11. 

(1) Baseo on three t.irly typical highlands landing sites (Surveyor 7, 
Luna 20 and Apollo 16), the region that spawned the ALHA81005 regolith 
meteorite. and remote sensing data [21 for Fe, Mg, Al/Si. and MS/Si in the 
regolith extending over two) broad, low-latitude bands (which, for Fe and Mg, 
ere eircumgloball, the upper lunar crust averages about 75% plagioclase. The 
anorthosite layer is truly global: the only large areas where the regolith 
plagioclase content is «75% are covered by mare basalta. which appear to be 
veneers generally <2 km thick [31. The thickness of the plagioclase-enriched 
layer can be constrained by gravity data (which indicate "mascons" beneatil 
circular basins, and conversely, 10'" densities for the crust elsewhere) to be 
at least 30 km [41. The upper crust is enriched in Al over the bulk-Moon 
corposition (constrained by various means, e.g., heat flow [5]) by at least ... 
factor of 5. The (rare) samples of anorthositic lithologies that survived the 
meteoritic bombardment in "pristine" form generally have cumulate textures. 
The simplest, most plausible mechanism for produc ing a near-sllrf ieial, global 
high concentration Df plagioclase i~ flotation as a cumulus phase over a 
denser magmasph~re. 

(2) The average age of eight pristine cumulates dated by Rb-Sr and/or Sm
Nd internal isochrons is about 4.32 Ga [I, 61; nonc is <4.08 Ga, and three are 
>4.45 Ga. Model ages for younger extrushe lithologies are generally similar 
(4.3-4.4). Clearly, a cataclys.olc differentiation, which produced at least 
half of the present cruat, occurred during the first 200 Ga of lunar history; 
and the Moon became relat ively quiescent after the first 400 Ga. (3) There is 
also the well-known argument about E~ anomalies, in which respect mare basalts 
and the average highlands appear complementary [71. (4) The composition of 
KREEP is remarkably uniform over the sampled portion of the Moon [81, which 
suggests that it is all of common origin, as a residual 1 iquid from a single 
global magma. (5) Patterns of petrochemistry correlated with longitude [2, 
91) also suggest a global rather than localized differentiation process. 

The main reason for doubtin~ that the Moon had a magmasphere is that no 
mechanism is known for heating the Moon r.apidly enough to make it more than a 
fev percent molten. This problem is effectively avoided by Shirley'. [101 
"partially molten magma ocean" model, in which most of the magmasphere is a 
"magmifer" that is fluid and convective, but only partially molten; only a 
relatively thin layer at the top is fully molten. Shirley argues that convec
tion inevitably works to cool the system enough so that the bottom can never 
be more than a few degrees abov" the solidus (i.e., a fe" percent molten). 
Convection also works to maintain an adiabatic P-T relationship (about 4 K/kb, 
for a partjally molten system). In contrast, silicate melting curves have 
dT/dP c 10 K/kb. Thus, the pe.centage of melt increases toward the top of the 
"magmifer," which occurs at roughly -25 kb from the base of the system. wher.e 
the fraction of melting (a function of T - melting T) is such that melt 
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buoyantly sopal'ates from crystals, And rises into the fully molten layer at 
the top of the sYBtem. This model accounts for massive differentiation of the 
Quter few hundred km of the Moon, without requiring an implausibly high input 
of primordial heat. 
2. RELATlVE A PRIORI PROBABlLlTY OF FORMATlON OF A MAGMASPHERE ON THE EARTH 

A priori. a magmasphere is more likely on the Earth than on the Moon, for 
numerous reasons: (1) Mass/surface area is 6.1 x greater for the Earth than 
for the Moon. Therefore, other factors being equal, the Moon cools faster, and 
is less likely to build up sufficient heat to produce a magmasphere. (2) The 
various heat source(s) proposed to account for the Moon's magmasphere probably 
were comparably efficient for the Eart~ [11]. In addition, conversion of 
gravitionAl energy into heat during infall of the Earth's large core provided 
enough heat to raise the planet's mean temperature by as much as 2300 K (the 
corresponding v~lue for the Moon is 10 K) [12]. (3) The Earth's greater bulk 
also gives it an eRc"pe velocity 4.7 x greater than that of the Moon, which 
impl ies that the Earth's capacity for retaining atmospheric gases is vastly 
greate,. A thi~k, dense proto-atmosphere probably insulated the primordial 
Earth's surface [13]; the Moon probably also had" primordial ;.tmosphere [13], 
but it must have been relati'lely tenuous, and less efficient aB insulation. 
(4) It has been sugge.ted [14-;' 5] that because densities of silicate melts are 
possibly higher than ultramafic rock at preSBJreS greater than roughly 100 kb 
<i.e., depthp below roughly 300 km in the Earth, but nowhpre 111 the Moon), 
heat build-up in the lower mantle might be facilitated. 
3. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH'S MAGMASPHERE 

A magmasphere in an Earth-sized planet is different from a magmasphere in 
a Moon-sized body. The median pressure in the non-core portion of the Earth 
is 410 kb; the corresponding value for the Moon is only 17 kb. As discussed 
above, input of primordial heat/mass was probahly com~drable for the Earth and 
the Moon (if anything, higher for the Earth). If equal l'ercantages of the non
core portions of the Earth and the Moon were partially melted and incorporated 
into their respective magmaapheres, the pressure range in the terrestrial 
magmasphere was roughly 20 x tnat in its lunar counterpart. For example, a 
terrestrial magmasphere with a 600 kb pressure range (1500 km depth range) is 
commensurate with a lunar magmasphere with a 25 kb pressure range (500 km 
depth range). As discussed above, al suming (in accordance with Shirley's [10] 
lunar modell that the lower, ''magmifer'' portion of the system has an adiabatic 
(4 K/kb) P-T profil e, it gives way to a fully mol ten layer roughl y -25 kb 00 
terrestrial km) above the bottom of the system. Thus, the terrestrial 
magmasphere probably had a relatively thick fully molten layer, and a 
relatively thin magmifer layer, in comparison to its lunar counterpart. 

Heat transfer (by convection) is in general far more rapid in a fully 
molten layer than a relatively viscous ''magmifer.'' Therefore. the heat input 
required to increase the total system (magmifer layer plus upper, fuUy ... clten 
layer) thickness beyond the maximum magmifer thickness (roughly 25 k',) is far 
greater than that required to thicken it up to the maximum magmifer thickness. 
The system tends to selE-regulate, such that the thickness of the total syatem 
is unlikely, barring overwhelming heat input, to ever become much greater thos 
the maximum magmifer thickness. As a x'e8ul t, the percentage of the non-core 
portion of the Earth that was partially melted and incorporated into its 
magmasphe.oe vas probably consider,lbly smaller than the corresponding 
percentage for th" Moon, other factors (discussed above) in favor of greater 
primordial heat input and retention for the Earth notwithstanding. 

It might be assumed that if the Moon's magmasphere generated s thick 
anorthositic crust, a terrestrial magmasphere would have acted likewise. 
The amount of anorthosite produced by the Earth's magmssphece is difficul t to 
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, . 
constraln, but it clearly wa£ far less than commensurate with the amount of 
primordial lunar anorthosite. This disparity is probably mainly due to the 
greater pressures in the Earth's interior, compared to the Moon's interior. 
Pressure. in the Earth's magmasphere led to garnet crystallization at depth, 
leaving little Al to form feldspar near the surface [16). 
4. A~~R-EFFECTS 

Anderson [17) suggests that a tp~restrial magma ocean produced a layer of 
eclogite in the mantle between roughly 300 and 670 km depth, anu that this 
layer is the source region for mid-or.~an-ridge basal ts. There is considerable 
evidence that upper mantle convection extends down to at least 670 km (e.g., 
[18), in which case it is'nlikely that a compositionally distinctive layer 
could persist for more than II few convective cycles. The mantle above ,)70 km 
i~ prob4bly modestly heterogeneous, but the heterogeneity is probably as much 
horizontal as vertical. 

Hofmeioter [19) has shown that Archean sialic crust was probably not 
produced directly from a relatively shallow (120 km) magma ocean. However, 
the discrepancy between the composition 01 the primordial crust preaicted in 
her model and the actual composition of the Archean crust would have been 
smaller if she had modeled a magmasphere thicker than 120 km, due to pressure 
effects on pyroxene/olivine stability (important for Ca and 5i; cf. [16). as 
well as simple mass balance considerations (for potassium). It is possible 
that a major portion of the Archean sialic crust was produced by intense 
metamorphism of a proto-crust formed atop the magmasphere. 

The most important direct evidence in favor of a terrestrial magmasphere 
is probably the isotopic evidence [20) for massive degassing of 1291 (with a 
half-life of 17 Ma) from the upper mantle. As discussed in detail elsewhere 
[21), large regions of the Archean upper mantle probably remained H20-poor for 
several Ga after the primordial degassing of the magmasphere. The resul tant 
higher (by roughly 250 K) upper montle melting temperatures caused these 
regions to have higher viscosity. and thicker (by nearly a factor of two) 
lithosphere than would otherwise have been the case. Proiuction of ultramafic 
komatiites was facilitated, for several reasons: (1) temperatures were higher 
(by roughly 250 K) in the asthenosphere, and (2) pyroxene stability was 
enhanced in the anhydrous komatiite sOI-rce regions. resul ting in higher MgO in 
partial melts per given ij and lower dT/dL during melting. 
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CHE:'IICAL Cm~STRAINTS ON THE EVOLUTION OF 
ARCHAEAN CONTINENTAL CRUST. 

B. Cu. Weaver and J. T arney, Dept. of Geology, 
Umve,'slty of Leicester, LeIcester LEI 7RH, U.K. 

Che(flH.:~l oata can provIde important eVIdence for processes 
operating durmg the generation of the earliest continental crust. 
n,c~aean continental crust can be broadly divided into low-grade 
(gral'11 te-'greens tone) and high-grade (amphlboli te- and granuli te
faCIes) tert-ains. hOC~S of torlalitic composition form a major 
cOf'1ponent of both ter rains. Low-grade terTain .. typically comprise 
greenstone bell sequel Ices (Llitramafic, mafic and silicic lavas and 
sedimp.l'lt~1 overlYlng a basement of tonahtic plutons and gneisses 
YJl ttl a minor mafic component, Wl th later intrusions of granites. 
The tempor"l "'"lat!.Ons between greenstone belt sequences and 
t..:Jsement i3t-e often amblQLtOUS. High-grade terrains comprise a 
blml.Odal sUlte of slhcic (dominantly tonalitic) gneisses and mafic 
IncluslwllS. Tonalitic. gneisses greatly excede maflc gneisses in 
volume, B.nd ger)erally comprIse >75Y. of high-grade ter~ralns. A 
van able pr CJf)ol'tton of metasedimentary material is present in 
hIgh-grade ter-"-!3ins, IJI_\t is often trivial In amount. Ultramafic
m:lf.l!.:-onurthosite cDmple~{es't often wlth associated metavolcanic 
~.mphibol1 r_e~ and metasediments, are a ubiquitous component of 
t 19h-i;.W&d~..? ter-ralns~ and ar e also commonly fOLmd in low-grade 
ter"-':'Hfl~. Intr usion of eht.ensive dyke swarms appears to +ollow 
s;:a.:nL.s,:.\ ti (.'f I W f the newly for (f,ed continental crust. 

r-\r·Lb~e':''lr, deer- (gra.:;ulite-facies) crust is typir:al1y severely 
dC;Jle ·_c,·~ If' I' e-.dj, 0-3 C. tl YE heat producing elements (1). This 
cf?,:.jet:,:\" ?pp~.:~,r ~ to occur WIthin 100-200 Myr of generation of 
_;'_' ,1s·lile ,.:.··u.si." '2), d.nd could be the result of either partial 
nl '21 tin,.J ,::w +llJ.sl~:ng of the lower crust by C02-rich fluids during 
gl-afi:"~~l~·e- .(dcies metamor-phism.. Trace element data for 
c.::irn::.ei'f,pOr a.n~lJu.s Arch.3.ean amphibol1 te- and granulite-facies 
gnC':'ss12'::I ft· rJ(p Ule North At.la.ritlc craton (3) and southern India (4) 
5'-\';iye:;, t::, U""'9 ,_ hl.~I·I-yr ade metamor phism 15 not accompanied by 
£lgn"iflcar.1- Ije~('E'es of p~.r-tia.l melting~ The radioactive heat 
Pt-C,dUCliig el~ments are strongly dec.oupled from other trace 
ele(1112 n ts, a"p'~ tilis ie:::· be~,t. aCl:omphshed via an active metamorphic 
Htud witt, 0, high C02iH20 ratio. The source of the C02-rich fluids 
is ':eh2tE,,:;ble \..Ji, bl_~t volumetrlc co"siderations would seem to 
reqult-e a mantle derl'v'ittif.Jn. Tile middle and upper crust ar-e the 
u.l11rr.ed ,,-, .. 'epo'-" t ories of t:hose elements removed from the lower 
crust dL\ring ';w anL~li te- facies metamorphism: intermediate crustal 
levels undergCl met.asoma.tlsm and migmatlsation, and granodioritic/ 
gr-a.111.tlc part.ied malts so formed may migrate into the upper- crust. 
Thus the cortiMental crust. undergoes strong vertical chemical 
=on~~ .. ,,:ion at c?n early stage irl its evolution. 

CrustEl gr-Owt~l 11' the Archaean occurs dominantly via the 
~ddl~:H:or, o·f t.una..litic magmas t.Q the continents. Arc:ha.ean tonalites 
(b c tl-, 10"'- oo.",,~ rllgh-grade) have many chemical characteristics in 
CO:"inllGr'·l Wl tr! moder n andesi tic/tonalitic magmas associated with 
d",~tt'uctlve pl,d:", margiC's (6), In particcl1ar', large ion lithophile 
('_IL;' j::'~.2mellts ar-e enriched relative to light r-are earth elements 
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(LREE). while high field st ... ength (HFS) elements (notably l'lb .;nd 
Ta) a ... e st ... ongly d€'pleted ,·elat."e to both the LREE arId U,
elements. However, Ar-ch~ean tonalites display a m':'lrked depLetIon 
in the heavy ... a ... e ea ... th elen,ents (HREE) wtllch IS not gO"ler ,9i I y 
evident In othe",wlse compositionally slmlla ... mode ... n ... od types, 
Trace element constr-alnts require a mafIc source (amphlbuiite, 
ga ... net-amphibolite 0'" eclogite) fell'" the p ... oduction of Arcnaear, 
tonalites. and water appears to be an essential component dunng 
pa ... tial melting. Fus)'.Jn of mafic ... ock's at appropnate F-T and 
under hydrous condlt.1ons Ylelds llqulds with the requislte ma.jnr 
element chemist ... y, whilst stabilislClg residu _.1 mlClor phases 
(rutile, sphene, ilmenIte) capable of retal.nlng HFS elef1lents~ 

Ope ... atIon of some fo ... m of plate subductIon In the (wen.;!?a" 
pr-ov ides a sui table t.ee tonic set ting for- CTU S tal ye rler -,) t le'n. f; cl_p tel 
subduction of altered (wet), possibly }-,omatlltv:, ocean .-:r'II·~t 

would provide a source fot- the prouuctiorl f..J'f YC,~ •. J;l.Jr·LI1.I~ 

t.onali tlc/t ... ondhJemi tic magmas. The I,'ghe,' qeotl,ermD 1 • eg) ,ne ,r 
the Archaean may have B.1IGwed par-ll.,::l.l me"! tlrlg OI the sl_\bd~If... l . .:.rty 
slab 1:0 occu.r, r-athey than jLI'3t. dt?hydratlon of t.l-,c '. i.ab ;:;.S =,,1: thE' 

present:.. The juvenile tonali':ic ma.gmas ';.3'::" pr·c.'duc~d L,o.,Guld LJ(] 

under-plated to the ba.se of the continent~.l crust. The ~sSOC::.~tHXl 

of ultramafic-mafic-anorthosite comple:{es ~"nth meta.voicdnir::; 3nu 
met.asediments fl'l.3y Y· epresent slices of ocean cnJst ~o.,Ituch becl.:Jfnl? 
tectonicaly emplace?d into the deep levels of ,-~",e contlm:?f,ta.1 ct'-ust 
during subduction (7), this occurTlng pener:ontempor,:lneou.=.ly wl~:n 

Iinderplating of tonahtic magmas. !'laflc incl,_''Slons ir, the cr·,-'.-st 
may represent deformed a.nd disruptF2d syn-t.ecto;·.l c dyh es. 
Production of the sub-c'2ntinental 11 thospnere, and 0'+ \- Dm",\t 11"t 1C 

magmatism in greenstone belts, ma" also be related to subd:_IL tioru 
the deeper levels of sLlbductlng ocea.n il thosphere nll'dht De t n'~ 

SOllrce of diapi ... s of depleted mantle which eithe... underplatE- l:h", 
continental CrL\st (funning the tectospher'e), Or pierce/ruptur'E t!-li2 

crust to produce I_Iltrarr,a.flc volca.nism (8). EVIdence' it"om 
past-tectonic dyke swa.rms (9) indicates deriv3.tlon frOth 

sub-continental mantle which is chemically heterogeneous. and 
which attained its chemical characterlstics contemporaneousJ.y wit.h 
generation of the overlying continental crust. 
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DATING ARCHAEAN ZIRCON BY ION MICROPROBE - NEW LIGHT ON 
AN OLD PROBLEM 

1.S. Williams! P.O. Kinny! L.P. Black~ W. Cnmpston! D.O. Froude! T.R. Ireland! 
!Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian National University, Canberra. 
2Bureau of Mineral Resources, Canberra. 

One of the cha] lenges of Archaean geochronology is to find isotopic systems 
that preserve an indication of a rock's primary/age in spite of the effe~ts of 
later metamorphism. Zircon da::ing has been used widely with conaiderable 
success but not without difficulty, especially in polymetamorphic terrains. 
Zircons in such cases commonly are found to have lost radiogenic Pb, and despite 
fractionizing the zircons! or abrading them to remove disturbed portions 2 it 
often is not possible to define a pattern of Pb loss from which the original age 
can confid@ntly be inferred. The refine.mnt of techniques to enable extremely 
small sampies 3, or even single crystals4, to be analysed has contributed greatly 
to solving the problem but even those techniques cannot resolve the micron-scale 
isotopic heterogeneities within single zircons in which much of their history is 
recorded. That can only be done by ion microprobe. We present here progress 

; 

reports on studies of four Archaean rocks, each of which illuatrates the power 1, 

and potential of ion mi~roprobe analysis in solving problems of Archaean 
geochronology. 

MOl'IOn Gneiss. The gneisses of the Minnesote River Valley have long been 
recognizeu to be among the oldest cocks in the United States. However, because 
their isotopic sys tems have been dis turbed by later metamorphisms and intrusions, 
there is uncertainty as to their actual age. The gneisses have been the Eubject 
of a number of geochronologic studies. Zircon U-Pb analyses by Catanzar05 first 
showed the great antiquity of the rocks, giving a minimum age of 3250 Ma and an 
inferred age of 3500 Ma. There have been several zircon U-Pb s tudf.es since 
thenG ,7, a, 9 but each, even the single crystal worka , has produced patterns of Pb 
loss from which the primary age cannot readily be deduced. Interpreted ages 
range from 3i~0 Ma"" a to 3590 MaG, 9 • The Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr total-rock analyses of 
McCulloch!O support the older value, but other Rb-Sr work!! has been interpreted 
to indicate ages e~en greater. 

We studied a split froln sample 673 analysed earlier by Goldich and Wooden9 • 
It came from tonalitic Morton Gneiss 5 km NE of Delhi. The zircons are strongly 
zoned and at least five stages of growth can be seen, all, or only some of which 
may be present in anyone crystal. A) Unzoned, euhedral, low-U «500 ppm) cores 
overgrown by B) strikingly euhedrall.y zoned, moderate-U (150v <,pm) zircon, 
broken, then overgrown by C) unzoned, inclusion-rich, high-U (>2000 ppm) zircon, 
overgrown by D) unzoned or wea:·ly euhedrally zoned low-U «300 ppm) zircon, 
rarely overgrown by E) unzoned, moderate-U (800 ppm) euhedral rims. Type D 
commonly forms wholc crystals. Plotted on a Concordia diagram tbe analyses for 
zircons type A to D all define, almost within analytical error, a single discor- ! 
dance line, with Concordia intercepts of 3535 ± 45 Ma and 1530 ± 200 Ma. Type E n 
zircon is nearly concordant and unequivocally younger, 2585 ± 10Ma based on ~ 
207Pb/ 206Pb. The primary age of the bulk of the zircon is therefore probably I 
3535 ± 45 Ma, and is certainly greater than 3460 Ma. The 2585 ± 10 Ma age of 
the zircon rims is the same as the age of late intrusives in the Morton area9• 
It is very likely that the older zircons were also affected at that time 00 we 
presently attribute no age significan~e to the 1530 Ma intercept, exc~pt that it 
shows much of the zircon has suffered Pb loss at or after 1530 Ma. An excess of 
radiogenic Pb at one analysed spot suggests Pb movement may have occurred 
recently. Earlier ccaventional analyses of these zircons 9 are readily explic-
able as mixtures of the components that the ion microprobe has identified. 
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DATING ZIRCON RY ION MICROPRORE 

Wil1181DS, 1.5. qt at. 

&'nei88 at Watel'ameet. The Watersmee.t Dome in northern Michigan is a 
lIecond area in the United States where very early rocks have been identified. 
There also, later metamorphisms and intrusions have disturbed the older isotopic 
systems, making the determination of original Rges difficult. Indicationa of 
Archaean agea were first found at Watersmeet in s Rb-Sr study by S~ms and Peter
men 12 • !I'!!:.sequent Rb-Sr work and zircon U··Pb analyses by Peterman and (lthers 13 
showed that the gneisses were at leas t 34!O Ma, and pnss Ibly 3500 to 3800 Ma 
old. As in the case of the Mo·~ton Gneiss. the uncertainty in the age W8S due 
to the poor definition of the ~ircon Pb-lo"s pattern. 5m-Nd analyses confirmed 
the antiquity of the gneisses at Watersmeet. McCulloch snd Wssserburg 14 
messured a total-rock model age of 3600 ± 40 Ma on one sample, Futa 15 measured 
model ages of 3520 ± 70 Ma and 3919 ± 30 Ma (the latter wss interpreted as being 
affected by metamorphism) on others. Recent zircon U-Pb work by Peterman and 
others 16 has result~d in a revised zircon age estimate of 3562 ± 39 Ma. 

The zircons studied by ion microprobe were from sample ~83, a tona1itic 
biotite augen gneiss from 7 km NW of Watersmeet. Conventional zircon U-Pb 
anll1yaes of M83 have been reported by Peterman and others l3 >16. The ion micro
probe analyses show a wide range in Pb/U and Pb isotopic composition in the 
zircons, even within single crystals. On e Concordia diagram Che data do not 
define a single line. Areas of zircons with the lowest U «400 ppm) I ... ve the 
highest 207Pb /206Pb Qnd average 15% discordance. All have the same 207Pb/ 206 Pb 
age, 3625 ± 13 Me. Areas of zircor~ with the highest U (>800 ppm) mostly define 
a line with an upper Conr-ordia intercept of 2645 t 35 Me. Analyses of 
intermediate-U zircon scatter in between. The original age of the gneiss is 
probably 3625 ± 13 Ma' The zircons are interpreted to have been partially or 
totally reset at 2645 ± 35 Ma and all the zircons have again lost radiogenic Pb 
at least as recently as 300 Ma. The 2645 ± 35 Ma Pb loss event corresponds to 
the time of intrusion of younger dykes and granites in the W~tersmeet area l3 • 16 
Mixtures of zircons of these compositions account for the scatter observed in 
the conventional zircon analyses. 

Gneis8 at Mount Sones. The Napier Complex of Enderby Land, Eastern 
Antarctica, is a grar.ulite grade terrain that despite having undergone at least 
three major epiRodes of deformation and metamorphism still preserves some 
isotopic evidence of great antiqui ty 17'lB'19'20'21'22. One sample from the Fyfe 
Hills h,lS been shown by ion microprobe analy>!is to contain a minor zircon 
component at least 3800 Ma old 18,. A much greater concentration of old zircon 
has now been found by ion microprobe in a granodioritic orthogneiss from Mount 
Sones. The U-Pb systems in the zircons are unusually complex. Most of the 
grains are brown and markedly zoned, a few are pale and structureless. Analyses 
of the pale zircons mostly plot near the Concordia at ~2400 Ma, recordio~ the 
metamorphism at 2456 ± 7 Ma identified by Black and others l9 . The hrown zircons 
show a much greater range in composition which can be related to the three 
visible stages of crystal growth: A) cores overgrown by B) euhedrally-zoned 
zircon, overgrown by C) relatively structurel~ss rims. Analyses of type C 
zircon mostly plot on a short discordance line that intersects the Concordia at 
~3000 Ma, recording the granulite facies metamorphism at 3072 ± 34 Ma20. The 
analyses of zircoos type A and B are very Widely dispersed; Bome are reversely 
discordant indicating an excess of radiogenic Pb. They scatter about a line with 
Concordia intercepts of ~2400 Ma and ~3750 Ma. If the type A zircons are 
regressed separately, their upper intercept is ~3850 Ma. At one 35 ~m spot on 
a type A zircon a large and variable excess of radiogenic Pb was found. A 
correlated change in the ~o/U ana 207Pb/206Pb indicates that Pb was gained at 
the spot ~2400 Ma ago, evidently in response to the same metamorphism that in 
most other zircons c~UBed Pb loss. 207Pb/206Pb ages up to 4200 Me were 
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mea&ured on the spot, showing that 207Pb/ 206 Pb ages measured on very small 
zircon samples need not neces~arily be minimum ages. 

Quartzite at Mount NaPpyep. One of thp. aims of Archaean geochronology is 
to determine when the earliest terrestrial crust fonned. An ideal place to 
look for surviving remqants of that crust is in the earliest sediments. Dating 
zircons in sediments by conventional methods ill both difficult and tedious for 
in &.')st cases the zircon population is a mixture of zircons from many rocks of 
different ag .. s. The ion microprobe however, with its ability to make rapid 
anal:/ses of single crystals, is ideally &uited to the task. During a recon
naissance survey of zircons in Archaean metasediments from a variety of local
ities in Western Australia, zircons have been identified that are up to 4200 Ma 
old 23 TIle old zircons occur in a quartzite at Mount Narryer, 250 km NE of 
Geraldton. They comprise about 5% of the zircon in the rock, most of the 
remainder being zirr:on formed at "'3750 Ma or "'3500 Ma. 111e analyses of the old 
zircons are very nearly concordant. The possibility .:hat the measured sge is 
nevertlleless an artifact of inherited radiogenic Pb was tested by analysing one 
crystal seven times. Despite a range of a factor of 1.5 in the U content of 
different areas of the grain, Pb/U and 207Pb/ 206 Pb were virtually constant, 
arguing strongly that excess radiogenic Pb is not present. The existence of 
the old grains shows that si lica-saturated rocks were present on the Earth's 
surface ss early as 4200 Ma and that they were a significant fraction of the 
surface exposure at the time the original sand was being deposited, probably 
sometime between 3300 Ma and 3500 Ma. This evidence that some early rocks did 
survIve the pre-3900 Ma meteorite bombardment of the Earth gives hope that 
intact segments of th&t crust may yet be found. 
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